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APPENDIX 7  : INTERVIEWS 
 

 
 

Nature of stakeholder 
Betting operators 
Bet365 
Betfair Paddy Power 
Danske Spil 
FDJ 
Intralot 
Lottomatica 
SBOBet 
Unibet 
Services providers 
Genius Sport 
Intralot 
Kambi 
Sportradar 
Associations of betting operators 
ESSA 
Federbet 
GLMS  
Sports organisations 
FIFA 
IOC 
La Liga 
UEFA 
TIU 
Betting regulatory authorities 
Belgium 
Denmark  
Estonia 
France 
Gibraltar 
Greece 
Italy 
Isle of Man 
Malta 
UK 
Intelligence and investigation services 

Europol 

Interpol 
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A. BETTING OPERATORS 
 

 
Betfair Paddy Power 

 
 
Interview with 
 
David Norman – Head of AML/integrity/insider threat 
Russell Wallace – manager of integrity team 
 
 

 
Founded in 

 

 
2000 (merger in 2016 between Paddy Power and 
Betfair) 

 
Headquarters 

 

 
Dublin, Ireland 

 
Website 

 

 
https://www.paddypowerbetfair.com/ 

 
System 

 

Monitoring 
 

YES 
 

Alert 
 

NO 
(part of several alert 

systems) 
Pertinence for 
Betmonitalert 
Programme 

 
Worldwide legal leader of betting exchange 

 

EVALUATION OF MONITORING SYSTEMS 
 

1. General questions 
 

 
Which criteria are you using to determine irregular betting patterns? 
Anomalies in the statistical sense + expert opinion of members of the integrity 
team. 
 
 
Are the following issues used to determine irregular betting patterns: 
 

$ High volumes of stakes  
Yes. Average = for that kind of sport / league or championship / event etc. 

 
$ Sudden unexpected activity on a particular market / country / 

region / city  
Yes, geographical proximity is taken into account. But natural distance is not the 
only distance taken into account: facebook and other social networks provide 
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specific topologies. People being friends in facebook are somewhat closer than 
geographical neighbours. Betfair tries to take into account all relevant internal 
(i. e. market and account related) and external (publicly available on the 
internet) information plus intelligence shared via MoU (see below). 
 

$ Sudden unexpected activity on a small number of retailors  
Betfair is a betting exchange with no offline network. 
Since the merger with Paddypower, offline data are available too, but the 
strategic plan emphasises the development of online over offline market. 
 

$ Sudden unexpected activity with a given customer  
Yes. Being an internet-only operator, Betfair does not handle cash and all 
money is refunded to bettors with a unique ID. The level of KYC requirements 
depends on risk management parameters (amount bet, means of betting etc.): 
in this respect, using pre-paid card is a factor determining a higher level of KYC 
requirements than using a regular debit card. 
 

$ Sudden unexpected activity in a short period of time 
Yes. It depends on the characteristics of the event/bet, hence ‘unusual’ should 
be taken in the statistical sense (that is to say, significantly different from what 
is expected). 
 

$ Bettors placing high stakes on a particular type of bet  
Yes. It depends on the characteristics of the event/bet, hence ‘unusual’ should 
be taken in the statistical sense (that is to say, significantly different from what 
is expected). 
 

$ Frequent odds changes on the market  
Yes. It depends on the characteristics of the event/bet, hence ‘unusual’ should 
be taken in the statistical sense (that is to say, significantly different from what 
is expected). 
 

$ High part of single bets for a given game 
Yes. It depends on the characteristics of the event/bet, hence ‘unusual’ should 
be taken in the statistical sense (that is to say, significantly different from what 
is expected). 
 

$ Politically Exposed Persons betting on their own competition 
Betfair has a process from customer registration and constant review of all 
customers throughout their active relationship, including an individual’s 
circumstances, which may change therefore PEP monitoring is a constant 
process. 
Regarding sport actors, there is no automated procedure for SGB to 
communicate lists of people not supposed to bet, but checks are made on 
demand with SGB having an MoU. Betfair also proactively reports to relevant 
regulators and MoU partners should they identify participants who have placed 
bets in breach of Sports Governing Body rules. 
 
 
Which criteria are you using to determine suspicious betting patterns?  
Every anomaly is investigated by an integrity officer. If facts can provide a 
satisfactory explanation for the anomaly, then it is classified. If the anomaly 
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cannot be rationalized, then the integrity officer in charge of reviewing can take 
the appropriate action, from setting limits to an individual account, to freezing it 
or advising the relevant sport body. 
In case the problem is related to a single player, whereas communication to the 
relevant sport body would imply data protection issue, the manager of the 
integrity team is required to ensure the best way to inform the relevant sport 
body in full compliance with the law. 
 
 
Are the following issues used to determine suspicious betting patterns: 
 

$ No reasonable explanation for the market activity 
Yes, but this means any possible explanation has to be considered. 

 
$ No link between the bets staked and the traders’ odds 

‘Market’ (not ‘traders’) odds would be more relevant in the case of Betfair. The 
very nature of the order book make it possible to have transactions at different 
prices in a short amount of time. This being said, it depends on various factors, 
hence ‘unusual’ should be taken in the statistical sense (that is to say, 
significantly different from what is expected). 
 

$ High volumes of stakes on a competition / team / sportsmen  
which have already been involved in other suspicious betting 
patterns  

Yes. It depends on the characteristics of the event/bet, hence ‘unusual’ should 
be taken in the statistical sense (that is to say, significantly different from what 
is expected). 
 

$ High volumes of stakes linked to someone who has already been 
involved in other suspicious betting patterns  

Yes. It depends on the characteristics of the event/bet, hence ‘unusual’ should 
be taken in the statistical sense (that is to say, significantly different from what 
is expected). 
 

$ Sport actors betting on their own competition against themselves 
/ their team 

Yes. 
 

$ High volumes of stakes linked to a small number of bettors 
collusion risk  

Yes. It depends on the characteristics of the event/bet, hence ‘unusual’ should 
be taken in the statistical sense (that is to say, significantly different from what 
is expected). 
 

$ Serious match-fixing rumours  
try to qualify “serious” / related to irregular betting patterns 

When rumours are really serious, the most likely case is that sports body 
directly asks Betfair for fact-checking. 
 

$ When do irregular betting patterns become suspicious betting 
patterns? 

When there is “No reasonable explanation for the market activity”. 
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2. Questions regarding retro-prospective method 
 

 
$ Regarding the 12 sport events listed in above, did you detect some 

irregular betting patterns (before the event has started and once the event 
has started)?  

$ When did you exactly notice these irregularities?  
Betfair does not want to disclose whether it found something suspicious and/or 
informed the relevant sports bodies, but can say that on some of these events 
suspicious betting was identified and the data and alerting provided by Betfair 
was a key part of Sports Governing Body disciplinary cases (see below). 
 
 
 

$ Regarding the 12 sport events listed in the appendix 1, did you 
detect some suspicious betting patterns?  

 
 

$ Please provide for each of the designated sport events the reports 
you circulated to your customers / partners / stakeholders 

 
 

 
 

3. Theoretical method: questions regarding theoretical method 
 

 
$ When was your monitoring system created? By whom? Why?  

Since its early beginnings, competitors have accused Betfair of encouraging 
manipulation of horse racing, as it was possible to “lay” (that is, bet against one 
horse winning a competition) on the betting exchange, while bookmakers did not 
offer such a possibility (they offered only ‘backing’ that is, bet on one horse 
winning). As Betfair was subject to criticism from the competitors, it had to prove 
it was also providing the stakeholders with information so far unavailable, such as 
trading volumes and market odds more accurately reflecting supply and demand… 
and that this information was useful to detect manipulation.  By having a specific 
Integrity Team who use effective reporting, technology and processes Betfair has 
been able to show that far from creating betting integrity issues, exchanges can 
shine a light on potential corruption and assist relevant bodies in the policing of 
sports. 
 
 

$ Please provide some basic information about your monitoring 
system  

London. Not 24/7 but more than office hours. 
 
 

$ What is your economic model?  
The monitoring system is not a commercial system. It is funded by the general 
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operations of Betfair. 
 
 

$ Who pays for your service?  
Monitoring is done by the integrity team, hence paid for by Betfair. 
 
 

$ What are the objectives of your monitoring system? 
Provide the stakeholders with confidence and deter manipulation by providing 
transparency. 
 
 

$ How does your monitoring system work?  
Every day, a report issued about all possible anomalies involving customers, 
markets, events, accounts etc. Automated red flags computed from in-house data 
+ operator-triggered alerts are investigated by a team of 6 integrity officers.  
 
Escalation has already been described: if the anomaly cannot be rationalized, 
then the integrity officer in charge of reviewing can take the appropriate action, 
from setting limits to an individual account, to freezing it or advising the relevant 
sport body. 
In case the problem is related to a single player, whereas communication to the 
relevant sport body would imply data protection issue, the manager of the 
integrity team is required to ensure the best way to inform the relevant sport 
body in full compliance with the law 
 

$ Does your system monitor blogs / forums related to sports betting? 
Betfair “keeps an eye on this”… especially when investigating into an irregular 
betting pattern. 
 

$ Is your system able to detect “runners / mules” 
People who spread stakes to stay under the betting monitoring 
radars? If yes, how? 

No system is infallible, but the AML department is basically addressing this kind of 
issue. A wide range of internet tools are used (such as investigating the facebook 
network of players, geographical proximity, cookie information to find similarities 
between players etc.). 
 
 

$ Regarding monitored data, please specify in which cases you have 
access to amounts staked, geographical distribution, bettors’ 
accounts, etc. 

Yes and more (social networks, internet cookies, etc.) 
 

$ Who are the persons (in your organisation) who have access to this 
information? 

AML and integrity team. 
 
 

$ Who are all the stakeholders involved in your monitoring system?  
Regulators + sports organisations that have signed an MoU (see appendix 2 for a 
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complete list of active MoUs as of April 2016). 
Betfair is licenced in UK, Spain, Italy, Denmark, Bulgaria, Romania for local 
operations + Betfair international is licenced in Malta as well as some other 
jurisdiction where it is operating from Malta. 
 
 

$ What are the conditions to become a member of your monitoring 
system? 

Sports organisations can sign an MoU as long as they agree with the conditions of 
it. 
 
 

$ Is it mandatory for all the stakeholders taking part to your system 
to share data / to store data regarding irregular or suspicious 
betting activity? Which data and when? On what legal basis (law, 
licence, MOU, etc.)? 

No. MoU appear to be binding essentially for Betfair as they commit to share 
information via the bet monitor tool + on request. Apparently, the Sports 
Governing Bodies conversely agree to share indirect evidence by checking facts 
on demand. 
 
The bet monitor tool provides direct access to significant (i. e. above £100) 
transactions on the betting exchange involving a given Sports Governing Body. 
Bet monitor is accessible via a dedicated interface and provides the SGB with 
information relevant to its own sport only. 

 
 
 

$ Which sports are you monitoring?  
Generally speaking, the sports offered at the betting exchange: 
 
American Football 
Australian Rules 
Baseball 
Basketball 
Boxing 
Chess 
Cricket 
Cycling 
Darts 
E-Sports 
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Financial Bets 
Football 
Gaelic Games 
Golf 
Greyhound Racing 
Handball 
Horse Racing 
Ice Hockey 
Mixed Martial Arts 
Motor Sport 
Netball 
Olympics 2016 
Rugby League 
Rugby Union 
Snooker 
Tennis 
Volleyball 
 

$ Which competitions are you monitoring?  
The competitions offered on the betting exchange. 
 
 

$ Which types of bets are you monitoring?  
The bets offered on the betting exchange. 
 
 

$ Are you monitoring in-play/live betting? 
Yes. 
 

$ Are you monitoring the illegal1 sports betting market? 
Contrarily to most betting operators who “follow” the Asian prices/odds, Betfair as 
a betting exchange benefits from a real-time price discovery process, which 
provides reliable market data. On some events there is not enough liquidity to 
form reliable odds but generally speaking, Betfair does not need input from other 
operators since the betting market usually correctly prices the odds. 
 
 

$ According to you, what are the most relevant sports betting 
operators to observe regarding suspicious betting? 

Betfair can look at betradar when a big move happens… but not on a regular 
basis. As already said, the betting market usually correctly prices the odds. 
 
 

$ Do you have a database of suspicious betting patterns?  
Of suspicious teams? Of suspicious sport actors? Of suspicious 
bettors?  

Shared information is logged for internal integrity purpose. 
 
 

                                                
1 Illegal betting: bets offered by a betting operator without any authorisation in the jurisdiction of the consumer 
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$ If yes, how does it work with legislation on protection of personal 
data?  

Of course Betfair is compliant but as already said, being licenced in 7 countries, 
Befair faces various legal frameworks, sometimes more stringent that EU 
regulation. 
 

$ Are you obliged to store data? For what duration?  
To share data, and with what persons/organisation(s)? 
On what legal basis? 

Formal retention period is 7 years. 
Data for UK is stored in Ireland. 
 
 

$ How many people are involved in the daily operations of your 
monitoring system? What are their concrete tasks?  

The integrity unit has 6 officer plus one manager (Russell Wallace). 
The whole AML/integrity team headed by David Norman is 13-strong. 
 
 

$ How many people are involved in communication / public relations 
of your monitoring system? What are their tasks? 

No dedicated PR person in the integrity team. 
 
 

$ How many people are involved in other tasks? Which tasks? 
/ 
 

$ Is there a possibility of conflict(s) of interests in your mission?  
The AML/integrity is not in the commercial area. Compliance is formally separated 
and reporting to David Norman. There is thus no commercial bias in the inquiries 
and no fear of closing accounts or losing turnover. 
 
 

$ What is the financial statement of your monitoring system (annual 
income and expenses)? 

Monitoring system not independent from the firm -> no separate financial 
statement. 
 
 

$ Number of irregular betting patterns detected during the 5 last 
years (by year)? 

Betfair does not publish data on this sensitive issue. 
 

The MoU signed with the sports governing bodies are necessary to build up 
confidence with the sports: information sharing is exclusive. Betfair does not 
usually reports to the prosecutor since it is fairly rare that suspicious betting is 
supported by evidence of criminal offence, while disciplinary problems (such as a 
player betting) are disciplinary offences, which are then reported to the relevant 
sport governing bodies but not to the general public. 
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$ Number of suspicious betting patterns detected during the 5 last 
years (by year)? 

See above. 
 
 

$ In how many cases you know of, these suspicious betting patterns 
played a role in court cases?  

 
$ Idem in disciplinary cases?  

Were any of these cases proven to be fixed cases (court / 
disciplinary)?  
How many?  
Can you enclose a list of such cases? 

 
$ Do you know whether enforcement agencies started investigations 

based on information of suspicious betting activity sent by your 
system?  

 
$ Do you know whether sports-bodies started investigations based on 

information of suspicious betting activity sent by your system? 
 

In terms of cases, Betfair says that over the last 2 years there have been 7 cases 
where they have provided information/evidence to Sports Governing Bodies, and 
where this information has assisted a successful disciplinary case.  In addition 
there have been a significant number of other cases in this period where the SGB 
investigation is either still ongoing or concluded without a formal disciplinary 
process. 
  
Some examples where Betfair has provided information that has resulted in 
disciplinary action are already in the public domain. Betfair provided the inquiring 
team with another case, which had never been formally stated publically under 
condition of non-disclosure. 
  
Darren Egan and Philip Langford – British Horseracing Authority (BHA) – Jan 16 - 
http://www.britishhorseracing.com/press_releases/disciplinary-panel-reasons-
regarding-darren-egan-and-philip-langford/ 
John Sutton – World Professional Billiards and Snooker Association (WPBSA) – 
March 15 - http://www.wpbsa.com/news/wpbsa-statement-john-sutton-0 
 
The Sutton case is especially interesting because it makes it clear that the 
information provided by Betfair played a decisive part in the inquiry as account 
information was used to show when the bets were placed. The report is therefore 
featured in appendix 3. 
 
 

$ According to you, what is the “cost” of match-fixing cases for 
betting operators (in % of stakes or GGR)?  
Could you please define the “cost” (missed turnover because of 
cancellation, missed opportunity for mitigation/arbitrage because of 
combined efforts of criminal syndicates, winnings paid on a fixed match, 
etc.) 
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$ According to you, what are the 3 best sports betting monitoring 
today? Why?  

Match-fixing can lead to three types of costs: 
• money earned by fixers – quite easy to quantify but betting exchanges are 
not impacted 
• turnover lost when an event is withdrawn from the betting list – difficult to 
quantify – moreover this does not happen with betfair 
• loss of consumer confidence – very difficult to quantify. 
 
 

$ According to you, what is the percentage of “false positive” of your 
monitoring system?  

Betfair is not publishing the number of positives. The only obvious “positive” was 
the Davydenko case: all the bets were voided, as the Tennis Integrity Unit 
launched an investigation which led nowhere. In the following, no such all-or-
nothing approach has ever been applied: integrity measures now target specific 
accounts with betting patterns clearly related to on-the-pitch facts. 
 
 

$ According to you, what is the percentage of “false negative” of your 
monitoring system? Please define as precisely as possible “false 
negative” 

By construction one needs to know the number of really manipulated events to 
compute the ratio. It seems pointless to give a guesstimate. 
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APPENDIX : LIST OF PROVEN MATCH-FIXING CASES 
 

Sport event Disciplinary 
sanction 

Criminal 
sanction 

 

Football: Liechtenstein - 
Finland 
Country: International 
(Qualifications FIFA World 
Cup 2010) 
Score: 1 - 1 
Date: September 2009 

NO YES (Ante Sapina 
condemned in 
Bochum case) 

 
(1) 

Cricket: England – Pakistan 
Country: International  
Date: August 2010 

YES (Mohammad 
Asif suspended) 

YES (Mohammad 
Asif condemned to 
jail by an English 

Court) 

 
(1) 

Football: Hvidovre IF – FC 
Hjorring  
Country: Denmark (1st 

Division) 
Score: 1 - 4 
Date: October 2010 

? YES (A player 
condemned to jail 

by the Danish 
Court – 6 months)  

 
(1) 

Football: Levante – 
Saragossa 
Country: Spain 
Score: 1 - 2 
Date: 2011 

PENDING (Gabi, 
captain of Atletico 
Madrid, admitted 

guilt) 

PENDING (Gabi, 
captain of Atletico 
Madrid, admitted 

guilt) 

 
(1) 

Football: Lecce – Lazio 
Country: Italy 
Score: 2 - 4 
Date: May 2012 

YES (suspensions, 
demotions, fines) 

PENDING  
(1) 

Handball: Cesson – 
Montpellier 
Country: France 
Score: 31 – 28 (15 – 12 à la 
mi-temps) 
Date: May 2012 

YES YES (fines)  
(1) 

Football: Kota Bahru – Ninh 
Binh 
Country: Malaysia / Vietnam 
Score: 2 - 3 
Date: March 2013 

YES (9 players from 
Ninh Binh 

suspended) 

YES (Tran Manh 
condemned to jail 

– 30 months) 

 
(1) 

Snooker: John Sutton – 
Jamie Burnett 
Country: UK 
Score: 0 – 6 
Date: 2014 

YES (suspension – 
6 years + fines) 

NO  
Betfair raised 

the trigger and 
informed the 

authority. 
Football: Varese - Catania 
Country: Italy (Serie B) 
Score: 0 - 3 
Date: April 2015 

PENDING (Antonino 
Pulvirenti, President 
of Catania, 
admitted guilt) 

PENDING 
(Antonino 
Pulvirenti, 

President of 
Catania, admitted 

guilt) 

 
(1) 

Handball: El Menzah Sport 
Handball Club - Jeunesse 
sportive de Chihia 
(Nationale B) 
Country: Tunisia 
Date: May 2015 

YES (demotion for 
both teams) 

NO  
(1) 

Football: Maldives – YES (4 players and NO  
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Tajikistan (U19) 
Country: Maldives 
Score: 0 - 8 
Date: October 2015 

a referee banned 
for life by the AFC) 

(1) 

Tennis: Games involving 
Alexandros Jakupovic 
(Greece) 
Country: Greece 
Date: December 2015 

YES (player banned 
for life by Tennis 
Integrity Unit) 

NO  
(1) 

 
(1) some events were not offered for betting on the Betfair exchange. 
Even for those that were offered, Betfair does not wish to publish whether 
an irregular betting pattern was found, escalated to suspicious, and/or an 
information was issued to the corresponding sport governing body. 
 
 
 

APPENDIX :  
Betfair MoU Partner list 2017/04 

 
 

Sport Country Governing Body 
Horse Racing Great Britain British Horseracing Authority (BHA) 

Tennis International  Association of Tennis Professionals (ATP) 
Darts International  Darts Regulation Authority (DRA) 

Cricket International  International Cricket Council (ICC) 
Soccer England Football Association (FA) 
Cricket Australia Cricket Australia 

Horse Racing South Africa National Horseracing Authority 
Rugby League Great Britain Rugby Football League (RFL) 

Soccer European Union of European Football Associations (UEFA) 
Greyhound 

Racing Great Britain Greyhound Board of Great Britain (GBGB) 

Horse Racing USA 
The Thoroughbred Racing Protective Bureau 

(TRPB)  
Tennis International  Grand Slam Committee 
Tennis International  International Tennis Federation (ITF) 
Tennis Great Britain Lawn Tennis Association (LTA) 
Tennis International  Womens Tennis Association (WTA) 

Australian 
Rules Australia Australian Football League (AFL) 

Rugby Union England Rugby Football Union (RFU) 
Darts International  British Darts Organisation (BDO) 

Soccer Belgium Royal Belgian Football Association (RBFA) 
Horse Racing Australia Racing Service Tasmania 
Horse Racing Australia Racing Victoria Limited (RVL) 

Soccer Northern Ireland Irish Football Association (Irish FA) 

Horse Racing 
Republic of 

Ireland Irish Turf Club (ITC) 
Golf Australia PGA Tour of Australasia 

Tennis Australia Tennis Australia 
Rugby League Australia National Rugby League (NRL) 

Soccer Australia Football Federation of Australia (FFA) 

Soccer 
Republic of 

Ireland Football Association of Ireland (FAI) 
Tennis German Deutscher Tennis Bund 

Horse Racing Australia Racing and Wagering Western Australia (RWWA) 
Rugby Union Australia Australian Rugby Union (ARU) 
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Greyhound 
Racing Australia Greyhound Racing SA Limited (GRSA) 

Horse Racing Australia Thoroughbred Racing South Australia (TRSA) 
Horse Racing Australia Harness Racing SA 
Greyhound 

Racing Australia Greyhound Racing New South Wales (GRNSW) 
Horse Racing Australia Racing New South Wales (RNSW) 
Horse Racing Australia Harness Racing New South Wales (HRNSW) 
Ice Hockey USA National Hockey League (NHL) 

Snooker Global 
The World Professional Billiards and Snooker 

Association Ltd (WPBSA) 
Horse Racing Australia Harness Racing Victoria 
Greyhound 

Racing Australia Greyhound Racing Victoria(GRV) 
Tennis International  Tennis Integrity Unit (TIU) 

Football International  FIFA Early Warning System (EWS) 
Horse Racing Australia Racing Queensland Limited 
Horse Racing New Zealand Racing Integrity Unit (RIU) 

Squash International  Professional Squash Association (PSA) 
Horse Racing Australia Victorian Racing Integrity Commissioner  

Football Cyprus Cypriot Football Association 
Rugby Union International  Six Nations Rugby Limited 

 

 
 

APPENDIX :  
WPBSA 

Decision in respect of JOHN SUTTON 
 

Publicly available on: 
http://www.wpbsa.com/sites/default/files/uploads/john-sutton-

decision-redacted.pdf 
 

 
 

Greyhound 
Racing IRELAND Irish Greyhound Board 

Football Japan Japanese Football Association EWS 
Rugby Union International  European Rugby Cup Limited 

Cricket England England and Wales Cricket Board 
Football USA Major League Soccer via EWS 
Football Denmark Danish Football Association (DBU) 
Football Spain La Liga Nacional de Futbol Profesional (LFP)  
Football Scotland Scottish Football Association 

ATHLETICS WORLD 
International Association of Athletics Federations 

(IAAF) - For Aug 2013 World Champs Only 

General Global 

International Olympic Committee (IOC) - 
Permanent MOU also covering certain events 

outside the games 
Gaelic Games Ireland The Gaelic Athletic Association` 

General Lithuania The Gambling Control Authority 
Football Lithuania Lithuanian Football Federation  
Football Malta Malta Football Association 

Rugby Union International  World Rugby 
Table Tennis England Table Tennis England 

Athletics UK United Kingdon Athletics 
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Danske Spil 

 
 

Founded in 
 

 
1948 

 
Headquarters 

 

 
Brøndby, Denmark 

 
Website 

 

 
https://danskespil.dk/ 

 
System 

 

Monitoring 
 

YES 
 

Alert 
 

NO 
(part of several alert 

systems) 
Pertinence for 
Betmonitalert 
Programme 

 
One of the most dynamic Lottery in sports betting  

EVALUATION OF MONITORING SYSTEMS 
 

1. General questions 
 

 
Which criteria are you using to determine irregular betting patterns? 
 
Irregular betting patterns are most usually linked to betting odds values or 
movements, sometimes other information can lead to inquire into the betting 
odds to check whether there is something anormal. Until November 2015, the 
system was manually scanning the odds and other background information (see 
below), plus they were relying on specific web sites, namely: 

• nowgoal.cc, which freely displays Asian bookmakers odds with little delay 
and features some historical data, 

• btfodds.com, offers the same free service for Betfair odds and volumes, 
past values are available through a pay-for service (history), 

• asian-monitor.com also offers very reactive data with specific ‘alerts’ on 
odds anomalies. 

 
Since November 2015, GLMS has subscribed to Sportradar’s limited alert service 
which flags irregular betting patterns, identified by significant variation in odds 
among the 450+ betting operators monitored by Sportradar. A complete 
description of the alert process (including the computation of alert thresholds) is 
given in David Forrest 2015 report, An Evaluation of Sportradar’s Fraud 
Detection System, pp. 42-44. 
 
 
Are the following issues used to determine irregular betting patterns: 
 

$ High volumes of stakes  
Yes, using in-house Danske Spil + Betfair volume information (provided by 
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Betfair or btfodds.com) + information reported by members. Threshold depends 
on sport/competition/teams at hand, in comparison with average (expected) 
volumes for the same kind of event. 
 

$ Sudden unexpected activity on a particular market / country / 
region / city  

Yes since members of GLMS are local operators who can provide information via 
the GLMS network, while the Asian operators provide information about the 
odds and activity (through betting limits) in Asia. 
 

$ Sudden unexpected activity on a small number of retailors  
Yes, since Danske Spil has a 4000+ betting shop network + GLMS info. 
 

$ Sudden unexpected activity with a given customer  
Yes, this is monitored both by the monitoring system and IT security unit (in 
charge of Anti-Money Laundering regulation enforcement). 
 

$ Sudden unexpected activity in a short period of time 
Yes. On the very day where I visited the Danske Spil/GLMS premises, the 
monitoring team noticed unusual betting volumes on a +3.25 Asian Handicap 
for a match between FC Lao (Laos) and Johor (Malaysia), while 3 goals where 
scored in the first 20 minutes. Betting volumes on other formula did not exhibit 
particular patterns. 
 

$ Bettors placing high stakes on a particular type of bet  
Same as above: yes. 
 

$ Frequent odds changes on the market  
Yes. Asian operators usually react to money inflows by changing the odds, 
hence this is noticed either by manual scan of the market or by Sportradar’s 
alerts. 
 

$ High part of single bets for a given game 
The aforementioned example (FC Lao vs Johor) is still valid to say yes. 
 

$ Politically Exposed Persons betting on their own competition 
This is dealt with by the IT security unit (in charge of Anti-Money Laundering 
regulation enforcement). 
 
 
Which criteria are you using to determine suspicious betting patterns?  
Basically, the system proceeds as follows: 
• an irregular pattern initiates an inquiry process – the officer in charge of 
the system at once starts to look for relevant public information (on internet 
forums, social networks, sports media etc.) 
• either the information is enough to explain the irregular pattern (for 
instance a prominent player in one of the team has become wounded and will 
not take part in the upcoming match), in which case the inquiry stops as a 
satisfying reason explains the irregular pattern, or 
• no public information can dismiss the doubt about the irregular pattern, 
hence the pattern is labelled more irregular and an alert is sent to GLMS, 
• GLMS then forwards the alert to GLMS members to ask for local 
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information about the irregular pattern at hand, 
• either one of GLMS members returns a significant information which can 
explain the irregular + pattern (hence the case is discarded), or 
• the pattern is further escalated to suspicious, in which case a further alert 
is sent to GLMS, so that the system can issue a report to its members and 
partners. 
Are the following issues used to determine suspicious betting patterns: 
 

$ No reasonable explanation for the market activity 
This is the main reason to continue inquiring into an irregular pattern. 
 

$ No link between the bets staked and the traders’ odds 
Yes. Still, it is difficult to quantify as average expected betting volumes are 
function of the sports/event/teams and/or players involved. 
 

$ High volumes of stakes on a competition / team / sportsmen  
which have already been involved in other suspicious betting 
patterns  

This might be an element for investigating further on. 
 

$ High volumes of stakes linked to someone who has already been 
involved in other suspicious betting patterns  

Both the monitoring and the AML teams are concerned with bettors with 
distinctive behaviour (large bets, frequent win, etc.). 
 

$ Sport actors betting on their own competition against themselves 
/ their team 

Online bets are anonymised and offline bets are often placed in cash hence it is 
difficult to trace a designated person. Anyway, various (perfectly legal) 
information channels can be used to find out: for instance, Carsten Hemmingsen 
was sentenced to a 6 months suspension as he bet against the football team he 
was training. The relevant information for conviction was provided by a 
denunciation and Danske Spil was cited as expert witness in the disciplinary 
case. 
 

$ High volumes of stakes linked to a small number of bettors 
collusion risk  

It could happen, but this is difficult to distinguish from the mule/runners setup 
and, more generally, from the raw betting volume issue. 
 

$ Serious match-fixing rumours  
try to qualify “serious” / related to irregular betting patterns 

Rumours of match-fixing are rarely reliable, but the aforementioned 
Hemmingsen case shows they can provide the starting point of an inquiry which 
must be rigorous. 
 

$ When do irregular betting patterns become suspicious betting 
patterns? 

Eventually one can say that a pattern becomes suspicious when no rational 
explanation has been found to explain the pattern although all relevant 
information has been taken into account. 
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2. Theoretical method: questions regarding theoretical method 
 

 
$ When was your monitoring system created? By whom? Why?  

As every bookmaker, Danske Spil has run a risk management unit, which evolved 
in 2005 into an information network (MatchInfo), the into a monitoring unit, ELMS 
first (2009), then GLMS (2015). 
 
The people at Danske Spil explained how monitoring tasks have changed during 
the last five years. Some years ago, most traders made a few odds paying 
attention to irregularities. Both odds-making and monitoring evolved into 
supervising an automated system, which receives feeds from odds suppliers 
(betgenius and sporting solutions) and from market survey software or sites 
(betradar/sportradar, etc.). 
 
 

$ Please provide some basic information about your monitoring 
system  

The system is located in the main Danske Spil building in Brøndby, Copenhagen. 
 
Danske Spil is performing its monitoring in cooperation with GLMS: 2 full-time 
Danske Spil employees are ‘lent’ to GLMS to perform monitor and alert tasks on a 
daily basis. As this is not enough for a smooth 24/7/365 operation, Danske Spil is 
lending another 6 part-time employee for 1.5 equivalent full-time so that staff is 
working 24/7/365.  
 
While monitoring and alert are shared, the information systems of Danske Spil 
and GLMS are ‘data-‘tight, this is to say they do not share their physical network 
nor servers. GLMS and Danske Spil share information, though, via e-mail like it is 
done among members of the GLMS alliance. 
 
 

$ What is your economic model?  
Danske Spil is a publicly owned lottery operator. While it is not a for-profit 
organisation, it is managed as a modern private company. 
 
 

$ Who pays for your service?  
GLMS is ‘lending’ some Danske Spil employees to have them working with its own 
monitoring system. 
 
 

$ What are the objectives of your monitoring system? 
Integrity: enforcing AML regulation + prevent sports manipulation. 
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$ How does your monitoring system work?  

24/7 availability. 
 
Monitoring of betting odds (450 bookmakers via Sportadar + most prominent 
Asian bookies directly or via asian-monitor.com) and volumes (in-house + 
Betfair). 
 
Technical facilities/dedicated personnel:  
• a dedicated GLMS office with 2 computers, 2 officers, sportradar + asian-
monitor.com subscriptions. See above for detail of methods. 
• one trader on duty 24/7 + one risk manager (office hours) on the trading 
floor. 
 

$ Does your system monitor blogs / forums related to sports betting? 
Yes. Manual scan. 
 

$ Is your system able to detect “runners / mules” 
People who spread stakes to stay under the betting monitoring 
radars? If yes, how? 

This is more a matter for the AML team and procedures, as the unique national ID 
(NemID) is used to pay potential gains. 
 
 

$ Regarding monitored data, please specify in which cases you have 
access to amounts staked, geographical distribution, bettors’ 
accounts, etc. 

Betting volumes on Betfair or through BTFodds.com plus in-house (for the AML & 
monitoring teams). 
 

$ Who are the persons (in your organisation) who have access to this 
information? 

(AML team, monitoring team including risk manager) 
 

$ Who are all the stakeholders involved in your monitoring system?  
The police and law enforcement agencies can request and exchange information. 
GLMS for voluntary exchange of information. 
 
 

$ What are the conditions to become a member of your monitoring 
system? 

‘Members’ are employees: no criminal record + a well-structured track with 
increasing responsibility according to WLA/ISO 27,001 certification. 
 

$ Is it mandatory for all the stakeholders taking part to your system 
to share data / to store data regarding irregular or suspicious 
betting activity? Which data and when? On what legal basis (law, 
licence, MOU, etc.)? 

Danske Spil is supposed to provide the Police and Law Enforcement agencies with 
the requested data. 
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$ Which sports are you monitoring?  

Danske Spil may monitors the whole range of sports it offers for betting: 
Football 
Handball 
Tennis 
Ice hockey  
Basketball 
Motorsport 
Curling 
Golf 
Cycling 
Darts 
E-Sports (LoL, Counterstrike, DOTA2, FIFA) 
TV Entertainment contests (such as Eurovision, X-Factor) 
 
 

$ Which types of bets are you monitoring?  
Mostly 1X2 and Asian Handicap for football. 
 
 

$ Are you monitoring in-play/live betting? 
Yes. Scanning of relevant websites (odds + sports information, see above). 
 

$ Are you monitoring the illegal2 sports betting market? 
Yes, especially the Asian bookmakers. Scanning of nowgoal.cc and asian-
monitor.com for odds + players accounts at some bookmakers site to look at their 
betting limits. 
 
 

$ According to you, what are the most relevant sports betting 
operators to observe regarding suspicious betting? 

MaxBet, SBOBet, Pinnacle Sports, Singbet, Sport999, BetISN, 188Bet, TBSBet, 
CrownBet 
 

$ Do you have a database of suspicious betting patterns?  
Of suspicious teams? Of suspicious sport actors? Of suspicious 
bettors?  

Danske Spil monitors in real-time some bettors identified by the risk management 
department. These bettors are anonymous and known only through a system ID. 
 
 

$ How many people are involved in the daily operations of your 
monitoring system? What are their concrete tasks?  

2 full-time + some other traders at Danske Spil for a consolidate time of 1.5 
equivalent full-time job. 
 
 

$ How many people are involved in communication / public relations 

                                                
2 Illegal betting: bets offered by a betting operator without any authorisation in the jurisdiction of the consumer 
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of your monitoring system? What are their tasks? 
Monitoring is not really a subject for PR. 
 

$ How many people are involved in other tasks? Which tasks? 
Alarm is performed by the same persons at GLMS. 
 
 

$ Is there a possibility of conflict(s) of interests in your mission?  
Exchange of information via GLMS could be derailed by conflict of interest, if 
operators were addressing the same customer base (they would thus benefit from 
information in the system, but would have no incentive to contribute themselves, 
hence the system should not work). To prevent this risk, only operators serving 
customer from one single jurisdiction are allowed with GLMS, hence there is no 
competition between the members and no conflict of interest which would destroy 
the system. 
 

$ What is the financial statement of your monitoring system (annual 
income and expenses)? 

Danske Spil – monitoring is not performed by a dedicated business unit but on 
behalf of GLMS. 
 
 

$ Number of suspicious betting patterns detected during the 5 last 
years (by year)? 
 

Year% Alerts% Reported%to%UEFA%% Reported%to%FIFA% IOC%

ELMS% %No%data% 491% 149% 38%

2009% %No%data% 28% 0% 0%

2010% %No%data% 32% 3% 0%

2011% %No%data% 92% 8% 0%

2012% %No%data% 48% 3% 0%

2013% %No%data% 67% 24% 8%

2014% %No%data%% 96% 48% 13%

2015% 388% 128% 63% 17%

2016% 144% 21% 4% 1%

GLMS% 532% 77% 40% 14%
 

 
$ In how many cases you know of, these suspicious betting patterns 

played a role in court cases?  
As for Danske Spil, the company was cited as witness in the aforementioned 
Hemmingsen case, as well as in the Hvidovre vs. Hjørring 2010 case. 
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FDJ 

 
 
Interview with 
Thierry Pujol - sport integrity director, 
Valérie Berche- director of audit, internal control and quality, 
Jean-Philippe Ronteix - responsible for online betting supervision, 
Thibault Bulabois - risk management officer. 
 
There is no dedicated entity for monitoring the possible manipulations at FDJ but 
the function is performed by a team of 6 in charge of sports betting supervision 
from the integrity department, where a set of internal and external procedures 
are documented by written manuals exhibiting a distinctive risk culture. 
 

 
Founded in 

 

 
1976 

 
Headquarters 

 

 
Boulogne-Billancourt, France 

 
Website 

 

 
https://www.fdj.fr/ 

 
System 

 

Monitoring 
 

YES 
 

Alert 
 

NO 
(part of several alert 

systems) 
Pertinence for 
Betmonitalert 
Programme 

 
One of the two biggest European Lotteries in sports 

betting 
 
 
“Irregular sports betting” = any sports betting activity inconsistent with 
usual or anticipated patterns of the market in question or related to 
betting on a sports competition whose course has unusual characteristics 
(Definition adopted by the Council of Europe Convention on the 
manipulation of sports competitions). 
Following the Council of Europe Convention (French version), 
FDJ’s terminology defines statistical or legal anomaly in sports 
betting as ‘atypisme’. Internal inquiry will determine whether this 
‘atypisme’ has to be escalated or discarded. 
 
“Suspicious sports betting” = any sports betting activity which, according 
to reliable and consistent evidence, appears to be linked to a manipulation 
of the sports competition on which it is offered. 
There is no specific word in FDJ’s terminology for suspicious 
sports betting, but several outcomes of the monitoring system can 
be considered as ‘suspicious’, namely: 

$ removal of a sport event from the listing of events on which 
bets are taken; 
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$ issuance of an alert on a sport event through the global 
monitoring system; 

$ issuance of specific information to the judicial authorities. 

EVALUATION OF MONITORING SYSTEMS 
 
 

1. General questions 
 

 
Which criteria are you using to determine irregular betting patterns? 
Internal procedure manuals define the ‘points of control’ for sport bettings: any 
bet that is missing at least one of these control checks would be flagged as 
‘atypical’ (the FDJ word for irregular).  
 
The relevant control points are: 
• Odds supplied & implied financial indicators 
• Events  
• Customers 
• Firm insiders. 
The Appendix displays a complete list of control points (in French). 
 
 
Every control point is strongly documented, for instance, odds supplied are 
check according to their: 
• integrity/compliance with regulation (in the French law, an event must be 
authorized for betting), 
• regularity of odds, especially in respect to: 
. current market odds, 
. players behaviour (i. e. wounded player -> higher odds), 
. event stakeholders behaviour, 
. patterns of bets, 
. odds-setting policy, 
• compliance with legal pay-out rate (set to 85% maximum in France), 
• financial risk management. 
 
All the procedures detailed below are documented in procedure manuals related 
to the 5 aforementioned points.  FDJ has been awarded the ISO 27001 label, 
together with the World Lottery Association label. 
 
When any control point provides an abnormal signal, an inquiry is started to find 
further information relative to the other control points for the same event. While 
every information is likely to lead to a evidence of match manipulation, two 
criteria bore the largest share of positive results so far: 
• odds movement 
• volumes of stakes (whether online or in the physical network) 
Any such phenomenon would start an inquiry to supplement information about 
what happened. Of course, if any reliable information is relevant to explain the 
odds movement or volume, the inquiry stops. For instance: raising odds on a 
given team are convincingly explained by the information that a prominent 
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player will not play since he has been wounded; such information would also 
justify stakes to be taken on the other team. 
 
 
Are the following issues used to determine irregular betting patterns: 
 

$ High volumes of stakes  
For any event type (given sport/competition/round) there is an average volume. 
There is no automatic threshold for irregular betting, since reaching the average 
volume minutes into listing the event could appear irregular as counting five 
time the usual volume just before the start of the event. 
 

$ Sudden unexpected activity on a particular market / country / 
region / city  

Timing of stakes is taken into account to flag a betting pattern as atypical: for 
instance, a significant bet just before the kick-off of a match. No automatic 
threshold. 
 

$ Sudden unexpected activity on a small number of retailors  
Local concentration of stakes is taken into account to flag a betting pattern as 
atypical, no automatic threshold. 
 

$ Sudden unexpected activity with a given customer  
A bettor placing a significantly large bet would attract attention; large is not 
measured in reference to his/her own betting habits but to the market usual size 
for the event. 
 

$ Sudden unexpected activity in a short period of time 
Number of stakes is usually not an indicator of manipulation: customers often 
try to experience with the betting system, placing many very small bets to see 
what happens. Overall volumes are computed in real time and, (except under 
exceptional circumstances, such as many players placing many small bets 
simultaneously), volumes matter much more than number of bets. 
 

$ Bettors placing high stakes on a particular type of bet  
Any unusually large volume is flagged as atypical. 
 

$ Frequent odds changes on the market  
Betradar is providing FDJ with real-time alarms about two types of odds-related 
events: 
• FDJ’s odds being ‘out of the market’ (this could indicate either an error in 
FDJ’s odds or a drift of the overall market which FDJ would not have followed in 
time), 
• Significant change in market odds (whether followed or not by FDJ) 
 

$ High part of single bets for a given game 
Yes. A classic instance appeared when the bets on Tours were skewed: instead 
of a classical pattern where 60%/20%/20% of the stakes are bet on the 
respective outcomes of 1N2, the matches with Tours exhibited a 20/70/10 
pattern. Fixing was suspected since the volumes were large. An all-out inquiry 
revealed the social media buzzing with a rumour that Tours was about to score 
a tie, since it has not scored a tie in the last 12 matches. The rumour grew until 
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Tours eventually scored a tie after 16 matches without tie. This is an interesting 
example of self-fulfilling rumour on social media: of course it has nothing to do 
with manipulation, the credulity of customers subject to the gambler’s fallacy 
are enough to explain this phenomenon. 
 

$ Politically Exposed Persons betting on their own competition 
Compliance with the legal framework for information lead to anonymisation of 
the customers. Nothing can be said about Politically Exposed Persons, then, nor 
about anyone since in real time, FDJ only knows the amount bet by any 
(anonymous) player. 
 
 
Which criteria are you using to determine suspicious betting patterns?  
Once a reliable source has given an information flagged as atypical (either by a 
trader or a supervisor), the supervisor on duty looks for relevant evidence, 
which will lead either to discard or escalate the case.  
 
The case is discarded when reliable information fully explains the atypical data. 
If no reliable information appears consistent with the atypical facts, the 
supervisor reports to his director. When they agree together that there is no 
convincing reason to explain the case, they can set provisional betting limits, 
then the director of betting supervision reports to the director of gambling 
security. The director of gambling security is enabled to decide whether to 
withdraw an event from listing. 
 
Usually, the same director proceeds to inform the sport organisation, together 
with the relevant police (service central des courses et jeux with the police 
judiciaire) in case the problem is amenable to a French court. 
 
 
Are the following issues used to determine suspicious betting patterns: 
 

$ No reasonable explanation for the market activity 
As long as no explanation appears fully reasonable and consistent, the case has 
to be further documented by new information. 
 

$ No link between the bets staked and the traders’ odds 
Unless no reasonable explanation is given, this will lead to documenting further 
the case. 
 

$ High volumes of stakes on a competition / team / sportsmen  
which have already been involved in other suspicious betting 
patterns  

This might be an element to start an inquiry or escalate. Past record is not 
enough to inform the criminal authorities, though. 
 

$ High volumes of stakes linked to someone who has already been 
involved in other suspicious betting patterns  

Since betting is either anonymous (offline cash betting) or anonymised (online), 
the personal traits of the punter are not known until disclosed. Other elements 
(volumes or pattern of stakes) can trigger an inquiry, which (at some point) 
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may require lifting the anonymity of customers. Thus, past record can lead to 
escalate an irregular pattern, but it is enough in itself to inform the criminal 
authorities, though. 
 

$ Sport actors betting on their own competition against themselves 
/ their team 

Bets are either anonymous (physical network) or anonymised (online), hence 
the relevant information is not available. Only location information can be taken 
into account (cf. next question) 
 

$ High volumes of stakes linked to a small number of bettors 
collusion risk  

This can prove relevant, along with other information. See e. g. the Montpellier-
Cesson case: only few customers (1.) have bet much more than the usual 
turnover (2.) on the underdog (3.) at betting shop located in the city of the 
favourite team (4.). 
 

$ Serious match-fixing rumours  
try to qualify “serious” / related to irregular betting patterns 

Match-fixing allegations on social media is most likely to be false, but the 
information is still relevant to understand self-fulfilling customers’ behaviour 
(customers believe the event is fixed hence they bet on the underdog). In any 
case, allegations call for further inquiry in order to acquire hard information. 
 

$ When do irregular betting patterns become suspicious betting 
patterns? 

Agreement of a supervisor with the director of betting supervision is enough to 
set temporary betting limits on an event. Further escalation leads the director of 
betting supervision to report to the director of gambling security. The director of 
gambling security is enabled to decide whether to withdraw an event from 
listing. The standard of proof here is the balance of probability with reasonable 
certainty that something wrong is happening. 
 
Usually, the same director proceeds to inform the sport organisation, together 
with the relevant police (service central des courses et jeux with the police 
judiciaire) in case the problem is amenable to a French court. The standard of 
proof here is moral certainty that something wrong happened. 

 
 

2. Theoretical method: questions regarding theoretical method 
 

 
$ When was your monitoring system created? By whom? Why?  

Until 2004, sports betting in France were only pari-mutuel betting, hence FDJ was 
mostly focused on integrity concern. Since 2004, fixed-odds betting was 
implemented and the integrity department became more seriously concerned with 
betting integrity. The opening of an online branch (in 2010) provided new 
detection tools by monitoring online odds, but still more than 90% of bets with 
the FDJ are placed offline. 
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$ Please provide some basic information about your monitoring 
system  

Online activity is supervised from Paris; while physical network is supervised by 
controllers in their local resort. 
 
 

$ What is your economic model?  
FDJ is a betting operator; hence its integrity concern is mainly self-centered. 
Nevertheless, FDJ is a responsible stakeholder, it is thus concerned with 
sustainability and social impact of the business. For this reason, FDJ funds GLMS, 
which is a co-operative joint association. GLMS teams together operators taking 
bets from a single national market for events all around the world. The idea is to 
share the information from national level with fellow members, so that every 
member of the system benefits from the best available knowledge. The system is 
not open for membership to betting operators taking bets in multiple jurisdictions, 
since they would compete with one or more GLMS operators. 
 
 

$ Who pays for your service?  
Monitoring: strictly in-house. Alert: GLMS is funded by its members, then 
circulation of information is free. 
 
 

$ What are the objectives of your monitoring system? 
Anti-Money Laundering is the first concern of the integrity department. In this 
respect, FDJ is ready to withdraw events from the list of events allowed for 
betting in order to enforce AML regulation. That is to say, there is no conflict of 
interest between volume and integrity, integrity comes first. 
 
 

$ How does your monitoring system work?  
Betting supervisors can access all the ‘financial’ information in real time: 
- in-house odds and betradar odds, 
- in-house volume of stakes on any event, 
- volume of stakes per player. 
 
A database of players exists, it can be accessed to check whether a player has a 
record of betting on a previous atypical event. Access is granted jointly by 
dedicated persons from two distinct departments, risk management department 
and security of information systems department. 
 

$ Does your system monitor blogs / forums related to sports betting? 
Internet information is systematically searched as soon as an atypical betting 
pattern is discovered. 
 

$ Is your system able to detect “runners / mules” 
People who spread stakes to stay under the betting monitoring 
radars? If yes, how? 

FDJ is AML/CFT compliant, which means mules are supposed to be caught. A nice 
example is provided by the Montpellier-Cesson case of May 2012: the players who 
fixed the match used runners to bet, and they were detected since the overall 
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betting volumes were large. On the other hand, mules can be used in order (to 
try) to launder money without fixing matches. Although no system is perfect, FDJ 
relies on strict online Know Your Customer standards, while offline, bettors can 
stay anonymous but winners of 300€ and more must confirm their identity. This 
makes it tricky to launder large amount of money staying ‘under the radar’. 
Moreover, experience has proven that abnormal behaviour usually attracts 
attention: a punter running from one betting shop to another to spread his bets 
will quickly end up identified since people talk to each other, the 70-years old 
grandma who played poker on prepaid cards for more than 1000€ a week was 
identified as an obvious runner, etc. 
 
In short, on this subject, the most widespread risk is probably money laundering, 
and fortunately stringent AML standards help catch match-fixers. 
 
 

$ Regarding monitored data, please specify in which cases you have 
access to amounts staked, geographical distribution, bettors’ 
accounts, etc. 

 
Online and physical data are readily available to the supervisors through their 
workplace interface. This encompasses all the information about bets, only the 
customers are kept anonymous. 
Access to bettors account data is available through a special authorisation granted 
jointly by dedicated persons from two distinct departments, risk management 
department and security of information systems department (every access to the 
database is logged). 
 

$ Who are the persons (in your organisation) who have access to this 
information? 

The integrity department features two distinct sub-departments: 
• web supervision, 
• (physical) network supervision. 
Web supervisors are granted access to data about the physical network; the 
converse is also true. 
 
 

$ Who are all the stakeholders involved in your monitoring system?  
For web-based bets:  
According to the law (n° 2010-476 du 12 mai 2010 art. 16), the betting operators 
must provide the regulator (ARJEL) with full access to both the information in 
their player database (logical access) and the servers where this information is 
stored (physical access). Law (n° 2012-354 du 14 mars 2012) enables the 
regulatory authority to “gather any information from the betting operators”. 
 
For physical-network operations, the relevant police service (courses et jeux) is 
enabled with the same power to “gather information”, but bets placed in the 
physical network are often placed in cash, hence the punter often stays anonym. 
 
Regarding GLMS (which is more an alert system), see the relevant questionnaire. 
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$ What are the conditions to become a member of your monitoring 
system? 

The “monitoring system” is strictly internal to FDJ; staff must have a blank 
criminal record. 
Regarding GLMS (which is more an alert system), see the relevant questionnaire. 
 
 

$ Is it mandatory for all the stakeholders taking part to your system 
to share data / to store data regarding irregular or suspicious 
betting activity? Which data and when? On what legal basis (law, 
licence, MOU, etc.)? 

Data must be stored and rendered accessible to the regulators (see above). 
 
Local information about sport events travel through GLMS. 85% of the GLMS 
alerts are relevant to events, which are not offered for betting by the FDJ. 
 

$ Which sports are you monitoring?  
  
Every event listed for betting is monitored. The complete list is: 
Football 
Tennis 
Basketball 
Rugby Union (XV players) 
Rugby League (XIII players) 
Rugby Sevens 
Handball 
Volley 
Beach-Volley 
Athletics 
Golf 
Winter sports 
Swimming 
Ice Hockey 
Baseball 
American Football 
Moto GP 
Rallying (WRC) 
Formula 1 
Badminton 
Table tennis 
 

$ Which competitions are you monitoring?  
For football alone there are 105 competition and 32 types of bets, overall more 
than 40,000 events were offered in 2015 with more than 3 million possible bets. 
Complete list is quite obviously derived from the list of sports (main international 
events and national leagues). 
 
 

$ Which types of bets are you monitoring?  
For football alone there are 105 competition and 32 types of bets, overall more 
than 40,000 events were offered in 2015 with more than 3 million possible bets. 
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$ Are you monitoring in-play/live betting? 
21 sports are listed for pre-match betting, from which 12 are also listed for live 
betting on a regular basis. 
Football 
Tennis 
Basketball 
Rugby Union (XV players) 
Rugby League (XIII players) 
Rugby Sevens 
Handball 
Volley 
Beach-Volley 
Ice Hockey  
Badminton 
Table tennis 
 
While 4 more are listed on a less regular basis (that is, for events not likely to be 
fixed such as world cup or Olympic games). 
 
Winter sports 
Athletics 
Moto GP 
Formula 1 
 
The process relies on supervisors (‘contrôleurs’): at least one supervisor is 
present during competition to monitor data flow and proceed to on the fly inquiry. 
During office hours, every anomaly flagged as atypical must be treated within two 
hours of detection; for off-duty events, the report is issued no more than one day 
after the anomaly has been detected. 
 
 

$ Are you monitoring the illegal3 sports betting market? 
Of course, FDJ knows that Asian bookmakers are efficient information processors, 
but their odds-valuation process is very different from what is done in a regulated 
environment, hence comparison would be difficult and costly. 
 
 

$ According to you, what are the most relevant sports betting 
operators to observe regarding suspicious betting? 

Among operators legally licenced on the French market, there is a hierarchy of 
“odds quality”, but the odds are not as reactive as with Asian betting operators. 
Hence FDJ is focusing montoring on the best odds available on the legal market 
(for instance, Unibet is providing more competitive pre-match than live odds; on 
the live market, BWin is more competitive, though this might depend on 
circumstances, sport and competitions, etc. ). 
 

$ Do you have a database of suspicious betting patterns?  

                                                
3 Illegal betting: bets offered by a betting operator without any authorisation in the jurisdiction of the consumer 
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Of suspicious teams? Of suspicious sport actors? Of suspicious 
bettors?  

FDJ only has a player database (‘XERES’), which is regulated under CNIL 
agreement (CNIL is the data protection regulatory body in France). 
There is thus no database about players, teams or other sport–related persons. 
 

$ If yes, how does it work with legislation on protection of personal 
data?  

Of course, the data management procedures are fully compliant with the relevant 
French laws and the EU directive. 
 

$ Are you obliged to store data? For what duration?  
To share data, and with what persons/organisation(s)? 
On what legal basis? 

According to the law (n° 2010-476 du 12 mai 2010 art. 16), the betting operators 
must provide the regulator (ARJEL) with full access to both the information in 
their player database (logical access) and the servers where this information is 
stored (physical access).  
Information must be erased after a ‘forgetting period’). 
 

$ How many people are involved in the daily operations of your 
monitoring system? What are their concrete tasks?  

Online operations: 5 supervisors + 1 director are working full-time for monitoring 
sports bets. 
 
Offline operations: 25,000 betting shops are being supervised by a dedicated 
service with a staff of 40. As the betting shops sell also lottery products, all the 
aforementioned staff is not dedicated to the prevention of sport manipulation. 
Roughly 10 people are involved at variable level, for an overall 2-3 full time 
equivalent.  
 
Hence overall, there are 16 people working part-time on preventing manipulation. 
 
 

$ How many people are involved in communication / public relations 
of your monitoring system? What are their tasks? 

Manipulation of sport events is not a matter of PR for FDJ. Anyway the head of 
integrity represents FDJ in congresses and events. 
 
 

$ Is there a possibility of conflict(s) of interests in your mission?  
Just as in the financial industry, betting operators are usually at risk of conflict of 
interest between ‘traders’ (oddsetters), who try to maximize their volume or PNL, 
and ‘compliance officers’ (supervisors) warranting integrity. With FDJ, traders and 
compliance belong to different department: traders are with the marketing, and 
compliance with the integrity. There is thus no conflict of interest as the integrity 
matters more than turnover. 
 
Staff with FDJ are not allowed to bet in-house (as per the law n° 2010-476 du 12 
mai 2010) but still, it could happen that traders take advantage of incoming 
insider information with other betting operators before they adjust the odds. The 
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internal control department is well aware of this possibility and randomly review 
the logs of the traders’ actions on their workstation. Using another peripheral to 
bet (personal handheld or computer) is difficult since traders work in an open 
space. 
 
Exchange of information via GLMS could be derailed by conflict of interest, if 
operators were addressing the same customer base (they would thus benefit from 
information in the system, but would have no incentive to contribute themselves, 
hence the system should not work). To prevent this risk, only operators serving 
customer from one single jurisdiction are allowed with GLMS, hence there is no 
competition between the members and no conflict of interest which would destroy 
the system. 
 

$ What is the financial statement of your monitoring system (annual 
income and expenses)? 

The monitoring system is not an autonomous entity, hence it has no financial 
statement. 
 
 

$ Number of irregular betting patterns detected during the 5 last 
years (by year)? 

2011: online 27, offline 2 
2012: online 10, offline 2 
2013: online 11, offline 9 
2014: online 25, offline 39 
2015: online 7, offline 43 
 

 
$ Number of suspicious betting patterns detected during the 5 last 

years (by year)? 
TRACFIN Signalling (including AML related) 
2011: online 0, offline 30 
2012: online 3, offline 55 
2013: online 6, offline 68 
2014: online 1, offline 90 
2015: online 3, offline 91 
 
Events withdrawn (from betting list) 
2011: online 3, offline 0 
2012: online 1, offline 0 
2013: online 0, offline 3 
2014: online 0, offline 0 
2015: online 3, offline 0 
 
Information of regulator (ARJEL) 
2011: online 2, offline 0 
2012: online 3, offline 2 
2013: online 0, offline 1 
2014: online 1, offline 2 
2015: online 0, offline 0 
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Information of police (SCCJ) 
2011: online 0, offline 2 
2012: online 0, offline 2 
2013: online 0, offline 1 
2014: online 0, offline 2 
2015: online 0, offline 0 
 
Information of relevant sports governing bodies 
2011: online 1, offline 2 
2012: online 2, offline 2 
2013: online 0, offline 1 
2014: online 0, offline 2 
2015: online 0, offline 0 
 

$ In how many cases you know of, these suspicious betting patterns 
played a role in court cases?  

Montpellier-Cesson-Sévigné. 
 

$ Idem in disciplinary cases?  
Were any of these cases proven to be fixed cases (court / 
disciplinary)?  
How many?  
Can you enclose a list of such cases? 

No such problem. 
 

$ Do you know whether enforcement agencies started investigations 
based on information of suspicious betting activity sent by your 
system?  

Some well-known cases, such as Tours-Grenoble in April 2011, Caen-Nîmes in 
may 2014, etc. Some investigations were started by the relevant police (service 
central des courses et jeux) but the case were discarded at some point for lack of 
evidence. 
 
 

$ According to you, what is the “cost” of match-fixing cases for 
betting operators (in % of stakes or GGR)?  

When betting operators become aware of a manipulation, they simply stop taking 
bets, and remove the corresponding event from the betting list. In this respect, 
the cost is an opportunity cost (loss of turnover). Conversely, the ‘direct’ loss is 
the difference between actual result and expected gain, which is difficult to 
measure it reliably. 
 
 

$ According to you, what are the 3 best sports betting monitoring 
today? Why?  

Operators do not communicate much about their safety procedures; it seems 
though that there is nothing on par with betting operators active on the French 
market. Knowledge of what is done in other countries is insufficient to vindicate a 
comparison with FDJ’s procedures. 
 

$ According to you, what is the percentage of “false positive” of your 
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monitoring system?  
$ When is suspicious behaviour in your view with a 97% accuracy 

match-fixing? 
There are multiple levels of ‘positive’ output of the monitoring system: 
• atypical patterns, 
• betting limits, 
• events withdrawn from the list, 
• transmission to sport and police authorities. 
 
Every items is the sign of a significant step being made toward certainty. While 
the first items only have internal consequences, the tradeoff is between more and 
less bets taken. According to the precautionary principle, it is reasonable to 
remove an event from the list before the evidence of manipulation is 100%. For 
this reason, there can be false positive.  
 
Now, talking about criminal justice 1. there can be consequences outside of the 
firm and 2. the standard of proof expected (“beyond reasonable doubt”) is far 
higher: a near-certainty is expected here. 
 
Nevertheless, there can be “false positive” as any disclosure of information before 
the end of a match is likely to lead the fixers to behave in such way as to avoid 
detection. A well-known example is the match between Tours and Grenoble 
(French D2) on the 29th of April 2011, see e. g. Lepidi P. 2013. Paris sportifs 
(2/3) : Tours-Grenoble, récit d'un match suspect. Le Monde. 28 Feb 2013. 
Downloaded from: http://www.lemonde.fr/sport/article/2013/02/28/paris-sportifs-2-3-
tours-grenoble-recit-d-un-match-suspect_1839680_3242.html 
 
 

$ According to you, what is the percentage of “false negative” of your 
monitoring system? Please define as precisely as possible “false 
negative” 

FDJ tries to keep it as low as possible, for this reason any atypical pattern will be 
inquired until every possible doubt is ruled out. Nevertheless, it is difficult to give 
a precise figure for a purely logical reason: by definition, false negative are not 
counted as in the denominator of the ratio “detected cases/total number of cases. 

 
APPENDIX: LIST OF PROVEN MATCH-FIXING CASES 

 
Sport event Disciplinary 

sanction 
Criminal 
sanction 

Irreg. 
betting 

Susp. 
betting 

Alert 
issued 

Other 

Football: Liechtenstein - 
Finland 
Country: International 
(Qualifications FIFA World Cup 
2010) 
Score: 1 - 1 
Date: 9 September 2009 

NO 

YES (Ante 
Sapina 
condemned in 
Bochum case) 

— — — (1) 

Cricket: England – Pakistan 
Country: International  
Date: 26 August 2010 

YES (Mohammad Asif 
suspended) 

YES (Mohammad 
Asif condemned 
to jail by an 
English Court) 

— — — (1) 

Football: Hvidovre IF – 
Vendsyssel FF 
Country: Denmark (1st 

Division) 
Score: 2 - 4 
Date: 24 October 2010 

? 

YES (A player 
condemned to 
jail by the 
Danish Court – 6 
months)  

— — — (1) 

Football: Levante – Saragossa 
Country: Spain 

PENDING (Gabi, 
captain of Atletico 

PENDING (Gabi, 
captain of — — — (1) 
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Score: 1 - 2 
Date: 21 May 2011 

Madrid, admitted 
guilt) 

Atletico Madrid, 
admitted guilt) 

Football: Lecce – Lazio 
Country: Italy 
Score: 2 - 4 
Date: 22 May 2012 

YES (suspensions, 
demotions, fines) PENDING — — — (1) 

Handball: Cesson – Montpellier 
Country: France 
Score: 31 – 28 (15 – 12 à la 
mi-temps) 
Date: 15 May 2012 

YES YES (fines) Yes Yes Yes  

Football: Kota Bahru – Ninh 
Binh 
Country: Malaysia / Vietnam 
Score: 2 - 3 
Date: 18 March 2014 

YES (9 players from 
Ninh Binh suspended) 

YES (Tran Manh 
condemned to 
jail – 30 
months) 

— — — (1) 

Snooker: John Sutton – Jamie 
Burnett 
Country: UK 
Score: 0 – 6 
Date: 24 September 2014 

YES (suspension – 6 
years + fines) NO — — — (1) 

Football: Varese – Catania 
Country: Italy (Serie B) 
Score: 0 - 3 
Date: 2 April 2015 

PENDING (Antonino 
Pulvirenti, President 
of Catania, admitted 
guilt) 

PENDING 
(Antonino 
Pulvirenti, 
President of 
Catania, 
admitted guilt) 

No No No  

Handball: El Menzah Sport 
Handball Club - Jeunesse 
sportive de Chihia (Nationale 
B) 
Country: Tunisia 
Date: 23 May 2015 

YES (demotion for 
both teams) NO — — — (1) 

Football: Maldives – Tajikistan 
(U19) 
Country: Maldives 
Score: 0 - 8 
Date: 6 October 2015 

YES 
The referee liaison 
officer was banned 
for life. 
Fix prevented. 

NO — — — (1) 

Tennis: Games involving 
Alexandros Jakupovic (Greece) 
Country: Greece 
Date: December 2015 

YES (player banned 
for life by Tennis 
Integrity Unit) 

NO No No No (2) 

 
(1) The event was not listed for betting. 
(2) Some matches involving the player were on the list; there is no confirmation though that these 

particular events were fixed. 
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Intralot 

 
 
Interview with 
Nikolaos Konstakis - Director of betting. 
 

 
Founded in 

 

 
1992 

 
Headquarters 

 

 
Athens, Greece 

 
Website 

 

 
http://www.intralot.com/ 

 
System 

 

Monitoring 
 

YES 
 

Alert 
 

NO 
(part of several alert 

systems) 
Pertinence for 
Betmonitalert 
Programme 

 
Trading supplier for various betting operators 

including the leading sports betting Lottery in Europe 
(Turkey) 

EVALUATION OF MONITORING SYSTEMS 
 
Theoretical method: questions regarding theoretical method 

 
 

$ When was your monitoring system created? By whom? Why?  
Intralot has been offering sports betting since 2000 as a B2B service, beginning 
with OPAP. In some countries, such as Italy, Intralot could not offer B2B services, 
but was licenced for full B2C operation. Hence Intralot is operating (depend on 
jurisdiction) either as a betting operator or a subcontractor offering fully managed 
trading services for lotteries and sports betting. 
 
 

$ Please provide some basic information about your monitoring 
system  

The system operates 24/7 in Greece + traders from other locations can be 
involved either to provide input (when local expertise is needed) or to perform 
additional monitoring tasks. 
 
 

$ What is your economic model?  
Intralot is a privately owned, commercial company funded by selling either B2B 
and B2C services (although not both at the same time in a given jurisdiction). 
 
 

$ Who pays for your service?  
B2C segment (betting operator): Italy, Latin America, Cyprus: ≈50% turnover 
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B2B segment (subcontractor): ≈50% business 
 
 

$ What are the objectives of your monitoring system? 
The main purpose is to manage Internal/Financial risks. 
 
 

$ How does your monitoring system work?  
Basically, Intralot monitors odds and volumes, like most betting operators. 
Not just in-house odds and volumes, as the Asian market and betfair volumes are 
also monitored. 

$ Does your system monitor blogs / forums related to sports betting? 
Not on a regular basis. This is not a reliable source of alert. 
 

$ Is your system able to detect “runners / mules” 
People who spread stakes to stay under the betting monitoring 
radars? If yes, how? 

The director of betting is in charge of both AML regulation compliance and 
monitoring the betting market to prevent manipulation, both on-line and in land-
based betting shops. 
 
 

$ Regarding monitored data, please specify in which cases you have 
access to amounts staked, geographical distribution, bettors’ 
accounts, etc. 

Yes, but as Intralot is operating in many jurisdictions, precise answer depends on 
local regulations. 
Generally, betting info is kept some time (counted in weeks) on the trading 
platform, where it is accessible by traders, then put in the database with 
restricted access subject to local data protection regulations. 
Info kep on the platform is, as with most betting operators, used for both 
analytical purposes (betting manipulation related) and for financial risk 
management (preventing ‘clever’ trader to take advantage of an edge). 
 

$ Who are the persons (in your organisation) who have access to this 
information? 

Precise answer depends on local regulations. 
 

$ Who are all the stakeholders involved in your monitoring system?  
The monitoring system works mainly for internal purpose hence no external 
‘stakeholders’ strictly speaking. 
 

$ What are the conditions to become a member of your monitoring 
system? 

Monitoring system: n/a (see above) 
Alarm system: although Intralot is not a direct GLMS member (since it is not a 
lottery), some of its customers (esp. in Germany and NL) are members of GLMS. 
Intralot is WLA (ISO 27000) compliant, working with licenced operators. 
 

$ Is it mandatory for all the stakeholders taking part to your system 
to share data / to store data regarding irregular or suspicious 
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betting activity? Which data and when? On what legal basis (law, 
licence, MOU, etc.)? 

/ 
 

$ Which sports are you monitoring?  
The sport offered for betting. 
Around 20, dynamic list featuring football and major sports including some 
American Closed League sports + worldwide events. 
 
 

$ Which competitions are you monitoring?  
Dynamic list featuring football and major sports including some American Closed 
League sports + worldwide events. 
 
 

$ Which types of bets are you monitoring?  
Dynamic list featuring football and major sports including some American Closed 
League sports + worldwide events. 
 
 

$ Are you monitoring in-play/live betting? 
Yes 
Monitoring is performed by the traders (odd-setters): they report irregular 
patterns and decide whether to escalate. 
 
 

$ Are you monitoring the illegal4 sports betting market? 
Yes, Asian market is monitored the usual way (looking at websites & using players 
accounts) 
 
 

$ According to you, what are the most relevant sports betting 
operators to observe regarding suspicious betting? 

Asian bookmakers. 
 
 

$ How many people are involved in the daily operations of your 
monitoring system? What are their concrete tasks?  

Intralot claims to have more than 100 traders around the world, which devote 40-
50% of their work time to monitor odds. 
 
 

$ How many people are involved in communication / public relations 
of your monitoring system? What are their tasks? 

The monitoring system is not an independent entity. It is an integral part of the 
direction of betting. 
 
 

$ Is there a possibility of conflict(s) of interests in your mission?  
                                                
4 Illegal betting: bets offered by a betting operator without any authorisation in the jurisdiction of the consumer 
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One could argue that they could be conflicts of interest between the B2B and B2C 
activities (i. e. serving the public directly and being subcontractors for 
competitors). Intralot does not operate both activities at the same time in a given 
jurisdiction. Now, if we look at international event with teams from two countries 
where Intralot is operating under different regimes… It must be recalled that 
international sport events are usually the most visible and hence the most difficult 
to fix… 

 
$ Number of suspicious betting patterns detected during the 5 last 

years (by year)? 
Looking at suspended bets (the main concern for a betting operator), no more 
than once a month, mainly in football. 
Suspicious events leading to reporting is a more complex question since in 
countries where Intralot is a subcontractor for GLMS operators, there are clear 
guidelines for reporting… The problem is that suspicious issues usually happen 
with countries or leagues where Intralot is not acting as subcontractor under 
GLMS lotteries. It means that there is no standard procedure. There is still room 
for reporting, see below. 
 
 

$ In how many cases you know of, these suspicious betting patterns 
played a role in court cases? Idem in disciplinary cases?  
Were any of these cases proven to be fixed cases (court / 
disciplinary)?  
How many? Can you enclose a list of such cases? 

Once in Turkey in 2004 (Turkey Superleague): suspicious betting was detected 
and reported to the Turkish authorities which arrested the guilty goalkeeper 
before the kickoff of the match. This example is reported in Declan Hill’s book the 
fix. 

 
 

$ According to you, what is the “cost” of match-fixing cases for 
betting operators (in % of stakes or GGR)?  

The question is difficult to answer correctly. Prudent risk management leads to 
betting limits and suspension of suspicious events. Successful prevention hence 
greatly limit the exposure to manipulation, hence the costs (of payment to match-
fixers) is low. 
On the other hand, this is at the expense of missing turnover. 
 
 

$ According to you, what are the 3 best sports betting monitoring 
today? Why?  

Betting monitoring is not a competitive service, every one is things tailored for its 
own use, hence comparability is limited. 
 
 

$ According to you, what is the percentage of “false positive” of your 
monitoring system?  

$ When is suspicious behaviour in your view with a 97% accuracy 
match-fixing? 
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10-15% of suspended matches happen to be false positives, but it is difficult to 
document since 1. Authorities do not give any return about the outcome of 
whistleblowing procedures, 2. Some match-fixing cases do not lead to formal 
sanctions although suspicion remains strong among the insiders. 
 

$ According to you, what is the percentage of “false negative” of your 
monitoring system? Please define as precisely as possible “false 
negative” 

This seems impossible to determine since the denominator is not fully disclosed. 
%
APPENDIX : LIST OF PROVEN MATCH-FIXING CASES 
 

Sport event Disciplinary sanction Criminal sanction  
Football: Liechtenstein - Finland 
Country: International 
(Qualifications FIFA World Cup 
2010) 
Score: 1 - 1 
Date: September 2009 

NO YES (Ante Sapina 
condemned in Bochum 

case) 

 
 

No indication 

Cricket: England – Pakistan 
Country: International  
Date: August 2010 

YES (Mohammad Asif 
suspended) 

YES (Mohammad Asif 
condemned to jail by 

an English Court) 

Not offered 
(now offering 

cricket) 
Football: Hvidovre IF – FC Hjorring  
Country: Denmark (1st Division) 
Score: 1 - 4 
Date: October 2010 

? YES (A player 
condemned to jail by 
the Danish Court – 6 

months)  

 
 

Was not offered 

Football: Levante – Saragossa 
Country: Spain 
Score: 1 - 2 
Date: 2011 

PENDING (Gabi, captain 
of Atletico Madrid, 

admitted guilt) 

PENDING (Gabi, 
captain of Atletico 

Madrid, admitted guilt) 

 
(1) 

Football: Lecce – Lazio 
Country: Italy 
Score: 2 - 4 
Date: May 2012 

YES (suspensions, 
demotions, fines) 

PENDING  
(1) 

Handball: Cesson – Montpellier 
Country: France 
Score: 31 – 28 (15 – 12 à la mi-
temps) 
Date: May 2012 

YES YES (fines)  
Not offered 

Football: Kota Bahru – Ninh Binh 
Country: Malaysia / Vietnam 
Score: 2 - 3 
Date: March 2013 

YES (9 players from 
Ninh Binh suspended) 

YES (Tran Manh 
condemned to jail – 30 

months) 

 
(1) 

Snooker: John Sutton – Jamie 
Burnett 
Country: UK 
Score: 0 – 6 
Date: 2014 

YES (suspension – 6 
years + fines) 

NO  
Not offered 

Football: Varese - Catania 
Country: Italy (Serie B) 
Score: 0 - 3 
Date: April 2015 

PENDING (Antonino 
Pulvirenti, President of 
Catania, admitted guilt) 

PENDING (Antonino 
Pulvirenti, President of 
Catania, admitted guilt) 

 
(1) 

Handball: El Menzah Sport 
Handball Club - Jeunesse sportive 
de Chihia (Nationale B) 
Country: Tunisia 
Date: May 2015 

YES (demotion for both 
teams) 

NO  
(1) 

Football: Maldives – Tajikistan 
(U19) 
Country: Maldives 
Score: 0 - 8 
Date: October 2015 

YES (4 players and a 
referee banned for life 

by the AFC) 

NO  
 

Not offered 

Tennis: Games involving 
Alexandros Jakupovic (Greece) 
Country: Greece 
Date: December 2015 

YES (player banned for 
life by Tennis Integrity 

Unit) 

NO  
Not offered 

 
Although some events were not offered, for those that were, (1) no action has been taken (that is 
to say, no betting limit, no suspension)… Since significant loss were unlikely. 
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Lottomatica 

 
Interview with 
 
Ludovico Calvi 
Eleonore Parra 
 
1.04.2016 

 
Founded in 

 

 
1990 

 
Headquarters 

 

 
Rome, Italy 

 
Website 

 

 
https://www.lottomatica.it/ 

 
System 

 

Monitoring 
 

YES 
 

Alert 
 

NO 
(part of several alert 

systems) 
Pertinence for 
Betmonitalert 
Programme 

 
One of the most dynamic Lottery in sports betting 
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General information  
 
1) The betting tax system in Italy has changed: 
- 18% of GGR for the retail (because the cost of the retailors - 
commission) 
- 22% of GGR for online 
2) Illegal betting is still very important in Italy. Even if AAMS and law 
enforcement do a lot, the position of the Judge (between police and 
AAMS) is central. In many cases, the Judge thinks he is not in position to 
decide.  
3) Lottomatica is the only one gambling operator able to bid for the new 
Lotto concession (guarantee of 700 m€). 
4) Bet365 has much less betting accounts than Lottomatica (50% of the 
accounts in number) but they vey huge amounts staked.  
5) Betting points of sales cannot be opened close to sensitive places 
(schools, churches). The nature of the sensitive places and the distance 
varies following each local authority (300 to 500 m.) 
6) Match fixing: 
- Malta: An under 21 team game was fixed; 
- Lottomatica also thinks (like AAMS) that one of the main problem in 
Italy comes from unpaid salaries (sometimes even salaries are paid with 
betting slips, even in football).  

Lottomatica uses definition elaborated by the Council of Europe 
convention. 

EVALUATION OF MONITORING SYSTEMS 
 
 
 
Theoretical method: questions regarding theoretical method 

 
 

$ When was your monitoring system created? By whom? Why?  
The monitoring system was created as soon as the company offered sports 
betting, first for risk management, then for money laundering and match fixing. It 
is called the “Betting Intelligence Platform” and has been developed internally.  
According to Lottomatica, money laundering and match fixing are part of the 
same issue. 
 

$ Please provide some basic information about your monitoring 
system  

The monitoring system is located at Lottomatica’s premises. 
 

$ What is your economic model?  
Lottomatica takes in charge all the costs. There is a price for transparency and 
responsibility. (Cf. IGT social balance – available on website). 
 

$ What are the objectives of your monitoring system? 
- Risk management 
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- Money laundering risks 
- Match fixing risks 
- Fraud detection (for example robots) 
 

$ How does your monitoring system work?  
Lottomatica’s system is a mixture of internal and external information: 
- Internal analyses and algorithms; 
- Sportradar; 
- Monitoring of Betfair volumes . 
 
The BIP works a little bit like Sportradar. There are some stakes limits per sport 
and by competition (Lottomatica defined some risk classes by competition).  
The system studies deviation (25% / 50% / 100%) and triggers some alerts Red / 
Orange / Green.  
 
Analysts here have expertise on matchfixing. They are even making the 
algorithms and develop programs in Java. There is a training for al the 
responsible issue for Lottomatica employees (including responsible gambling, 
money laundering, compliance, etc.) 
 
 

$ Regarding monitored data, please specify in which cases you have 
access to amounts staked, geographical distribution, bettors’ 
accounts, etc. 

$ Who are the persons (in your organisation) who have access to this 
information? 

AAMS has everything. The police is working directly with AAMS.  
AAMS has access to all the individual betting accounts. 

 
 

$ Who are all the stakeholders involved in your monitoring system?  
Lottomatica has informal relationships with SISAL.  
GLMS: Lottomatica’s head of trading receives GLMS alerts. Then 4 coordinators 
check the alerts. The problem is that GLMS has limited human resources: Only 2 
people. 
 
 

$ Are you monitoring in-play/live betting? 
Lottomatica is monitoring in-play betting thanks to Sportradar (95%) and 
Touchbet (Maltese company).  
Lottomatica has a anti-robot system (for fraud and security). 
 
 

$ Are you monitoring the illegal5 sports betting market? 
Online: YES. Sales force.  
Federbet went directly to the prosecutor. 
 
 

$ Do you have a database of suspicious betting patterns?  

                                                
5 Illegal betting: bets offered by a betting operator without any authorisation in the jurisdiction of the consumer 
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Of suspicious teams? Of suspicious sport actors? Of suspicious 
bettors?  

$ If yes, how does it work with legislation on protection of personal 
data?  

 
$ Are you obliged to store data? For what duration?  

To share data, and with what persons/organisation(s)? 
On what legal basis? 

There is no database but Lottomatica created some classes of risk.  
N.B.: Lottomatica doesn’t offer Serie D (4th Division), other operators do. 
Lottomatica says: we’re responsible for integrity.  
There is a check (online) of the betting accounts. 
 

 
$ Number of suspicious betting patterns detected during the 5 last 

years (by year)? 
In football, there are 3 or 4 suspicious cases per week at the end of season (1 or 
2 per month during the other months). All the suspicious betting patterns are 
sent to AAMS. 
 
 

$ In how many cases you know of, these suspicious betting patterns 
played a role in court cases?  

 
$ Idem in disciplinary cases?  

Were any of these cases proven to be fixed cases (court / 
disciplinary)?  
How many?  
Can you enclose a list of such cases? 

 
$ Do you know whether enforcement agencies started investigations 

based on information of suspicious betting activity sent by your 
system?  

 
$ Do you know whether sports-bodies started investigations based on 

information of suspicious betting activity sent by your system? 
 

Through AAMS. 
 

$ According to you, what is the “cost” of match-fixing cases for 
betting operators (in % of stakes or GGR)?  

May be even Lottomatica doesn’t lose money, it depends. Betting operators know 
hot to manage the financial risk. 
 
 

$ According to you, what is the percentage of “false negative” of your 
monitoring system? Please define as precisely as possible “false 
negative” 

Lottomatica is more stricter than the others (no Serie D). 
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SBOBet 
 

 
Interview with 
 
William D. (Bill) Mummery, CEO of Celton Manx Limited, operator of SBOBET 
 
5.26.2016 

 
Founded in 

 

 
2004 

 
Headquarters 

 

 
Manila, Philippines 

 
Website 

 

 
https://www.sbobet.com/ 

 
System 

 

Monitoring 
 

YES 
 

Alert 
 

NO 
(part of several alert 

systems) 
Pertinence for 
Betmonitalert 
Programme 

 
Supposed to be the leading sports betting operator 

in Asia, mainly operating illegally 

General information  

The operations in Europe are regulated by the Isle of Man Gambling 
Supervision Commission. The operations on Asia are regulated by the 
Government of the Philippines through the Cagayan Economic Zone 
Authority.  

SBOBET is seen as the market leader in Asia’s sportsbook industry and 
one of the world’s leading online gaming brands. While the majority of its 
activity is in football, SBOBET offers also a range of other online betting 
opportunities, including a portfolio of e-casino and live dealer games and, 
since April 2012, pari-mutuel horse race betting from the UK, Ireland, 
South Africa and Dubai. They offer more than 1,500 sporting events every 
week with up to 60 betting opportunities per football game.  
SBOBET processes 300 to 500 wagers per second at peak times and up to 
2.5 million transactions per week.  

They have their own in-house software development.  

Events are verified, settled and winnings paid out into players’ accounts 
within minutes of the end of games.  
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EVALUATION OF MONITORING SYSTEMS 
 
 

 
$ The interview is about dealing with irregular and/or suspicious 

betting. What is your opinion about that, is it important for you? 
You have to understand that our business has a very small 1% gross margin. 
Despite that we maintain a high risk threshold. Unless you find someone is acting 
with absolute certainty fraudulently, it’s is not in the culture of Asian handicap 
betting, which is the nature of our model, to close out winners just because they 
are winning. It’s quite a different philosophy compared to the mainstream 
European market.  
There, if you had two bets with win and you won, they would likely close your 
account. They maintain a very low threshold of risk and also of course their 
spending for marketing was/is very enormous. Examples are the Irish company 
Paddy Power who have now merged with Betfair, or have acquired Betfair. Or 
Bwin now merged with PartyGaming. They sponsor European football teams, the 
major European teams. Its strength has been very well executed in marketing. 
But the proportion of their gross revenue that has been spent on marketing is 
such that you would have to maintain high margins and low risks thresholds.  
Take the pari-mutuel model for betting in the horse racing for example, the 
French pari-mutuel or the UK or Hong Kong jockey club or any of these.  
Their gross margin retention is very high, like 60 percent on win place, and 23 
percent on the exotics and they are not participating in risks. The Hong Kong 
Jockey club has made some negative sort of comments about that they feel like 
they are being attacked by Asian betting brands. The reality is that they should 
see us as a good example. We don’t take bets out of Hong Kong because the law 
says you shouldn’t and equally we don’t take their race cards and then offer it as 
a fixed odd betting product within our own business. That’s their own intellectual 
property, right? We wouldn’t do that, so therefore it’s not possible to say we as a 
brand are attacking their business. The problem of the Hong Kong Jockey club is 
they are dealing with betters based in Hong Kong, who are very aware of what 
the legislation may say. And that is that the only legal betting for you in Hong 
Kong is the Hong Kong jockey club under the pari-mutuel model. Fact is however 
that you are not going to stop a customer who understands value, finding another 
route of placing bets simply because the incumbent state owned supplier offer 
such poor value. I have lived in Hong Kong for ten years, and I think one of the 
fallacies about the way they handle the gambling there is that it took the 
authorities probably 30 years to end corruption, take betting away from the 
criminal elements. They combined that with producing draconian legislation that 
criminalize the individual citizens for using the computer to bet. In practice 
however all they did was to hand a lot of underground betting back to the illegal 
suppliers where they battled for 30 years to get it away from. That sort of 
legislation is not helpful. No, it’s not dealing with the real issue. 
 
 

$ Focusing again on monitoring of suspicious bets, supposed fraud, 
match fixing, corruption in sports. Is it important for your company? 

Yes is the answer. I have painted this picture that we participate in risks with a 
1% gross margin profit product. So we have to attend to those patterns and the 
ability to identify irregular or suspicious patterns. This is because we certainly 
would get hurt very quickly with such a small margin. So we are focused on fixing 
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in sports but we see also activities as arbitrage as a possible threat. Our main 
trading pool is in Manila is really focused on that. As is the office here in Douglas.  
One of the key drivers for me are that you are close to your customers in the 
different time zones and with languages of your major markets. You must be as 
much as possible right there on the spot. There are also technical reasons to be 
geographically close to those major markets. During the 90 minutes of the game 
you can’t have a three, four second delay for that bet to be placed. Although in 
reality the group headquarter and management is in Douglas, a lot of our 
customer service activity is in the Asian area. We have a licence of the Cagayan 
Economic Zone in the Philippines and we have a customer center in Manila. 
Especially in weekends, on Saturday and Sunday when the football calendar is 
very active, our trading pool would be bigger than many brands. Observe the 
adrenaline when these chaps do what they are doing. 
 
 

$ How do you mitigate the challenges that you have with real time 
information?  

Historically one of the tools the fraudsters had. And that was not corruption of the 
sports. We had a number of years where there were two satellites, one was the 
digital and the other was of the previous generation of analog broadcasting. That 
gave an opportunity to fraudsters because the delay in the transmission path of 
the modern digital system had about 3 second delay behind the analog. The 
smart betters, if they were watching a football game on the analog switch, had an 
advantage.  
For us we’ve got massive use of technology. All of our technology is built within 
the business. We don’t buy a platform from any other provider. The nature of our 
model being Asian handicap is unusual for the mass market product. Take into 
account the volumes that our systems have to handle in terms of concurrent 
ability to process bets for short periods of time in the run-up to a game. One 
won’t be held by that product off the shelf. We have a very large software 
development unit which focuses exclusively on our brand. And then we have 
within that some very sophisticated algorithms. Algorithms cannot do the jobs for 
you but they can focus the human intervention. That’s where you need to look. 
 
 

$ You appreciate it as a signal, no more no less. What are the 
elements you see?  

Exactly. It’s a combination of use of technology, some very elegant algorithms 
and other systems. And then having the skilled workforce that can interpret the 
signals.  
Its right to say that sometimes if a game has been interfered it’s only fully 
apparent after the event. But first of all, with your skills set, you have priced that 
marked game. And then you may see patterns of betting that are so patently 
different to the way in which you have assessed that game. It’s not just the 
ultimate results there are indicators about, you could become suspicious as to 
how people get yellow cards to the point of is this person inviting a red card. 
Because it is not unknown for people to bet for those outcomes.  
It’s a number of years ago but it is one that I remember very clearly. There was a 
football game in the English premier Derby – Norwich. In the 93rd minute, one of 
the goal keepers came rushing off his line and flattened his own defender and the 
other attacker just put the ball at the back of the net. There is a chap who works 
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with the football data code in the English league. I made four attempts to deliver 
up forensic data to the football league to say: we have concerns about this. They 
didn’t make any efforts to return my calls even discuss it. And that is very 
disappointing. They usually say that betting companies hide behind the data 
protection act, they don’t cooperate. And I say: Derby – Norwich, remember the 
game, this is what I did and I did not get any response.  
For me it has to be a mix of use of very good technology with experienced people. 
Plus a rule set and thresholds at what point you escalate and at what  
point you stop taking bets to have a closer look at it. And then analyzing it to see 
if there is something really unusual.  
I am sure most people are clearly interested in soccer as a product, and that’s our 
core product. Equally, we are more at risk when it comes to snooker and tennis 
because it’s one on one. Sadly, there is an English snooker player, the one I think 
appeared on your list, who lived here on Man and was banned. His manager came 
and apologized to me. I didn’t need his apology but I appreciated that because it’s 
also about relationship. That is important. As we have with the regulator. Another 
example is our relationship with people like Gamcare in relation to problem 
gambling. We are not at all on opposite sides of the fence, we are on the same 
side of the fence and we absolutely want to work together on these issues. I have 
this discussion with Steve Brennan of the Gambling Supervision Commission on 
occasion when they get asked for information. I don’t think the regulator can be 
the gatekeeper or the rule setter. We get frustrated because we have a lot of 
quality data and as I said we don’t see ourselves as being on different sides of the 
fence, we are on the same side of the fence. The approach is still very 
fragmented. I don’t think we’ve reached maturity where there is a joined up 
solution that people could subscribe to and become much more effective.  
One of the issues we have to address is the what and if of the repository where 
data could be fed into on an aggregated basis. Because almost all operators, even 
a large operator, there would be a natural bias in the respective data. The bias for 
us comes in by your geographical footprint. Bet 365 would be a good example of 
a very large scale fixed odds betting operator. Their geographical footprint of 
where they are very strong and the natural buyers that come from the follower of 
the sport from those countries would give a different way of pricing for those 
games to how we would price it. That’s because our audience is different 
regardless of the one percent margin. So one would have the challenge to blend 
live data and then being able to identify real time where the anomalies are 
appearing. 
 
 

$ Sounds like something for the future. 
I am afraid it is, but at least we have the debates at places like the Remote 
Gambling Association which is the London based trade body. I serve in the board 
of RGA.  
We have to move forward. And be aware that it’s a substantial industry for the 
Isle of Man. The gambling industry as an economic sector represents now 17% of 
the GDP. 
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$ Going back to match fixing. There is a moment that your analyst 

discovered that there is some sort of anomaly. It might be very 
explainable but at a certain moment it becomes a suspicious affair 
and then you dig in. How are you reacting?  

It points at extreme cases, cause it’s set against the volume of games that we 
trade on. It’s always going to be a very small number and the first thing we would 
do is just to suspend betting on that.  
We have a 72-hour rule which allows us to withhold settlement of the game for up 
to 72 hours if we have concerns that we want to investigate. 
 
 

$ How many times did that occur in the last five years? 
I would say not more than three. One would be Norwich - Derby. The Belarus 
(ghost) game obviously and I can’t recall the details about the third one.  
It’s interesting this year in the English premier league. I would say Leicester City 
winning the championship is very good globally for the football itself. As a global 
product, because even if English football is not the best football globally, for my 
purposes and the industry, the one thing you can say about the English league: it 
is trusted. And that Leicester city could win that championship. It does help to 
give people comfort that this is a real league that I’m in.  
There are three attributes which I would never like the order to change. First of 
all its trust, second is value and the third is speed of payout. When we talked on 
the decision not to immediately settle on the Belarus ghost game, we got some 
very heavy criticism on the internet because SBOBET is not known to delay. I 
mean ten minutes after the game, once you satisfy and someone else has verified 
the results, our customers expect to see their money in their betting account. The 
fact that we delayed for 24 hours on that we came in for a lot of criticism simply 
because it was unusual for us to do that. 

 
 

$ Can you sketch an ideal framework to deal with match fixing. I am 
talking about the regulators, the industry, the sport organisation 
and so on?  

My immediate response is that I think that it is a tripartite issue in terms of 
making progress with the solution and that is on an international basis.  
And it would need some form of authorisation. Ultimately again, we don’t have a 
business if the product is suspect. We have a very significant stake holder in the 
regulator. So to make progress, there needs to be initiative from the appropriate 
regulatory bodies which gives it some, if not global reach, at least initially Pan 
European. The regulator then can be the vehicle that says to the licence operator, 
we need you to do this as part of your licence and then you need central 
depository that takes care of the live data. 
 
 

$ And involvement of Police and sports bodies.  
I think that the police would only be interested if you have already have done the 
work for them.  
I think the sport bodies come before the police. Personally, we have issues of 
individuals that we know have committed friendly fraud. They have abused a 
credit card or whatever. We deal with that as a business risk. We wouldn’t dream 
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of reporting that under suspicious transaction report. That’s the business you are 
in, you have to managed that and it is not appropriate to  
bring the police into it. If we see organized attempt of fraud, then that’s a 
different matter and that’s the balance where we say, we would submit a 
suspicious transaction report. But it is sometimes a difficult balance.  
I do think that the industry, its regulators/ regularly bodies and then a trusted 
mechanism have to bring all the data together. They are then able to make sense 
of that data. That would be far more effective in ultimately dealing with the 
problem as the sports controlling bodies could be more effective compared to the 
possibilities of law enforcement involvement. Yes, they may well sanction an 
individual but for me I don’t think that has the same deterrent value to stop 
certain people in the games taking the risk. The fact that one person has been 
prosecuted and fined or jailed, will not have the same deterrent effect as people, 
that are thinking of allowing themselves to be used in this way, may know they 
are being watched. It’s a bit like doping, isn’t it? They have to know that the 
mechanisms that are in place to deal with it are effective. 
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Unibet 

 
Interview 
 
Eric Konings- from Unibet,  
together with  
Oliver Lamb - from Kambi 
Khalid Ali - from ESSA (as business partners of Unibet). 
 

 
Founded in 

 

 
1997 

 
Headquarters 

 

 
Il-Gżira, Malta 

 
Website 

 

 
https://www.unibet.fr/ 

 
System 

 

Monitoring 
 

YES 
 

Alert 
 

NO 
(part of several alert 

systems) 
Pertinence for 
Betmonitalert 
Programme 

 
One of the leading online sports betting operators in 

Europe 
 

EVALUATION OF MONITORING SYSTEMS 
 

1. General questions 
 

 
Which criteria are you using to determine irregular betting patterns? 
Determination of irregular patterns is performed by Kambi on the basis of jointly 
agreed criteria. 
 
 
Are the following issues used to determine irregular betting patterns: 
Irregular patterns arise from odds movements or patterns together with 
account-level irregular betting patterns. The latter ones are monitored by 
Kambi. 
When an odds or betting pattern is flagged as irregular, an inquiry is stated, 
which is dropped when a rational explanation is given to the irregular pattern.  
 
Kambi already answered yes to the following items. 

$ High volumes of stakes  
 

$ Sudden unexpected activity on a particular market / country / 
region / city  

 
$ Sudden unexpected activity on a small number of retailors  
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$ Sudden unexpected activity with a given customer  

 
$ Sudden unexpected activity in a short period of time 

 
$ Bettors placing high stakes on a particular type of bet  

 
$ Frequent odds changes on the market  

 
$ High part of single bets for a given game 

 
$ Politically Exposed Persons betting on their own competition 

 
 
Which criteria are you using to determine suspicious betting patterns?  
An irregular pattern which cannot be explained rationally is escalated. Escalation 
steps notably lead to: 
• reassessing the odds (which has to be done when any information imply a 
change in the expected probability of the events) 
• setting limits,  
• suspending the event, which is likely to trigger reporting to  
o the relevant regulator,  
o the relevant SGB   
o and ESSA. 
 
Are the following issues used to determine suspicious betting patterns: 
Kambi already answered to the following items. 
 

$ No reasonable explanation for the market activity 
 

$ No link between the bets staked and the traders’ odds 
 

$ High volumes of stakes on a competition / team / sportsmen  
which have already been involved in other suspicious betting 
patterns  

 
$ High volumes of stakes linked to someone who has already been 

involved in other suspicious betting patterns  
 

$ Sport actors betting on their own competition against themselves 
/ their team 

 
$ High volumes of stakes linked to a small number of bettors 

collusion risk  
 

$ Serious match-fixing rumours  
try to qualify “serious” / related to irregular betting patterns 

 
$ When do irregular betting patterns become suspicious betting 

patterns? 
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2. Theoretical method: questions regarding theoretical method 
 

 
$ When was your monitoring system created? By whom? Why?  

 
Unibet was founded in 1997 by a former math teacher consistently winning on 
horseracing. It had its own integrity unit since the beginning and spun off Kambi 
in 2010 as a B2B service provider with dedicated AML/risk 
management/compliance teams. 
 
 

$ What are the objectives of your monitoring system? 
Objectives are twofold: 
 
• from the point of view of Unibet, the competition (in Asia) is offering very 
high payout rates. Risk management is necessary to be competitive since the 
more information the bookmaker has (about the event and the customers), the 
more informed the decisions are, the higher the financial exposure he is willing to 
take (the higher the max payout). 
• from the point of view of the industry, Unibet thinks data exchange is 
(together with education) the most significant contribution of betting industry to 
sport integrity and hence to its sustainability. Therefore Unibet is contributing to a 
national platform with all stakeholders: betting industry, SGB, regulators & 
prosecutors. 
 
 

$ How does your monitoring system work?  
 

$ Does your system monitor blogs / forums related to sports betting? 
 

$ Is your system able to detect “runners / mules” 
People who spread stakes to stay under the betting monitoring 
radars? If yes, how? 

 
Both risk management and integrity procedures contribute to avoiding mules to 
take advantage of possible manipulations: 
• risk management: accounts betting even small sums in a pattern which is 
not the market pattern will be flagged (see Kambi), 
• AML/KYC:  
- of course Unibet complies with local jurisdiction requirements, 
- plus Unibet requires a proof of ID in the ‘VIP track’ before placing high bets 
(the VIP track also feature progressive steps and hundreds of bets before the 
maximum is reached, see Kambi), 
- some jurisdictions are excluded (when there is definite integrity problems or 
when regulation forbids betting, such as in the US), 
- only approved payment methods are used, 
- according to the UE fourth AML directive, Unibet is not offering payments to 
non-cooperative jurisdictions. 
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$ According to you, what is the percentage of “false positive” of your 

monitoring system?  
 

$ When is suspicious behaviour in your view with a 97% accuracy 
match-fixing? 
 

 
To prove guiltiness in a sports betting manipulation, two series of evidence are 
necessary: 
• evidence that an unusual amount of money has been bet at a given 
moment, 
• evidence that the punter who place the aforementioned bet was in contact 
with the manipulators. 
Betting operators can only provide the court with the first series of the evidence. 
The second one is contingent to the rest of the procedure, which does not depend 
on the betting operator. In this respect, it is difficult to assess the confidence 
level of the proof provided by the betting operators. 
 
 

$ According to you, what is the percentage of “false negative” of your 
monitoring system? Please define as precisely as possible “false 
negative” 

% False negative = events not reported as suspicious divided by events which 
were actually manipulated. In order to compute this ratio, one must know which 
events were actually manipulated. This is begging the question. 
 

%
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B. SERVICE PROVIDERS 
 

 
Genius Sport 

 
 

Founded in 
 

 
2016 (following the merger of SportingPulse 
International and Betgenius) 

 
Headquarters 

 

 
London, UK 

 
Website 

 

 
http://www.geniussports.com/ 

 
System 

 

Monitoring 
 

YES 
 

Alert 
 

YES 

 
Pertinence for 
Betmonitalert 
Programme 

 
One of the leading supplier in the monitoring of 

sports betting markets for integrity purpose 
(strong expertise in basketball and football) 

 
 

EVALUATION OF MONITORING SYSTEMS 
 
 

1. General questions 
 

 
Which criteria are you using to determine irregular betting patterns? 
ƒSignificant changes in pre-game odds 
ƒDeviations in live odds from those predicted by sport-specific mathematical 
models 
ƒUnusually high betting volumes 
ƒSustained betting from restricted accounts 
ƒNew accounts opening to circumvent limits and placing maximum stakes 
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By way of an example, above is a screenshot of the Sport Integrity Monitor’s 
fixture page with matches that have been alerted due to pre-game odds 
movements. 
 
Please note when reviewing our responses to the questions in the following 
section that, with regard to Sport Integrity Monitor, it is not possible to present 
a uniform assessment of the precise criteria at which betting patterns become 
‘irregular’. We develop different criteria on a competition by competition basis 
based upon a range of factors including the how and why the data is being 
provided to our partners. 
 
 
Are the following issues used to determine irregular betting patterns: 
 

$ High volumes of stakes  
Yes. Exact staking levels across the industry are not entirely known. But we 
work%with betting operators and, in many cases, have visibility over liquidity by 
market. 
 

$ Sudden unexpected activity on a particular market / country / 
region / city  

Yes. As reported to us by betting operators. 
 

$ Sudden unexpected activity on a small number of retailors  
Yes. Several of the operators we work with have retail operations. Reports of 
unusual activity include; details of retail operations, with a focus on regional 
activity. 
 

$ Sudden unexpected activity with a given customer  
Yes. As above, betting operators know better than anyone what is unusual or 
out-of-the-ordinary. New account creation to circumvent betting limits is 
suspicious and looked for by all operators. 
 

$ Sudden unexpected activity in a short period of time 
Yes. The operators we work with have liability management software which 
monitors the accumulative effect of bets spread across different channels. 
 

$ Bettors placing high stakes on a particular type of bet  
Yes. These kinds of market types are for recreational bettors and feature high 
margins in the bookmaker’s favour. Any focus from bettors on one particular 
market type raises concerns and are immediately flagged to us. 
 

$ Frequent odds changes on the market  
Yes. Frequent odds changes highlight continuous attention from bettors. This 
should be flagged but is not nearly as concerning as the levels the odds are 
trading at. 
 

$ High part of single bets for a given game 
We require further clarification in order to fully answer this question. 
 

$ Politically Exposed Persons betting on their own competition 
We do include such data when it is made available but we cannot guarantee 
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access to such data from our bookmaker partners. Bookmakers are instead 
required to report such activity to the regulator. 
 
 
Which criteria are you using to determine suspicious betting patterns?  
Irregular betting patterns that cannot be explained by sporting information can 
be described as 
‘suspicious betting patterns’. 
 
As described in the earlier section, with regard to our service, it is not possible 
to present a uniform assessment of the precise criteria at which irregular betting 
patterns become suspicious. We develop different criteria on a competition by 
competition basis based upon a range of factors and intelligence streams often 
provided by our sports partners. 
 
The process of integrity analysis is highly nuanced and it is too crude to 
establish a broad one-size-fits- all criterion to create definitions. 
 
Are the following issues used to determine suspicious betting patterns: 
 

$ No reasonable explanation for the market activity 
Yes. Reasons for the odds movements are investigated and, only when a lack of 
any mitigation can be found, is the game flagged as potentially suspicious. 
 

$ No link between the bets staked and the traders’ odds 
As above, if a match were considered normal, then a reasonable explanation 
should be found for the betting recorded. If not, then the match is flagged. 
 

$ High volumes of stakes on a competition / team / sportsmen  
which have already been involved in other suspicious betting 
patterns  

Records of teams/individuals involved in suspicious activity are kept and 
updated as required. This is constantly referred to when looking at specific 
games. 
 

$ High volumes of stakes linked to someone who has already been 
involved in other suspicious betting patterns  

If the betting operators we work with are willing to disclose such information, 
then it would be included in our reports on the permission of the operator. For 
data protection reasons, operators are not forthcoming with such information, 
though may share this with regulators if required. 
 

$ Sport actors betting on their own competition against themselves 
/ their team 

Yes – but we cannot guarantee access to this information. 
 

$ High volumes of stakes linked to a small number of bettors 
collusion risk  

Yes – for example, our operators will report groups of bettors targeting retail 
outlets in a certain vicinity. 
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$ Serious match-fixing rumours  
try to qualify “serious” / related to irregular betting patterns 

No. Rumour does not affect our analysis of betting activity. We have a data-
driven approach to analysis. That being stated, our system is often used to 
provide an overview of betting activity on behalf our clients when they receive 
rumours or reports. 
 

$ When do irregular betting patterns become suspicious betting 
patterns? 

There is no definitive point at which irregular betting patterns become 
suspicious. It is true that irregular betting patterns which predict the outcome of 
an event, and imply that bettors have prior knowledge of the outcome, are 
suspicious. This is especially true when sustained betting drives odds to low 
levels without any discernible explanation. 
 
Please note that our analysis is considered by our partners alongside additional 
intelligence which is crucial to building a match fixing investigation. 
It should also be noted, that upon flagging irregular betting patterns, we are 
able to contact betting companies directly for specific feedback on the betting 
action that they have seen. 

 
2. Questions regarding retro-prospective method 

 
 

$ Regarding the 12 sport events listed in above, did you detect some 
irregular betting patterns (before the event has started and once the event 
has started)?  

$ When did you exactly notice these irregularities?  
We did not monitor any of the listed events for integrity purposes so, 
unfortunately we are not able to answer these questions. 
 

 
 
 

3. Theoretical method: questions regarding theoretical method 
 

 
$ When was your monitoring system created? By whom? Why?  

Created in 2013 by Genius Sports, after reaching agreement with Football DataCo 
(including all of six tiers of UK football, four tiers of Scottish football, plus U21 and 
Women’s’ football) to monitor their competitions. Genius Sports were approached 
by UK football as their subsidiary Betgenius Limited is the leading supplier of data 
and software to the betting industry. We have an unrivalled level of sports and 
sports betting data. 
 
 

$ Please provide some basic information about your monitoring 
system  

The Genius Sports Headquarters is in London and this is where the Sport Integrity 
Monitor system is developed and managed. The system consists of an automated 
integrity interface, which flags irregular betting patterns both pre-match and live, 
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and also an Integrity Trading Team operating in Tallinn, Estonia. The Integrity 
Team work closely with the Betgenius live trading team who are trading matches 
live for various betting operators around the world and are best positioned to 
identify anomalous betting. 
 
They also liaise directly with the operators who are able to inform them of 
suspicious activity seen at account level (high turnover, new account creation to 
circumvent limits, flagged accounts etc.). 
 
All irregular activity is passed to the Integrity Department for further analysis and 
confidential reporting to clients. 
 
 

$ What is your economic model?  
Sport Integrity Monitor is a product of Genius Sports. Genius Sports is a private 
company funded by selling services to sports leagues and federations. 
 
 

$ Who pays for your service?  
Sports leagues, federations and rights holders deliver 100% of Genius Sports 
revenues. 
 
 

$ What are the objectives of your monitoring system? 
To help sports understand the betting on their competitions and to manage any 
associated risks. Genius Sports are able to assist in all aspects of a sporting 
investigation. 
 
 

$ How does your monitoring system work?  
Sport Integrity Monitor is available and functioning 24/7 365 days per year. 
 
Sport Integrity Monitor has the scope to monitor data from any online betting 
company in the world. However, we focus attention on approximately 150 larger, 
more high profile betting companies as these are targeted by match fixers more 
frequently. Smaller operators are more risk averse and offer lower betting limits; 
such operators also plagiarise the odds from larger operators. 
 
The monitoring systems of sports betting and warning mechanisms between 
public and private actors 
 
We have an operational centre in Tallinn with 350 staff responsible for live 
trading, monitoring and the production and management of sports data. 
 

$ Does your system monitor blogs / forums related to sports betting? 
Yes. 

$ Is your system able to detect “runners / mules” 
People who spread stakes to stay under the betting monitoring 
radars? If yes, how? 

No. Only the broker/agent involved will have access to this information. 
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$ Regarding monitored data, please specify in which cases you have 
access to amounts staked, geographical distribution, bettors’ 
accounts, etc. 

Unfortunately, due to confidentiality clauses in place with our clients we are 
unable to disclose specific case information. 
However, in general, cases are investigated as necessary and certain operators 
are willing to disclose the approximate staking levels that they have seen and 
how this compares to the average they usually would see for such competitions. 
They will often also disclose the geographic location of the bets being placed. 
 

$ Who are the persons (in your organisation) who have access to this 
information? 

Senior management staff within the Genius Sports Integrity Department. 
 
 

$ Who are all the stakeholders involved in your monitoring system?  
The Sport Integrity Monitor system is a proprietary Genius Sports tool. Betegnius 
Limited (Genius Sports subsidiary company) contracts with betting operators, 
these agreements will differ based on the nature of the relationship 
 
 

$ What are the conditions to become a member of your monitoring 
system? 

No conditions exist. 
 
 

$ Is it mandatory for all the stakeholders taking part to your system 
to share data / to store data regarding irregular or suspicious 
betting activity? Which data and when? On what legal basis (law, 
licence, MOU, etc.)? 

No, this is not mandatory - but if such an agreement was deemed necessary for 
the security of one (or more) of our clients’ competitions, Sport Integrity Monitor 
will try to facilitate such an agreement to share information. 
 
 

$ Which sports are you monitoring?  
We have been providing proactive monitoring and reporting services for clients 
since 2014 for football, tennis, basketball and baseball. 
Genius Sports have been trading and manually monitoring sporting events for 
over a decade and, today, cover football, tennis, basketball, baseball, volleyball, 
beach volleyball, ice hockey, hockey, badminton, table tennis, cricket, eSports, 
handball, American football, snooker, rugby (Union and League) 
 
 

$ Which competitions are you monitoring?  
Complete list of competitions is client sensitive, confidential information. 
 
 

$ Which types of bets are you monitoring?  
All relevant betting markets are monitored, including the main markets and core 
derivative (side bets) markets which are available for each sport 
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$ Are you monitoring in-play/live betting? 
Live data is recorded and time -stamped at least once a minute for bookmakers 
across the globe. This live data is compared to a mathematical model which 
indicates what the true odds should be on any outcome, for a range of betting 
markets. When deviations are seen between the bookmakers’ odds and the 
model, games are investigated. 

 
The above screenshot shows the comparison of the Asian handicap market from 
Asian bookmaker, SBObet, with the mathematical model for a normal match 
which did not feature any irregular betting activity. 
 
The image overleaf is also taken from the Sport Integrity Monitor system and, in 
contrast to the above, shows a 1X2 market, with huge deviations in the traded 
odds when compared to the model. 
 

 
 

 
$ Are you monitoring the illegal6 sports betting market? 

Yes, bookmakers in Asia (China-facing) and in the Caribbean (primarily US-
facing) are monitored. This is done by scraping data directly from their website. 
 
 

$ According to you, what are the most relevant sports betting 
operators to observe regarding suspicious betting? 

                                                
6 Illegal betting: bets offered by a betting operator without any authorisation in the jurisdiction of the consumer 
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Sport Integrity Monitor has Trading Analysts covering each competition for each 
sport. These analysts are experts in their sport and in the betting for that region. 
For instance, a Lithuanian basketball trader will know what bookmakers specialise 
in the Lithuanian Basketball League and offer competitive markets, and which 
operators simply follow the market as a service and do not take a large turnover. 
 
Broadly speaking, for football competitions it is important to monitor the Asian 
bookmakers, who take the largest sums, offer the most competitive odds and 
offer customers a chance to bet anonymously. For tennis and most basketball 
competitions, Pinnacle Sports is one of the most important operators to track. 
 
However, it is also vital that local bookmakers, who may also have a retail 
channel, are monitored as local people know their domestic sports better than 
anyone; this includes awareness of the chance of corruption in that sport. 
 
 

$ Do you have a database of suspicious betting patterns?  
Of suspicious teams? Of suspicious sport actors? Of suspicious 
bettors?  

Sport Integrity Monitor holds a database of sports events that have been subject 
to irregular betting. 
 

$ If yes, how does it work with legislation on protection of personal 
data?  

Not applicable. 
 

$ Are you obliged to store data? For what duration?  
To share data, and with what persons/organisation(s)? 
On what legal basis? 

We store data on behalf of our clients and are obliged to share it with them as per 
the terms of each particular agreement. 
 
 

$ How many people are involved in the daily operations of your 
monitoring system? What are their concrete tasks?  

Genius Sports employ over 350 full-time and part-time traders. These traders are 
used to flag suspicious live betting to the integrity team. 
The Integrity Team, who liaise with the traders, has trading analysts who are 
responsible for collecting all relevant sports and betting data for all games flagged 
by the Sport Integrity Monitor System or flagged by the trading team. 
 
Senior Analysts/Managers are responsible for final decisions about the escalation 
of games to client reports. They also compile and edit final client reports. 
Clients generally receive reports on every game featuring significant betting, 
whether the betting is deemed suspicious or not. 
 
 

$ How many people are involved in communication / public relations 
of your monitoring system? What are their tasks? 

Genius Sports Communications and Marketing Department comprises six people 
at the time of writing. 
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$ How many people are involved in other tasks? Which tasks? 
Genius Sports have a Business Development and Partnerships Team comprising, 
at the time of writing, 12 staff based in 8 locations around the world. Please note 
that we are currently embarking on a recruitment process. 
 
 

$ Is there a possibility of conflict(s) of interests in your mission?  
It is not believed that any conflicts of interest exist. Genius Sports to do not work 
directly with ‘illegal’ sport betting operators who help to facilitate match-fixing. 
Regulated betting companies and sports organisers have a shared interest in 
preserving the integrity of sport. 
 
 

$ What is the financial statement of your monitoring system (annual 
income and expenses)? 

This is confidential information. 
 
 

$ Number of irregular betting patterns detected during the 5 last 
years (by year)? 

Unfortunately, we are not at liberty to provide this information. It is highly 
sensitive and may be part of ongoing internal sports investigations or criminal 
proceedings. 
Number of suspicious betting patterns detected during the 5 last years (by year)? 
 
Due to the confidential nature of this information, we are unable to answer this 
question. Suspicious matches are regularly identified. 
 

$ In how many cases you know of, these suspicious betting patterns 
played a role in court cases?  

$ Idem in disciplinary cases?  
Were any of these cases proven to be fixed cases (court / 
disciplinary)?  
How many?  
Can you enclose a list of such cases? 

Betting reports are provided directly to the sports’ governing body (our client). 
We will assist them in any investigations where necessary but, whether these are 
passed to law enforcement agencies, is done so at the discretion of the client. 
 

$ Do you know whether enforcement agencies started investigations 
based on information of suspicious betting activity sent by your 
system?  

 
$ Do you know whether sports-bodies started investigations based on 

information of suspicious betting activity sent by your system? 
As above. 
 
 

$ According to you, what is the “cost” of match-fixing cases for 
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betting operators (in % of stakes or GGR)?  
This is very difficult to quantify and any estimate we could provide would not be 
suitably empirical. 
 
 

$ According to you, what are the 3 best sports betting monitoring 
today? Why?  

We are not in a position to comment on which monitoring systems are the ‘best’. 
There are a variety of organisations which cover different aspects of the market 
and provide different types of service. We feel it is down to stakeholders to make 
their own assessments, based on direct interactions. 
 
 

$ According to you, what is the percentage of “false positive” of your 
monitoring system?  

Games are never labelled as manipulated or fixed. They are labelled as having 
irregular, anomalous or even suspicious betting. Matches are never incorrectly 
given these labels. 
 

$ When is suspicious behaviour in your view with a 97% accuracy 
match-fixing? 

It is simply not possible to categorise a game as fixed without concrete evidence 
linking players to bets placed. Anyone making such claims forcefully lacks 
credibility. 
 
 

$ According to you, what is the percentage of “false negative” of your 
monitoring system? Please define as precisely as possible “false 
negative” 

Games are never labelled as manipulated or fixed. They are labelled as having 
irregular, anomalous or even suspicious betting. Matches are never incorrectly 
given these labels. 

%
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Kambi 

 
 

Founded in 
 

 
2014 

 
Headquarters 

 

 
Ta' Xbiex, Malta 

 
Website 

 

 
https://www.kambi.com/ 
 

 
System 

 

Monitoring 
 

YES 
 

Alert 
 

YES 

 
Pertinence for 
Betmonitalert 
Programme 

 
Supplier positioning itself both on the monitoring of 

the global sports betting market with direct access to 
individual betting accounts 

 

EVALUATION OF MONITORING SYSTEMS 
 
 

1. General questions 
 

 
Which criteria are you using to determine irregular betting patterns? 
 
 
Are the following issues used to determine irregular betting patterns: 
 

$ High volumes of stakes  
Yes, elevated stakes are always a warning sign, particularly if coming from 
accounts which were either newly opened, previously low-staking, or already 
known for suspicious behaviour. In terms of quantifying by volume, it changes 
event by event, depending on the level of the competition, or the time of day for 
instance. However in general, if stakes are >1.5x those expected, betting on the 
event could be defined as irregular. 
 

$ Sudden unexpected activity on a particular market / country / 
region / city  

Certain geographical locations betting on the same event at the same time could 
sometimes suggest some kind of coordination, which would be considered 
irregular, particularly if the event was not typically popular in that area. For 
instance, accounts in the UK suddenly betting on a Danish handball match would 
raise flags, whereas Danish accounts betting on the same event would not. The 
more ‘localised’ the betting, such as down to the same City, Postcode or IP 
Address, the more irregular the pattern would be considered. 
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$ Sudden unexpected activity on a small number of retailors  

In Retail anything that seemed ‘coordinated’, as in shops being hit at the same 
time and/or in the same geographical area, would arouse suspicion. Should any 
of these locations be in some way linked to the participants in the sporting 
event, the more irregular the betting would be considered. 
 

$ Sudden unexpected activity with a given customer  
Kambi has limited access to method of payment, the legal responsibility for 
monitoring this lies with our B2C partners. However in terms of a client’s 
individual activity, should bets be far larger than their normal stake, suggesting 
either an extreme confidence in the outcome of an event, or perhaps the 
takeover of the account by another individual, would be a sure warning sign. 
Likewise new accounts are viewed with extreme suspicion when involved in 
betting on irregular events, as it suggests that the account was opening 
specifically for betting on that event. New accounts being ‘clean’ means that 
they have standard betting limits which would be much higher than the limits 
assigned to accounts known for suspicious or irregular behavior, making them 
attractive to fixers. Kambi has developed algorithms specifically to spot this 
aforementioned activity automatically, long before the human eye would be able 
to see it. 
 

$ Sudden unexpected activity in a short period of time 
Bets targeted at not just one market, but targeted at a variety of markets 
pointing to the same outcome, would be considered irregular. For instance, if a 
set in Tennis finished 6- 
0 and we saw betting on ‘Correct Score 6-0’, ‘Under 6.5 Games’, ‘Break of 
Serve’ etc. from the same accounts, suspicions would be raised. 
 

$ Bettors placing high stakes on a particular type of bet  
In general any bet type which isn’t normally amongst the most popular and 
seemed to be targeted by high-staking clients would be considered irregular. For 
instance, in Football 1X2, Over/Under Goals and Correct Score always see high 
turnover and it would take a substantial sum to be staked to raise concerns on a 
top event. However on said top event, if we started to see more activity on ‘side 
offers’ such as Half Time Result rather than on the main markets, the betting 
would be considered irregular. 
 

$ Frequent odds changes on the market  
In Prematch betting the odds should be relatively stable and unmoving, unless 
some form of information came out that would change them. However if betting 
forces a trader to lower prices, and players continue to bet even when the price 
on offer is far below what would be considered its statistically correct level, the 
betting would be seen as irregular. If many bookmakers are also lowering the 
same odds at the same time, that would add to the case for suspicion. 
 
In Live Betting there are of course far more frequent odds changes but a similar 
rule would apply. If players are taking ‘any price’ for their bets, the activity 
would indeed be irregular. With Live Betting being often powered by statistical 
models, if said model simply cannot cope with the kind of activity seen – as in 
the reality of what is happening in the event/with the betting does not match up 
with what the model expected, then betting would be deemed irregular. Kambi 
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considers the deviation from the starting/expected parameters when analyzing 
this kind of irregular activity, and has built algorithms to automatically observe 
and alert about this. 
 

$ High part of single bets for a given game 
Match fixers will naturally use single bets in order to not jeopardise their 
activity. While a single bet on its own is not in any way irregular, if the player 
was targeting a single outcome in a single event, showing no interest in 
combining it with another, that would add to the case for suspicions. It must be 
noted that such clients will occasionally use combination bets to get around 
detection checks and systems. Knowing that mainly single bets will be focused 
on, they may well combine the event they are interested in with some ‘short 
price’ selections, which are highly likely to win and thus unlikely to cause their 
bets to lose. 

 
$ Politically Exposed Persons betting on their own competition 

Kambi receives no player data, the responsibility for linking individuals to 
betting activity lies with our B2C partners. 
 
 
Which criteria are you using to determine suspicious betting patterns?  
 
 
Are the following issues used to determine suspicious betting patterns: 
 

$ No reasonable explanation for the market activity 
Yes. When market activity becomes irregular, the first thing that a trader will do 
is to attempt to find an explanation for this behaviour. 

 
$ No link between the bets staked and the traders’ odds 

Yes. When a player continues to place bets at odds shorter than can be 
reasonably expected, suspicions are raised. 

 
$ High volumes of stakes on a competition / team / sportsmen  

which have already been involved in other suspicious betting 
patterns  

Yes, Kambi keeps a log of teams/sportspersons involved in suspicious events. 
When suspicions are serious enough, or the participant is involved in a number 
of irregular events, they will be removed from our betting schedule 
permanently. If suspicions are not so great, they will still have their betting offer 
limited, and betting limits will be reduced. Both measures protect Kambi, our 
B2C partners, and sports integrity. 
 

$ High volumes of stakes linked to someone who has already been 
involved in other suspicious betting patterns  

Yes, Kambi links new accounts connected to known & existing suspicious clients 
via regular automated IP cross-checks. Each suspicious event or account will 
lead us to other accounts, building out defences against fixing. 
 

$ Sport actors betting on their own competition against themselves 
/ their team 
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As stated earlier, Kambi does not receive sufficient player data to identify the 
individuals that are betting 

 
$ High volumes of stakes linked to a small number of bettors 

collusion risk  
If the stakes were coming from non-VIP accounts, as in from clients known to 
be sharp or those that were previously unknown to Kambi, a certain amount of 
suspicion would be raised, particularly if they could be linked in some way, such 
as by location. New accounts would be those that are to be considered the most 
suspicious in this scenario, as they are likely to have been created in order to 
bet on that specific event. In such scenarios links between the accounts, such as 
location/IP address would be looked for, as they may have been opened by the 
same individual(s). 

 
$ Serious match-fixing rumours  

try to qualify “serious” / related to irregular betting patterns 
Outside information is always taken into account. These may come from 
integrity 
partners within the industry, such as the sporting federations’ integrity bodies, 
or they may well come from media sources. Normally ‘serious’ match-fixing 
rumours that come from outside of the betting industry will only come to light 
once the event has taken place, meaning that Kambi will retrospectively check 
betting on said event to see if any activity had previously been ‘under the radar’ 
 

$ When do irregular betting patterns become suspicious betting 
patterns? 

There are various factors which would be deemed irregular, primarily the 
accumulation of abnormal risk given the level of the event, continued betting 
activity despite the lowering of odds, and a client placing stakes far above his 
normal level. When that activity is coming from clients with new accounts, 
accounts already known for previous suspicious activity, or accounts linked to 
those known for previous suspicious activity, the irregular patterns are then 
viewed as suspicious. In essence, several of the aforementioned boxes must be 
ticked in order for irregular activity to be upgraded to suspicious activity. 
 

 
2. Questions regarding retro-prospective method 

 
 

$ Regarding the 12 sport events listed in above, did you detect some 
irregular betting patterns (before the event has started and once the event 
has started)?  

 
Kota Bahru – Ninh Binh, El Menzah Sport Handball Club - Jeunesse sportive de 
Chihia and Maldives – Tajikistan (U19) were not offered at all due to the low 
level of the respective competitions. Kambi does not offer events where the 
integrity of the competition cannot be guaranteed, maintaining a database of 
tournaments and sporting teams/actors excluded from our offering. Of those 
events offered, we offer the following comments: 
 
Football: Liechtenstein – Finland 
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• Nothing anomalous seen from a risk, pricing or suspension point of view. x 

Cricket: England – Pakistan 
 

• Kambi only offered PreMatch Match Betting on this event, and no 
suspicious activity was noted with this limited offer. 

 
Football: Hvidovre IF – FC Hjorring 
 

• Kambi suspended Over/Under 0.5 Match Goals 20 hours before kickoff, the 
match ending 1-4. 

 
Football: Levante – Saragossa 
 

• Kambi suspended the Goalscorer market 23 hours before kickoff. 
 
Football: Lecce – Lazio 
 

• Kambi suspended Over/Under 0.5 Match Goals 5 days before kickoff, the 
match ending 2-4. 

Handball: Cesson – Montpellier 
 

• Nothing anomalous seen from a risk, pricing or suspension point of view. 
 
Snooker: John Sutton – Jamie Burnett 
 

• Nothing anomalous seen from a risk, pricing or suspension point of view. x 
Football: Varese – Catania 

 
• Various markets were suspended before kickoff. Both teams to score in 

both halves (3 days before kickoff), Home team to win both halves (3 
days), 3-Way Handicap (4 days), Asian Over/Under (3 days), 2nd Half 
Handicap (day of the match suspension). Across all betting markets 
Varese’s price drifted out, and Catania’s shortened in a manner that would 
be described as irregular. As the betting behaviour seen nor the price 
movements were suspicious, Kambi kept trading in line with the market. 
The match ended 0-3. 

 
Tennis: Games involving Alexandros Jakupovic 
 

• Kambi’s integrity team are particularly active on Tennis, and the day the 
reports of Jakupovic’s suspension were released (18/12/15) a thorough 
investigation into his matches, both recent and historic, was conducted. 
Kambi did not see any irregular activity on his matches, the rumours 
about the player would have seen him added to our suspicious 
participants database, but this was not necessary as he was banned for 
life. 

 
$ When did you exactly notice these irregularities?  

Please see above comments 
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$ Regarding the 12 sport events listed in the appendix 1, did you 
detect some suspicious betting patterns?  

Despite the occasional market suspension, there were no betting patterns that 
would be deemed suspicious discovered. 
 
 

$ Please provide for each of the designated sport events the reports 
you circulated to your customers / partners / stakeholders 

No matches were reported to our customers or partners due to the lack of 
suspicious circumstances 
within our network. 
 

 
 
 

3. Theoretical method: questions regarding theoretical method 
 

 
$ When was your monitoring system created? By whom? Why?  

Kambi’s monitoring system was developed internally in order, initially in order to 
protect our business, brand and operations, but as time advanced in order to 
protect sports integrity as well. 
 
 

$ Please provide some basic information about your monitoring 
system  

Kambi’s entire operational structure and system is involved in monitoring. Our 
operational offices are staffed 24/7 in London, Malta, Bucharest, Manila and 
Sydney. Our traders, the first line of defence who monitor odds and events, are 
supported around the clock by Risk Management and Sportsbook Control teams 
there to assist and investigate when necessary. 
 
 

$ What is your economic model?  
Public company funded by selling services 
 
 

$ Who pays for your service?  
Betting operators. 
 
 

$ What are the objectives of your monitoring system? 
The primary objective is to monitor risk on and event and client level for our B2C 
partners. A by-product of this complete sportsbook service is our integrity 
monitoring, given that suspicious events are damaging to both our operators and 
sport itself. Kambi’s monitoring system looks to protect ourselves, our customers, 
bettors and sports in general. 
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$ How does your monitoring system work?  

Our traders offer events both Prematch and Live using an in-house system that 
displays clearly the risk on each bet offer of each event. Risk on each event is 
limited to preset levels, with hard values implemented in the system. The traders 
are supported by automated processes which alert them about certain kinds of 
risk, with a match-fixing algorithm in place to highlight irregular/suspicious 
activity long before the human eye can perceive it. The algorithms are based both 
on deviations versus our statistical models’ expected pricing, but more 
importantly also on bets placed and the nature of said bets. 
 
These traders are backed up by a Risk Management team, which analyses events 
and clients around the clock, meaning that nothing slips through the net. 
Automated reports are regularly run in order to highlight an event or client that 
displays irregularities, with said events monitored in depth to uncover all 
information. A Sportsbook Control team is in place to offer traders general 
assistance and advice, as well as liaising with Kambi’s integrity partners, reporting 
suspicious events & information to key individuals, and keeping Kambi’s integrity 
databases up to date. Sportsbook Control takes descisions on a daily basis 
whether or not to offer certain events on integrity grounds. 
 

$ Does your system monitor blogs / forums related to sports betting? 
Our Sportsbook Control team is also tasked with staying up to date with integrity 
news from around the industry and wider media, and spreading all relevant 
information around the Kambi organisation. 
 

$ Is your system able to detect “runners / mules” 
People who spread stakes to stay under the betting monitoring 
radars? If yes, how? 

Our Risk Management team’s automated reports are designed to highlight this 
form of behaviour, linking accounts using all information available, such as IP 
addresses, time of bet, nature of bet etc. 
 
 

$ Regarding monitored data, please specify in which cases you have 
access to amounts staked, geographical distribution, bettors’ 
accounts, etc. 

Kambi has the same data available no matter what the event, and all events and 
clients are included and 
considered in our reporting structure. 
 

$ Who are the persons (in your organisation) who have access to this 
information? 

Management, Business Intelligence functions, Trading line managers as well as 
the Risk Management and Sportsbook Control teams. 
 
 

$ Who are all the stakeholders involved in your monitoring system?  
All stakeholders are internal Kambi employees. Aside from the above functions, 
they are supported by the in-house Legal team if a case is escalated. In the case 
of severe suspicions, Kambi would contact the local authorities in countries where 
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we have the network, such as in the UK with the UK Gambling Commission. 
 
 

$ What are the conditions to become a member of your monitoring 
system? 

It is provided pro bono to all of our operators and also done to honour Kambi's 
regulatory requirements. 
 
 

$ Is it mandatory for all the stakeholders taking part to your system 
to share data / to store data regarding irregular or suspicious 
betting activity? Which data and when? On what legal basis (law, 
licence, MOU, etc.)? 

All internal employees take part in the system due to the job requirements. 
Kambi’s B2C partners are provided with detailed reports about all suspicious 
events, once in their possession it is their obligation to share with relevant 
regulators and other legal bodies 
 
 

$ Which sports are you monitoring?  
Kambi monitors all sports & events that it offers, and has done since day one. 
 

$ Which competitions are you monitoring?  
See above 
 

$ Which types of bets are you monitoring?  
See above 
 

$ Are you monitoring in-play/live betting? 
Yes, we have escalation procedures for traders to suspend and inform line 
managers when risk hits a certain preset level. These events are then analysed by 
the Risk and Sportsbook Control teams, who will advise to either keep trading if 
unsuspicious, or to close if suspicious. In this case reports are drawn up for our 
operators and all accounts involved are tagged. In-play traders are also supported 
by the aforementioned automated match-fixing algorithmic alerts. 
 
 

$ Are you monitoring the illegal7 sports betting market? 
Kambi only operates in regulated markets, thus it does not receive any data from 
the illegal betting markets. 
 
 

$ According to you, what are the most relevant sports betting 
operators to observe regarding suspicious betting? 

Bookmakers based in the country where the event is taking place are always a 
good mark to judge suspicious betting by. Likewise many of the Asian betting 
operators are monitored due to their high limits, which will be attractive to the 
perpetrators of the suspected fix, as well as betting exchanges. As they offer 
peer-to-peer betting they are also preferred by fixers wishing to avoid the 

                                                
7 Illegal betting: bets offered by a betting operator without any authorisation in the jurisdiction of the consumer 
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detection blockers that many fixed odds bookmakers would have. 
 
 

$ Do you have a database of suspicious betting patterns?  
Of suspicious teams? Of suspicious sport actors? Of suspicious 
bettors?  

Yes to all. 
 

$ If yes, how does it work with legislation on protection of personal 
data?  

With all such databases, appropriate technical and organisational measures are 
taken against unauthorised or unlawful processing of betting data and against the 
accidental loss or destruction thereof. With reference to the database of 
suspicious teams/sports actors in particular, access is restricted to senior staff 
and those closely involved in the integrity process, such as the Sportsbook 
Control team whose task it is to maintain the list. Only data considered necessary 
for the prevention of match fixing within in the Kambi network is processed, and 
for a defined period of time, subject to the principle of proportionality. Steps are 
also taken to ensure with reasonable certainty that the data is accurate and up to 
date, with regular reviews of all participants present in the database. 
 
All stored information within Kambi’s integrity tool is collected through Kambi’s 
internal operations and analytical tools or public sources thus making us and our 
operations compatible with the current Data protection laws. Furthermore as 
Kambi is a B2B operator and not part of law enforcement Kambi never 
  
goes public with any allegations. However Kambi will as also stated earlier and 
where relevant network and relationships exist inform local authorities in cases of 
severe doubts. It is then up to these authorities together with law enforcement 
and/ or sports associations to further investigate and pursue after potential 
criminals and match fixers. Kambi has no right to investigate nor punish 
fraudulent individuals as this right lies within law enforcement when the offence 
lands within criminal law and within sports associations when the offence lands 
within sports law. 
 

$ Are you obliged to store data? For what duration?  
To share data, and with what persons/organisation(s)? 
On what legal basis? 

Kambi stores all betting data according to the relevant licence requirements. We 
are obliged to share data about suspicious events with our B2C partners who took 
money on said event in order for them to comply with their reporting obligations. 
 
 

$ How many people are involved in the daily operations of your 
monitoring system? What are their concrete tasks?  

200+ staff in operations are involved, from the aforementioned Trading, Risk 
Management, Sportsbook Control and Legal teams. 
 
 

$ How many people are involved in communication / public relations 
of your monitoring system? What are their tasks? 
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Sportsbook Control communicate information about suspicious events to affected 
operators through standardised and concise reports. Should an operator require 
any further information, Sportsbook Control will again provide this. In all, less 
than 10 Kambi employees are involved in these processes. 
 
 

$ How many people are involved in other tasks? Which tasks? 
Kambi is a B2B Sportsbook provider, with the expected functions outside of 
operations. 
 
 

$ Is there a possibility of conflict(s) of interests in your mission?  
While Kambi will try provide our partners with the broadest offer possible, 
meaning that we try to maximise the number of events on offer, we will always 
strive to avoid offering suspicious events. This is because Kambi’s overall driver is 
the best possible risk management, and fixed events will always lead to losses for 
both Kambi and our B2C partners. Alongside this, not offering them also protects 
end users and sports in general from exposure to the criminal intent of match 
fixers. 
 
 

$ What is the financial statement of your monitoring system (annual 
income and expenses)? 

As stated earlier, Kambi’s integrity functions are provided pro bono as a natural 
part of our Sportsbook setup. 
 
 

$ Number of irregular betting patterns detected during the 5 last 
years (by year)? 

We would be happy to discuss this at a later date. 
 

 
$ Number of suspicious betting patterns detected during the 5 last 

years (by year)? 
We would be happy to discuss this at a later date. 
 
 

$ In how many cases you know of, these suspicious betting patterns 
played a role in court cases?  

As the player data and ownership lies with our B2C partners, this knowledge 
would lie with them. 
 

$ Idem in disciplinary cases?  
Were any of these cases proven to be fixed cases (court / 
disciplinary)?  
How many?  
Can you enclose a list of such cases? 

$ Do you know whether enforcement agencies started investigations 
based on information of suspicious betting activity sent by your 
system?  

We would be happy to discuss this at a later date. 
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$ Do you know whether sports-bodies started investigations based on 

information of suspicious betting activity sent by your system? 
Kambi are in regular contact with FIFA via their Early Warning System team, 
contacting them any time suspicions are raised regarding football matches. FIFA 
will also contact us for a second opinion about certain matches. We have a similar 
relationship with the British Horseracing Authority. 
 
 

$ According to you, what is the “cost” of match-fixing cases for 
betting operators (in % of stakes or GGR)?  

As a B2B company Kambi will leave this question to the betting operators. 
 
 

$ According to you, what are the 3 best sports betting monitoring 
today? Why?  

As stated earlier, Kambi works directly with FIFA and the BHA, both of whom 
work in direct collaboration with us. Having been on site visits to their offices to 
get to know their staff and processes, Kambi are happy to consider them integrity 
partners. ESSA are also highly regarded, with a network of some of the most 
important regulated bookmakers in Europe. The collaboration between these 
companies on the integrity issue shows how seriously regulated operators take 
the issue. 
 
 

$ According to you, what is the percentage of “false positive” of your 
monitoring system?  

As Kambi receives no feedback about the outcome of investigations, it is 
impossible for us to quantify the number of false positives. 
 

$ When is suspicious behaviour in your view with a 97% accuracy 
match-fixing? 

As stated earlier on, a perfect storm of match-fixing indicators such as the 
accumulation of abnormal risk given the level of the event, continued betting 
activity despite the lowering of odds etc. would lead Kambi to regard an event as 
highly suspicious, though we could not put a % accuracy on this. 
 
 

$ According to you, what is the percentage of “false negative” of your 
monitoring system? Please define as precisely as possible “false 
negative” 

As above, it is impossible to quantify false negatives with no proof or feedback on 
fixing from the relevant authorities. 

%
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Sportradar 
 

 
Founded in 

 

 
2000 

 
Headquarters 

 

 
St. Gallen, Switzerland 

 
Website 

 

 
https://www.sportradar.com/ 

 
System 

 

Monitoring 
 

YES 
 

Alert 
 

YES 

 
Pertinence for 
Betmonitalert 
Programme 

 
Supposed to be the leading supplier in the 
monitoring of sports betting markets for 
integrity purpose (strong expertise and 

experience in football) 
 
“Irregular sports betting” = any sports betting activity inconsistent with 
usual or anticipated patterns of the market in question or related to 
betting on a sports competition whose course has unusual characteristics 
(Definition adopted by the Council of Europe Convention on the 
manipulation of sports competitions). In Sportradar’s terminology, any 
match which is considered to be potentially suspicious is 
‘hotlisted’ for deeper investigation; such betting patterns are 
classified as ‘irregular’. But ‘alerts’ raised by the Fraud Detection 
System can also turn out to be explainable after further research. 
 
“Suspicious sports betting” = any sports betting activity which, according 
to reliable and consistent evidence, appears to be linked to a manipulation 
of the sports competition on which it is offered. Convention on the 
manipulation of sports competitions). In Sportradar’s terminology, any 
match which is ‘escalated’ is classified as ‘suspicious’ and 
manipulated for betting purposes. For each escalated match, 
Sportradar produces a detailed betting analysis report which is 
shared confidentially with the relevant partner as a basis for 
further investigation. 
 
Sportradar’s own monitoring system is called the Fraud Detection 
System (FDS in the following). 
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EVALUATION OF MONITORING SYSTEMS 
 
 

1. General questions 
 

 
Which criteria are you using to determine irregular betting patterns? 
Irregular betting patterns are treated as those which occur outside of the 
expected range of odds changes (pre-match) and odds movements (live) for a 
particular sporting event, and which require further analysis. 
To this end, the expertise of Sportradar’s integrity analysts and the tools they 
utilise are of paramount importance. These analysts are provided with the 
following: 
• Reliable betting data that is time-stamped.  
• Reliable sports data (correct kick-off times, venue information, statistics, 
live scouting etc.)  
• Confidential and secure communication channels to a wide reaching 
freelancer network of local experts 
By having access to the above, Sportradar’s integrity analysts have the 
necessary basis to distinguish between ‘rational’, ‘irregular’ and ‘suspicious’ 
betting patterns. �Any betting patterns defined as ‘irregular’ are then flagged in 
the FDS for further review after the match/event has been concluded. All 
aspects of the match/event will then be analysed and discussed amongst the 
team. �These review process are all documented internally and are covered by 
ISO9001 and TÜV certifications. For further information on these tools and the 
processes of the FDS please refer to ‘an evaluation of Sportradar’s Fraud 
Detection System’ written in July 2015 by David Forrest of the University of 
Liverpool and Ian McHale of the University of Manchester.  
(https://integrity.sportradar.com/wp-
content/uploads/sites/15/2016/03/Sportradar-Security-Services_Univsersity-of-
Liverpool_An-Evaluation-of-the-FDS.pdf) 
 
 
Are the following issues used to determine irregular betting patterns: 
 

$ High volumes of stakes  
Volume is one variable considered in our analysis of irregular betting in several 
different ways. 
Sportradar tracks the world’s leading betting exchange Betfair via an integrated 
API feed across various markets, and can monitor when: 

a)  The volume bet on a number of key pre-match and live betting 
markets is outside of expectations, as it is compared to the constantly 
updated average amount usually staked in that market for a match in that 
competition/league.  
b)  Which selections that large volumes are being bet on and at what time 
period in the market cycle.  
 

Therefore, an alert is created when the volume of transactions exceeds a 
specified amount in absolute value and that value exceeds the mean turnover 
for a match in that competition by more than a specified proportion. 
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Senior members of the FDS team are also in regular contact with Sportradar's 
Managed Trading Services (MTS) department. The MTS are offered to 
bookmakers to help them manage their risk and liabilities: for this purpose, the 
MTS teams knows each individual bet with the client bookmakers, which can be 
aggregated to measure trading volumes. The MTS team report unusual amounts 
being staked on specific events to the FDS directly and there is an integrated 
feed of MTS volumes within the FDS.  
Additionally, the fundamental nature of significant odds movements particularly 
in Asian markets – indicate that large volumes are being bet. In reality, most 
odds changes made by bookmakers – and hence most alerts in the FDS – will be 
due to high volumes being bet on a particular selection. 
Due to Sportradar's relationships with worldwide bookmakers, for sixteen years 
we have been receiving turnover figures on individual matches leagues and 
tournaments. Using these and Betfair turnover figures (with additional 
regression analysis to establish weighting), Sportradar has built an incredibly 
accurate turnover model. Since there is no common sharing between all 
bookmakers or regulatory body, it can be truly stated this is by far the most 
accurate model in the entire industry. Sportradar is now beginning to measure 
the strength of betting (i.e. how the odds change/move) and thus can estimate 
to a very reasonable degree of accuracy how much was bet on the match. 
Therefore, whilst the bookmaking industry is fundamentally opaque and no one 
can truly know the individual amounts bet at all relevant bookmakers, this 
method is as practically accurate as possible. 

 
$ Sudden unexpected activity on a particular market / country / 

region / city  
Yes. Sportradar’s FDS database covers over 550 global bookmakers from Asia, 
Australasia, the Americas, Africa and Europe. Furthermore, this includes tailored 
‘bookmaker groups’ – groups consisting of the standard set of monitored 
bookmakers, in addition to those local bookmakers predominantly operating in 
specific regions/countries – which are assigned to each particular sport/league, 
which give prominence to the most relevant bookmakers in this region. For 
example, in football, Sportradar currently has 135 individual bookmaker groups 
spread across various countries. This enables them to pinpoint where betting 
activity first originates, and through knowledge of that bookmaker’s location and 
typical clientele, identification of where the betting activity is occurring can be 
made. 
 

$ Sudden unexpected activity on a small number of retailors  
In most regions, such as areas of Europe, Africa and South America, the FDS 
tracks markets at local retail betting terminals. In addition, the FDS generates 
alerts when a pre-set proportion of these bookmakers offering a match for 
betting opt to remove a key pre-match betting market. Furthermore, many land 
based bookmakers very often have online operations and as these are 
interconnected, land based betting will reflect in online market odds 
movements. Furthermore, Sportradar do have open communication channels 
and personal links with land based bookmakers who alert them to irregular 
betting activity in confidence. 
 

$ Sudden unexpected activity with a given customer  
Sportradar’s massive network of bookmakers will regularly report such activity 
to them in confidence. Additionally, colleagues in MTS share information relating 
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to anonymised customer activity as described above. 
 

$ Sudden unexpected activity in a short period of time 
Yes. The FDS operates using algorithms that alert Sportradar to irregular betting 
activity/odds movements in side bet (derivative markets), so bets being 
distributed across various markets can be detected.  
 
Sportradar is also alerted to specific odds changes in a short period of time prior 
to a match start time; which is commonly a period targeted by match-fixers. As 
an example, alert coverage for Football covers a range of markets including: 
Match Winner (12, 1X2), Handicap (or Spread), Totals, Double Chance, Goal/No 
Goal, Draw No Bet, Correct Score, First Team to Score, Odd/Even Goals, Goals 
Home Team, Goals Away Team, Half-time 1X2, Half-time/Full-time, Half-time 
Asian Handicap, Half-time Total. 
 

$ Bettors placing high stakes on a particular type of bet  
As per answer above. The FDS also analyses minute-by-minute data in live First 
Half 1X2, First Half Asian Handicap and First Half Asian Totals markets across a 
number of Asian bookmakers 
 

$ Frequent odds changes on the market  
Yes, this is the basis for FDS alerts. In the FDS, alerts are triggered in the pre-
match betting market when an irregular magnitude of odds changes are 
observed on a single betting platform. For live betting, the FDS triggers alerts 
when odds movements cause the market odds to deviate from the calculated 
odds. In essence, frequent odds changes/movements are often signals of new 
information being acted upon in the marketplace. If review of these frequent 
odds changes cannot adequately determine the basis for the betting pattern – 
and if it is of a significant magnitude – then it will likely be determined to be 
irregular. 
 

$ High part of single bets for a given game 
Although Sportradar is not a bookmaker nor regulator, MTS enables access to 
individual ticket details, which can be flagged as irregular. Nevertheless, the 
bets are anonymized hence Sportradar only knows that a given punter has bet a 
given amount. 
 

$ Politically Exposed Persons betting on their own competition 
N/A. Sportradar can’t view individual betting transactions as it is not a 
bookmaker or regulator. Even in MTS, the bets are anonymized 
 
 
Which criteria are you using to determine suspicious betting patterns?  
As previously stated, any betting patterns defined as irregular will be subject to 
a thorough review by the team. In order for them to be deemed ‘suspicious’ and 
reach escalation status, they will need to pass a comfortable threshold of 
suspicion. This is approached in a very conservative manner, as the FDS team 
always tries to prevent the chance of false positives being reported. Only cases 
where the FDS deem there to be overwhelming indications of manipulation and 
where no legitimate explanation can be identified does a betting pattern become 
regarded as suspicious.  
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As part of this process, team members are required to complete a ‘Level of 
Suspicion’ checklist that contains the following questions, graded on a weighted 
scale: 
 
Pre-Match 
How legitimate is the betting? (Team-news, form, motivation etc.)  
How low and uncompetitive do the odds get? 
How regularly do the bookmakers trade their markets?  
How suspicious is the timing of the betting? 
 
Live 
How accurately does the strength of the betting reflect the match-action?  
How logical are the betting patterns? 
How low and uncompetitive do the odds get? 
How regularly do the bookmakers trade their markets?  
Is any unusual betting sustained? 
 
After this process is completed – following review of all betting patterns and 
feedback from local freelancer expert(s), and video evidence and live data scout 
feedback if available – the results are compared to see if a conclusive verdict 
can be reached on the match. This is conducted alongside verbal discussions 
across the team. If there is a formal agreement amongst the team that betting 
patterns are suspicious, they are escalated as so. 
 
Please refer to the aforementioned report (‘an evaluation of Sportradar’s Fraud 
Detection System’) for further information relating to these processes. 
 
The report gives orders of magnitude for the proportion of irregular/suspicious 
matches: for the year to July 31, 2014, David Forrest counted 45569 football 
matches monitored. Of these, 15129 triggered yellow or red alerts, requiring 
matches to be reviewed by an analyst. Then, of those matches reviewed by an 
analyst, only 1203 (7.95%) were hotlisted. The remaining 14926 (92.05%) 
were deemed non-suspicious. Eventually 291 matches were escalated, that is, 
reported suspicious (this is less than 1% of total matches, less than 2% of 
matches with yellow alert or less than 25% of hotlisted matches). 
 
 
Are the following issues used to determine suspicious betting patterns: 
 

$ No reasonable explanation for the market activity 
Yes, this is a primary reason a match will be escalated as suspicious. 

 
$ No link between the bets staked and the traders’ odds 

If a bookmaker’s odds move in a manner contrary to the FDS Calculated Odds 
(algorithm) then this reflects unusual amounts being staked and/or suspicious 
accounts betting for a particular outcome in order to force odds to react in an 
abnormal manner. 
 

$ High volumes of stakes on a competition / team / sportsmen  
which have already been involved in other suspicious betting 
patterns  

Previous suspicion does not directly contribute to the analysis and decision on 
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an individual game (which is judged primarily on the betting patterns at hand) 
but is considered as a background factor as it is relevant for investigation and 
evidentiary purposes if the same player or team has been opposed on a number 
of occasions before in a similar suspicious manner. 
 

$ High volumes of stakes linked to someone who has already been 
involved in other suspicious betting patterns  

N/A. Sportradar can’t view individual betting transactions as it is not a 
bookmaker or regulator, except on an anonymised basis via MTS. 
 

$ Sport actors betting on their own competition against themselves 
/ their team 

N/A. Sportradar can’t view individual betting transactions as it is not a 
bookmaker or regulator, except on an anonymised basis via MTS. 
 

$ High volumes of stakes linked to a small number of bettors 
collusion risk  

N/A. Sportradar can’t view individual betting transactions as it is not a 
bookmaker or regulator, except on an anonymised basis via MTS. 
 

$ Serious match-fixing rumours  
try to qualify “serious” / related to irregular betting patterns 

 
In individual cases, such factors will be considered alongside other evidence. 
Rumours do have a part to play when considering whether a betting pattern is 
suspicious. However, rumours that emerge ‘after the fact’ have less bearing, as 
they may be reactive to the betting patterns observed. False rumours can even 
be used to entice consumers into a scam (see brochure ‘the fixed matches 
scam’ on Sportradar’s website: https://integrity.sportradar.com/wp-
content/uploads/sites/15/2016/08/Sportradar-Integrity-Services_Fixed-Match-
Scams_A-Social-Media-Investigation.pdf) . 
 
If serious rumours (defined as coming from a credible source) can be confirmed 
to have been voiced prior to, or at least in the early stages of an irregular 
betting pattern developing, then they would have some weight on decisions, and 
this is why correctly time stamped betting data is key in order to confirm this. 
 

$ When do irregular betting patterns become suspicious betting 
patterns? 

When they contain one or more of the following factors: 
• Abnormal pre-match betting activity that cannot be reasonably explained 
by sporting factors surrounding the game once sports data has been validated 
and reviewed.  
• Abnormal live betting activity which does not sufficiently reflect events 
unfolding in the sporting event after analysis of match action/game flow and 
video evidence  
• Removals of sports events from a bookmaker’s schedules prematurely, 
indicating an �unwillingness from these bookmaker to incur further bets on an 
event.  
• When the overall betting market behaviour conclusively indicates there 
was prior �knowledge of the result or part of the result 
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2. Theoretical method: questions regarding theoretical 
method 
 

 
$ When was your monitoring system created? By whom? Why?  

The Fraud Detection System (FDS) was created in 2009 as a surveillance system 
to monitor global betting markets for our partners. It was created by Sportradar 
for the purpose of its partner UEFA (Betting Fraud Detection System). The FDS 
was a further development on Sportradar’s initial monitoring system created in 
2005 – the Early Warning System. 
 
It should be noted that Sportradar was founded in 2001 by Carsten Koerl, a 
founding associate of bet and win (now Bwin). Koerl sold his shares in BnW and 
started Sportradar first as a sport data provider. 
 
After the Robert Hoyzer scandal, it became clear that match-fixing was a problem 
in sport. Sportradar independently worked on a project (‘Early Warning System’) 
which later interested the Deutsches FussballBund as well as the Bundesliga. With 
FIFA setting up an independent corporation named Early Warning System GmbH 
which used the Early Warning system from Sportradar as a basis, Sportradar’s 
system was renamed Fraud Detection System in 2009. 
 
 

$ Please provide some basic information about your monitoring 
system  

 
The FDS analyst team is based in four global offices; London, Sydney, Manila and 
Montevideo There is a full-time development team located in Oslo and London. 
Overall, the FDS features over 70 dedicated staff members, consisting of betting 
analysts, senior betting analysts, intelligence, sales, development and managerial 
staff. 
 
 

$ What is your economic model?  
 
Sportradar is a private commercial company. However, Sportradar does not 
operate its Integrity Services to make profit and usually operates at a loss – it is 
done to help sport and state authorities fight match-fixing. 
 
More generally, the services offered by the parent company (Sportradar AG) can 
be broken down in four main lines of business: 
• Betradar, 
• Sportradar Digital services, 
• Sportradar Integrity services, 
• Sportradar Rights Holder solutions. 
 
Betradar is essentially a betting-odds package for betting operators (optional risk 
management and customer service can be provided via Managed Trading 
Services). This is Sportradar’s main line of business accounting for more than 
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80% of the company’s turnover. 
 
Sportradar Digital services is concerned with the provision of data streams, which 
are provided to media (incl. internet) operators, sports entities, etc.  
 
Rights holder solutions offer custom IT developments mainly for sports 
competition organizers, for instance custom application for score reporting in 
competitions. 
 
 

$ Who pays for your service?  
Sportradar’s monitoring services are primarily funded by sports governing bodies, 
but it has also received revenues from national and local police, and government 
bodies in certain jurisdictions. 
 
 

$ What are the objectives of your monitoring system? 
The primary objective of the FDS is to detect abnormalities in betting markets and 
investigate to determine if the betting patterns are suspicious. Essentially, this 
means monitoring betting markets for any indications that a sporting match may 
have been manipulated for betting purposes. If the match is deemed to be 
suspicious, Sportradar reports it to its partners, most often in the form of a full 
written report which comprehensively details the case as to why the match is 
viewed as suspicious by the FDS team. Further assistance (ie. expert witness 
services or OSINT services supplied by the Integrity Services’ dedicated Fraud 
Intelligence Unit) from the FDS during sporting sanctions and criminal trials is 
available to the partners. 
 
 

$ How does your monitoring system work?  
The FDS operates via a two-level approach achieved through the work of ‘the 
database’ and ‘integrity analysts’. 
 
The database monitors over 550 bookmakers from around the globe. This results 
in over 5 billion datasets being processed per day in real time. This data is filtered 
using sophisticated algorithms & mathematical models which alert integrity 
analysts to potential irregularities in betting markets. As it stands, for football 
alone these algorithms and models alert the FDS team to more than 35 different 
types of pre-match alerts and 14 different types of live alerts. 
 
The ‘integrity analysts’ are then responsible for investigation of alerts on a real 
time basis using their expertise in order to identify potential irregularities. Their 
professional backgrounds cover trading experience at European, Australian and 
Asian bookmakers, as well as other fields such as financial trading, and work in 
proprietary/ professional betting syndicates. 
 
Please refer to the aforementioned report (‘an evaluation of Sportradar’s Fraud 
Detection System’) for further information relating to these processes. 
 

$ Does your system monitor blogs / forums related to sports betting? 
Yes, assessing all available information is the key objective of the FDS team. 
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As part of routine research into irregular and suspicious betting patterns, the FDS 
team monitors all relevant open sources for information which may be of use, 
including blogs and forums from a range of different countries. The monitoring of 
such sources is done at surface, deep and dark web level. 
 
Any verifiable information surrounding a sporting match can prove important in 
the overall analysis of betting patterns, although the betting data and validated 
sports data itself remain the primary tools used to draw conclusions. 
 
Additionally, such information from blogs/forums is directly inputted into the FDS 
by the network of freelancers (if of relevance) and is viewed via a news feed by 
analysts. 
 

$ Is your system able to detect “runners / mules” 
People who spread stakes to stay under the betting monitoring 
radars? If yes, how? 

N/A. Sportradar can’t view individual betting transactions as it is not a bookmaker 
or regulator, except on an anonymised basis via MTS. 
 

$ Regarding monitored data, please specify in which cases you have 
access to amounts staked, geographical distribution, bettors’ 
accounts, etc. 

Via MTS and monitoring of Betfair exchange. Some information may also be 
communicated confidentially by bookmakers. 
 

$ Who are the persons (in your organisation) who have access to this 
information? 

Senior management. 
 
 

$ Who are all the stakeholders involved in your monitoring system?  
Data providers: 
• betting operators (data feed of betting odds) 
• parent company (Sportradar), either from event scouts (event facts) or 
from websites scraping (betting odds) 
 
Customers: 
• sports governing bodies 
• national and local police 
• government bodies 
 
Possible recipients of information on suspicious matches: 
• sports governing bodies  
• law enforcement 
• government bodies 
 
All customers of Integrity Services enter into a confidential contractual agreement 
whereby Sportradar provides them the desired services. 
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$ What are the conditions to become a member of your monitoring 
system? 

This is taken to mean to be monitored by the FDS. 
 
Sportradar either receives an odds feed from the bookmaker or collects the odds 
from public source. 
 
 

$ Is it mandatory for all the stakeholders taking part to your system 
to share data / to store data regarding irregular or suspicious 
betting activity? Which data and when? On what legal basis (law, 
licence, MOU, etc.)? 

MOU’s have been signed with Europol, AFP, French police and the Austrian Police. 
 
 

$ Which sports are you monitoring?  
13 sports as follows: 
Aussie Rules Football� 
Basketball  
Cricket 
Football 
Futsal 
Handball  
Ice Hockey 
MotoGP 
Rugby League 
Rugby Union 
Snooker 
Tennis 
E-Sports 
 
 

$ Which competitions are you monitoring?  
Soccer 
FIFA – numerous international and national competitions since Feb 2017 
UEFA (top two divisions in each member country and main cup competition + 
various international club and international matches) – since 2009 
AFC domestic top divisions and international competitions – Since 2014 
More than 25 extra individual leagues or competitions across North America, 
Europe, South America, Asia and Australasia for a range of federations 
 
Rugby 
Over 20 individual leagues and competitions, as well as international matches, for 
partners such as World Rugby, RFU, NZRU, SARU, ARU, FIR and EPCR in rugby 
union and NRL in rugby league 
 
Cricket 
A range of ODIs, T20s and test cricket tournaments and matches for partners 
such as ICC, ECB and Cricket Australia 
 
Basketball 
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Six top level basketball competitions across North America and Europe, including 
the NBA and WNBA 
 
Tennis 
Tennis Australia – all competitions 
 
Futsal 
Six futsal competitions and leagues in Europe and Asia 
 
E-Sports� 
All ESL competitions worldwide  
 
Ice Hockey� 
Top level ice hockey competitions for the likes of the IIHF, NHL, as well as 
national ice hockey in Belarus and Austria 
 
Snooker� 
All World Professional Billiards and Snooker Association events since 2015 
 
Aussie Rules� 
AFL – Since 2015 
 
MotoGP�  
MotoGP, Moto 1, Moto 2 events – Since 2017 
 
 

$ Which types of bets are you monitoring?  
Market Types being monitored across a range of sports are listed below: 
1X2� 
12� 
Asian Handicap� 
Spread� 
Totals� 
Live 1X2�(HT and FT) 
Live 12 
Live Asian Handicap�(HT and FT) 
Live Spread� 
Live Totals�(HT and FT) 
Derivative Markets (80+) 
 
 

$ Are you monitoring in-play/live betting? 
Live betting markets are tracked for all matches across all sports offered by the 
FDS. These live odds are either tracked through a feed directly supplied by the 
bookmakers themselves, or through crawling the bookmakers’ website on a real 
time basis (using web crawlers). 
 
The FDS uses a complex mathematical algorithm called Calculated Odds in order 
to identify unusual live betting patterns in real time. The Calculated Odds are 
proven in Professor Forrest’s study to be a reliable means of detecting irregular 
live betting. 
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$ Are you monitoring the illegal8 sports betting market? 
Sportradar prefers not to use the terms legal or illegal to classify bookmakers. 
The following typology is offered instead: 
1) Robustly regulated (e.g. licenced in regimes with high regulatory standards - 
UK, France and Australia)� 
2) Poorly or loosely regulated (i.e. in the licensing regimes where they are 
licenced e.g. Cagayan in Philippines- they are held to poor regulatory standards in 
contrast to European and Australian operators who operate under strict Know 
Your Customer requirements and money laundering and integrity reporting 
requirements) 
3) Unregulated – not known to hold any licences e. g. Singbet 
 
Sportradar is monitoring bookmakers from all of these groups either through web 
crawlers on a real time basis or through odds feeds. 
 
 

$ According to you, what are the most relevant sports betting 
operators to observe regarding suspicious betting? 

For large scale match-fixing conducted by criminal elements the following are 
most relevant:  
SBObet� 
MaxBet  
SingBet� 
188bet� 
BetISN  
CMD368  
Pinnacle Sports  
Bet365 
Betfair Exchange 
 
Sportradar deems all betting operators can be or are relevant for localised 
manipulation. 
 
 

$ Do you have a database of suspicious betting patterns?  
Of suspicious teams? Of suspicious sport actors?  

The FDS is a database of monitored matches since 2005 and records all relevant 
teams and persons’ participation in these matches. 
 

$ Of suspicious bettors?  
No. 
 

$ If yes, how does it work with legislation on protection of personal 
data?  

$ Are you obliged to store data? For what duration?  
To share data, and with what persons/organisation(s)? 
On what legal basis? 

                                                
8 Illegal betting: bets offered by a betting operator without any authorisation in the jurisdiction of the consumer 
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Compliance of the Fraud Detection System with the data protection regulation 
within the EU 
 
As the European Data Protection Regulation is currently done by using a Directive 
that needs to be transferred into national legislation, the main focus of the 
assessment of the compliance with the legal provisions lies on the EU Data 
Protection Directive as enacted by the UK Data Protection Act (as the FDS is 
maintained from London). 
 
The national data protection laws are allowed to be stricter than the EU directive 
but are not allowed to grant a lower level of protection. The EU-provisions 
(underlying EU-directive) are therefore also covered under the following national 
(UK) justifications.  
 
Sportradar does comply with this legal background with all the information it is 
using for providing the FDS service to its partners. 
 
Only very generic personal data is used within the FDS, sensitive personal data or 
scoring values are not generated for each individual. Limiting the processed data 
to generic and publicly available data, like social media sources where information 
is deliberately given away by the data subjects, is one cornerstone for compliance 
with international data protection regulations. 
 
The detection of crime is one of the main goals of the FDS as mentioned in 
Section 29 UK Data Protection Act. The data subject ́s consent would not be 
necessary for the processing of personal data if done so for the named purpose. 
 
Justification for processing data is also Schedule 2 Section 6 of the UK Data 
Protection Act: 
 
The processing is necessary for the purposes of legitimate interests pursued by 
the data controller or by the third party or parties to whom the data are disclosed, 
except where the processing is unwarranted in any particular case by reason of 
prejudice to the rights and freedoms or legitimate interests of the data subject. 
 
The legitimate interest of Sportradar goes hand in hand with the interest of 
national and international police authorities and sports federations, for the latter 
especially on the integrity of Sports. Prevention and detection of match-fixing in 
sports compared to the generic personal data used is such a legitimate interest. 
Sportradar is officially listed and registered at the Information Commissioner ́s 
Office (supervisory authority for data protection matters in the UK) as a data 
controller. 
 
 

$ How many people are involved in the daily operations of your 
monitoring system? What are their concrete tasks?  

Over 70 people are involved full-time in daily operations of the FDS, most of 
which are operational staff (Senior betting analysts/managers). Analysts concrete 
tasks include: analysing betting alerts, attending to real time written analysis, 
writing suspicious/non-suspicious match reports for clients. Other duties include 
completing risk assessments on market trends/coverage for sports in various 
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jurisdictions, analysing staking data, reviewing video evidence of matches, and 
working on other projects. 
 
They receive a rigorous training course and are vetted in each area before 
passing their probationary period. These training methods are structured to 
enable the analyst to be fully capable of all FDS duties after three months has 
elapsed 
On top of this a large number of other Sportradar staff contribute to activities of 
operations. 
 
 

$ How many people are involved in communication / public relations 
of your monitoring system? What are their tasks? 

Sportradar currently has two individuals providing communications / PR support 
to the FDS. Their role is to: 
• Craft content about the FDS including Presentations, Talking Points, Q&As, 
Interviews 
• Craft press releases plus social media promotion of FDS updates, 
developments and news 
• Develop Events Timetable where FDS can be promoted and secure speaker 
opportunities where possible 
• Develop Media Relations List and secure editorial opportunities plus forward 
releases to them as appropriate 
• Manage any issues that may arise around the FDS 
• Several other members of senior management also regularly engage in this 
topic, usually making comment in media publications and presenting in other 
public forums 
 
 

$ How many people are involved in other tasks? Which tasks? 
Two staff members in PR & Comms � five staff members in Fraud prevention 
education services, seven staff members in FDS Development and five in the 
Fraud Intelligence Unit and 7 staff members in sales and account management 
 
 

$ Is there a possibility of conflict(s) of interests in your mission?  
One possible source of conflict of interest would exist if Sportradar provided its 
fraud information directly to bookmakers: of course this would enable the 
bookmakers to bet against their less-informed competitors. This is not the case 
since Sportradar does not provide bookmakers with any output of the FDS 
processes 
 
 

$ What is the financial statement of your monitoring system (annual 
income and expenses)? 

The FDS team reported the annual income for 2016 to be in the order of 
magnitude of €4.3m while the operating expenses were €4.4m. 
 
 

$ Number of irregular betting patterns detected during the 5 last 
years (by year)? 
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Hotlisted matches: 
2012: 589  
2013: 854  
2014 : 1089  
2015 : 1844 
2016 : 2153 

 
$ Number of suspicious betting patterns detected during the 5 last 

years (by year)? 
Escalated Matches: 
2012 : 293 
2013 : 416  
2014 : 403  
2015 : 515 
2016 : 446 
 

$ In how many cases you know of, these suspicious betting patterns 
played a role in court cases?  

$ Idem in disciplinary cases?  
Were any of these cases proven to be fixed cases (court / 
disciplinary)?  
How many?  
Can you enclose a list of such cases? 

 
Compliance of the Fraud Detection System with the data protection regulation 
within the EU 
 
As the European Data Protection Regulation is currently done by using a Directive 
that needs to be transferred into national legislation, the main focus of the 
assessment of the compliance with the legal provisions lies on the EU Data 
Protection Directive as enacted by the UK Data Protection Act (as the FDS is 
maintained from London). 
 
The national data protection laws are allowed to be stricter than the EU directive 
but are not allowed to grant a lower level of protection. The EU-provisions 
(underlying EU-directive) are therefore also covered under the following national 
(UK) justifications.  
 
Sportradar does comply with this legal background with all the information it is 
using for providing the FDS service to its partners. 
 
Only very generic personal data is used within the FDS, sensitive personal data or 
scoring values are not generated for each individual. Limiting the processed data 
to generic and publicly available data, like social media sources where information 
is deliberately given away by the data subjects, is one cornerstone for compliance 
with international data protection regulations. 
 
The detection of crime is one of the main goals of the FDS as mentioned in 
Section 29 UK Data Protection Act. The data subject ́s consent would not be 
necessary for the processing of personal data if done so for the named purpose. 
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Justification for processing data is also Schedule 2 Section 6 of the UK Data 
Protection Act: 
 
The processing is necessary for the purposes of legitimate interests pursued by 
the data controller or by the third party or parties to whom the data are disclosed, 
except where the processing is unwarranted in any particular case by reason of 
prejudice to the rights and freedoms or legitimate interests of the data subject. 
 
The legitimate interest of Sportradar goes hand in hand with the interest of 
national and international police authorities and sports federations, for the latter 
especially on the integrity of Sports. Prevention and detection of match-fixing in 
sports compared to the generic personal data used is such a legitimate interest. 
Sportradar is officially listed and registered at the Information Commissioner ́s 
Office (supervisory authority for data protection matters in the UK) as a data 
controller. 
 

$ Do you know whether enforcement agencies started investigations 
based on information of suspicious betting activity sent by your 
system?  

Yes the Southern Stars case was exclusively started based on FDS reports. 
 

$ Do you know whether sports-bodies started investigations based on 
information of suspicious betting activity sent by your system? 

Yes, the two successful CAS cases, among others, were based on FDS reports.  
 
Additionally, the Cypriot FA have recently taken action to strengthen their 
legislation to allow for sanctions to be imposed upon clubs based upon the 
evidence of FDS reports (see link: 
http://www.espnfc.com/cyprus/story/2996855/cyprus-vows-to-crack-down-on-
match-fixing-after-damning-uefa-verdict) 
 
 

$ According to you, what is the “cost” of match-fixing cases for 
betting operators (in % of stakes or GGR)?  

From the perspective of ’grey market’ Asian bookmakers, the loss is likely to be 
limited. Due to the high number of transactions they receive, and their mind 
set/philosophy to offload and spread risk amongst other Asian 
bookmakers/outlets, the liability at any individual operator is likely to be 
mitigated. Furthermore, the ratio of suspected matches to regular sporting 
matches is estimated to be very low. 
From the global market perspective, losses are again likely minimised by the fact 
that these bookmakers operate in a manner opposite to the Asian style of low-
margin and high turnover, and instead aim to maximise profit through careful 
profiling of risky/winning clients. Online accounts associated with match-fixing will 
almost certainly be closed down, whereas those deemed to be risky at land-based 
outlets will be similarly profiled and banned, and physical descriptions of such 
bettors are likely to be circulated amongst local shops in order to mitigate the 
threat of them betting again. 
Any estimation of the ‘cost’ of match-fixing to betting operators can only be 
flawed due to the fact that most match-fixing stakes are placed at ‘grey market’ 
Asian bookmakers who do not divulge any revenues to the outside world. 
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$ According to you, what are the 3 best sports betting monitoring 

today? Why?  
Sportradar answered they are not aware of any reliable betting fraud monitoring 
system aside from FDS. Although some elements undoubtedly exist, there is no 
point ranking incomplete systems. 
 
 

$ According to you, what is the percentage of “false positive” of your 
monitoring system?  

A false positive would be a match which the FDS labelled as suspicious but which 
had not in fact been manipulated. 
 
Due to the high specificity of the FDS, with very few matches reaching the 
threshold for escalation (ie. viewed as suspicious betting) across the entire 
number of matches monitored, it is very unlikely that false positives have been 
reported.�With over 2.900 FDS reports provided to sport governing bodies and 
state authorities there was never a case where a match escalated by the FDS to 
be suspicious to be manipulated for betting purposes have been proven not to be 
manipulated. 
 

$ When is suspicious behaviour in your view with a 97% accuracy 
match-fixing? 

Do not understand the question 
 
 

$ According to you, what is the percentage of “false negative” of your 
monitoring system? Please define as precisely as possible “false 
negative” 

A false negative would be a match which the FDS had failed to identify as 
suspicious but where fixing had in fact occurred. However, it should be noted that 
just because a match has not been flagged as suspicious does not mean that FDS 
concludes manipulation did not occur. Indeed, our analysis in many cases clearly 
state that there is a possibility that a match was manipulated, but that mitigating 
factors mean that the threshold of suspicion has not been reached. 
 
Add the fact that we already try to find a good reason why a match is not 
manipulated – as we need to protect not only the integrity but also the reputation 
of our partners.  
Due to the relatively low alert thresholds which are triggered in the FDS following 
significant odds movements, the vast majority of matches in which irregular 
betting has taken place on are believed highly likely to be detected by the FDS. In 
some cases where remove betting markets prematurely due to irregular betting, 
the FDS may deem there to be insufficient data or evidence to conclude that 
manipulation has occurred, and these rare instances may result in false 
negatives. However, on a yearly basis, the numbers of false negatives is expected 
to be extremely low in ratio. It is not possible to provide a % estimation of false 
negatives with any degree of accuracy from a statistical standpoint due to the 
rarity of proven match-fixing cases. 
 

%
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Proposal of criteria to determine performance of monitoring systems: 
 
1. (Input) information quality 

a. Number of sports / competitions / bets monitored 
b. Number of bets monitored / Cost of system 
c. Estimated market share of legal betting monitored (access to 

betting data from 550+ �strong legal betting market, as well as 
the grey/black market bookmakers, access to �exchange data and 
lotteries data ) 

d. Quality of the monitoring of illegal betting 
e. Ability to monitor exchanges  
f. Access to Asian brokerage accounts/Asian betting account in 

order to determine � staking limits for a match, and thereby 
calculate likely liquidity of the market.  

g. Wide reaching support network consisting of local experts in each 
country where sports �matches are monitored, and for each 
specific sport/league/competition in that � region. Freelance 
network responsible for providing news for each match a priori.  

h. Verification tools to ensure that match information (start time, 
venue, lineups, match �events) is correct and verified against 
multiple sources.  

i. Geographical knowledge of bookmaker location, and likely 
clientele.  

 
2. Quality of the detection algorithm 

a. Odds-based detection algorithm 
b. Odds and betting volume based detection algorithm 
c. Odds and betting  volumes and  other information (industry 

contacts/sharing �avenues, contacts at prominent legal betting 
syndicates) 

d. Probabilistic forecasting model for pre-match betting markets  
 

3. Output quality 
a. Number of irregular betting patterns detected 
b. Weighted sum of irregular betting patterns detected (where 

weights = market turnover for the given league) 
c. Number of suspicious betting patterns detected 
d. Weighted sum of suspicious betting patterns detected (where 

weights = market turnover for the given league) 
e. % of suspicious betting patterns followed by a disciplinary or 

criminal sanction 
f. % of “false positive” (suspicious betting patterns not followed by 

the predicted sports result) – Sportradar FDS would not class a 
match which did not follow the flow of suspicious betting a false 
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positive, as that implies that it was not targeted for manipulation. 
The final result should not determine the suspiciousness of the 
match  

 
4. Proven Case studies 

a. Examples of confirmed cases of match-fixing detected by the 
monitoring system �independently  

b. Examples of confirmed cases of match-fixing where the initial 
investigation was �trigged by the monitoring system  
 

5. Expert Staff  
a. Staff members who have work experience at European/Global 

bookmakers as well as Asian bookmakers, covering both land 
based and online operations. 

 
 
APPENDIX : LIST OF PROVEN MATCH-FIXING CASES 

 
 
Sport event Disciplinary 

sanction 
Criminal 
sanction 

Irreg. 
betting 

Susp. 
betting 

Alert 
issued 

Other 

Football: Liechtenstein - 
Finland 
Country: International 
(Qualifications FIFA World Cup 
2010) 
Score: 1 - 1 
Date: 9 September 2009 

NO 

YES (Ante 
Sapina 
condemned in 
Bochum case) 

No No No — 

Cricket: England – Pakistan 
Country: International  
Date: 26 August 2010 

YES (Mohammad Asif 
suspended) 

YES (Mohammad 
Asif condemned 
to jail by an 
English Court) 

No No No (1) 

Football: Hvidovre IF – 
Vendsyssel FF 
Country: Denmark (1st 

Division) 
Score: 2 - 4 
Date: 24 October 2010 

? 

YES (A player 
condemned to 
jail by the 
Danish Court – 6 
months)  

No No No — 

Football: Levante – Saragossa 
Country: Spain 
Score: 1 - 2 
Date: 21 May 2011 

PENDING (Gabi, 
captain of Atletico 
Madrid, admitted 
guilt) 

PENDING (Gabi, 
captain of 
Atletico Madrid, 
admitted guilt) 

Yes No No (2) 

Football: Lecce – Lazio 
Country: Italy 
Score: 2 - 4 
Date: 22 May 2012 

YES (suspensions, 
demotions, fines) PENDING Yes No No (2) 

Handball: Cesson – Montpellier 
Country: France 
Score: 31 – 28 (15 – 12 à la 
mi-temps) 
Date: 15 May 2012 

YES YES (fines) Yes Yes Yes (3) 

Football: Kota Bahru – Ninh 
Binh 
Country: Malaysia / Vietnam 
Score: 2 - 3 
Date: 18 March 2014 

YES (9 players from 
Ninh Binh suspended) 

YES (Tran Manh 
condemned to 
jail – 30 
months) 

Yes No No (3) 

Snooker: John Sutton – Jamie 
Burnett 
Country: UK 
Score: 0 – 6 
Date: 24 September 2014 

YES (suspension – 6 
years + fines) NO Yes Yes Yes (4) 

Football: Varese – Catania 
Country: Italy (Serie B) 
Score: 0 - 3 
Date: 2 April 2015 

PENDING (Antonino 
Pulvirenti, President 
of Catania, admitted 
guilt) 

PENDING 
(Antonino 
Pulvirenti, 
President of 

Yes No No (2) 
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Catania, 
admitted guilt) 

Handball: El Menzah Sport 
Handball Club - Jeunesse 
sportive de Chihia (Nationale 
B) 
Country: Tunisia 
Date: 23 May 2015 

YES (demotion for 
both teams) NO No No No (5) 

Football: Maldives – Tajikistan 
(U19) 
Country: Maldives 
Score: 0 - 8 
Date: 6 October 2015 

YES 
The referee liaison 
officer was banned 
for life. 
Fix prevented. 

NO No No No (6) 

Tennis: Games involving 
Alexandros Jakupovic (Greece) 
Country: Greece 
Date: December 2015 

YES (player banned 
for life by Tennis 
Integrity Unit) 

NO No No No (7) 

 
 

(1) This is not a proven fixed match. No suspicious money was ever placed on this match as the fix was a 
sting by a journalist. 

(2) This is not a proven fix for betting purposes. Suspicion of match-manipulation for sporting purposes 
(to ensure a team remains in the same division) is likely. 

(3) Other fixtures featuring the same players/teams led to the issuance of an alert. 
(4) Positive result was eventually derived from the analysis of post-match market intelligence. 
(5) No global betting markets have been identified for this event. 
(6) This is not a proven fix. In actual fact the fix was prevented.  
(7) With the Tennis Integrity Unit refusing to elaborate on the specific cases in which Jakupovic was found 

guilty of manipulation and due to the enormous data sample size of matches (with Alexandros 
Jakupovic’s professional career spanning from 1998- 2015), the Integrity Services are unable to 
retrospectively investigate all of the matches throughout his career.  
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C. ASSOCIATIONS OF BETTING OPERATORS  

 
 

ESSA (European Sports Security Association) 
 

 
Founded in 

 

 
2005 

 
Headquarters 

 

 
Brussels, Belgium 

 
Website 

 

 
http://www.eu-ssa.org/fr/ 

 
System 

 

Monitoring 
 

NO 
 

Alert 
 

YES 
 

Pertinence for 
Betmonitalert 
Programme 

 
The leading “alert system” of part of the private 

betting industry 
 
 

EVALUATION OF MONITORING SYSTEMS 
 
 

1. General questions 
 

 
Which criteria are you using to determine irregular betting patterns? 
Members of ESSA have their own precise definition of irregular betting patterns 
and their own proprietary algorithms but the methodology/control points are 
basically the same and based on customer account data. See Kambi for an 
example. 
 
 
Are the following issues used to determine irregular betting patterns: 
 

$ High volumes of stakes  
 

$ Sudden unexpected activity on a particular market / country / 
region / city  

 
$ Sudden unexpected activity on a small number of retailors  

 
$ Sudden unexpected activity with a given customer  

 
$ Sudden unexpected activity in a short period of time 

 
$ Bettors placing high stakes on a particular type of bet  
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$ Frequent odds changes on the market  

 
$ High part of single bets for a given game 

 
$ Politically Exposed Persons betting on their own competition 

 
 
Which criteria are you using to determine suspicious betting patterns?  
Suspicious = sufficient concern for a referral to the relevant sporting and 
regulatory authorities.  
This basically means that there is no alternative explanation to an unusual 
betting pattern than insider information about manipulation. 
 
 
Are the following issues used to determine suspicious betting patterns: 
 

$ No reasonable explanation for the market activity 
 

$ No link between the bets staked and the traders’ odds 
 

$ High volumes of stakes on a competition / team / sportsmen  
which have already been involved in other suspicious betting 
patterns  

 
$ High volumes of stakes linked to someone who has already been 

involved in other suspicious betting patterns  
 

$ Sport actors betting on their own competition against themselves 
/ their team 

 
$ High volumes of stakes linked to a small number of bettors 

collusion risk  
 

$ Serious match-fixing rumours  
try to qualify “serious” / related to irregular betting patterns 

 
$ When do irregular betting patterns become suspicious betting 

patterns? 
 

 
 
 

2. Theoretical method: questions regarding theoretical 
method 

 
 

$ When was your monitoring system created? By whom? Why?  
ESSA is a not-for-profit organisation established in 2005. It was founded by 
prominent European licenced online sports betting operators. 
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$ Please provide some basic information about your monitoring 

system  
ESSA does not provide a monitoring system. It provides a platform where the 
members share information on irregular betting patterns. ESSA’s then evaluates 
that information to see whether there is enough evidence to pass it on to the 
relevant regulatory authority. 
 
 

$ What is your economic model?  
Members pay a membership fee but ESSA does not provide a commercial service, 
it is not for profit. 
 
 

$ Who pays for your service?  
25 members brands as of 2017:  ABB, bet365.com, bet-at-home.com, betclic, 
betsson, betvictor, bwin.party, digibet, expekt, , interwetten, Ladbrokes Coral, 
paddy power betfair, stanleybet, unibet, william hill, 888.com, Sportium, Betstars, 
Sporting Index, Sporting Bet, Fonbet, Stoiximan, skybet, betway, betdaq 
 
 

$ What are the objectives of your monitoring system? 
Mandate given by members: to facilitate positive cross-sector partnerships and 
protect operators, their customers and sporting bodies from betting-related 
corruption. 
 
 

$ How does your monitoring system work?  
ESSA is running an alert system. 
Monitoring is performed both by the members and indirectly by their 
subcontractors (such as Kambi). See relevant questionnaires (e. g. Unibet, 
Kambi). 
 
!

1. ESSA employs a two tier mechanism which assists its members to 
determine, quickly and efficiently if any fraudulent activity or 
manipulation is taking place on any given sports event covered by any 
one of its members. It is based on a two tier system; 

a. Tier 1: is the Internal Control System (ICS) of the members itself 
as required under their respective gaming licences/applicable law.  
This legal requirement obliges  ESSA members to maintain strict 
safeguards  on “who bets on what” (customers (KYC), transactions 
(KYT), detection of any kind suspicious activities and cooperation 
with public law bodies. By the same token, members are obliged to 
keep records of all transactions (digital finger printing and audit 
trail) 

b. Tier 2: is the ESSA early warning system, which primarily works on 
the input provided by its members, notably alerts created by 
members as to suspicious transactions detected by their own 
internal control system. 
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Contrary to other systems that are primarily relying on external market 
information, e.g. movements off the odds displayed on websites, the 
ESSA system is based upon factual information within the system of 
bookmakers, who are the sole persons to have first hand knowledge of 
“who bets on what” (KYC/KYT) 
 

2. ESSA has instituted a number of measures to prevent fraud, all of which 
are enshrined in its code of conduct, which calls on members to have – 
in addition to their ICS legal requirements -  the correct tools and 
processes in place to ensure adequate risk management and a risk-
based approach to their betting operations. These measures are above 
all to insure the integrity of their own betting operations and that they 
cannot be misused by external parties for fraudulent activities. 

 
 

3. In the context of available technology and national licensing 
requirements (notably ICS), this means members having – without 
limitation – the tools in place to do the following: 

 
a. Monitor incoming bets; 
b. Adhere to the highest Know-Your-Customer (KYC) and Know-Your-

Transaction (KYT requirements; 
c. Be aware of risks for potential match fixing; 
d. Not allow individual customers to place high stakes without manual 

approval; 
e. Escalate any potential issue to the appropriate levels within their 

organisation; 
f. Due to the potentially continuous character of the operations, have 

sufficient numbers of employees covering risk management, 
working 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year when 
appropriate; 

g. Record and keep track of all transactions to allow further 
investigation. 

 
4. In the event of any betting or market behaviour giving grounds for 

suspicion, to suspend the betting market in question and share 
information with other members for a thorough investigation. 

 
5. A range of technical and practical measures are also employed by 

bookmakers to ensure that outcomes of betting on sporting events have 
not been manipulated. These include: 

 
a. Identification and Scrutiny: Licenced, regulated bookmakers invest 

heavily in know-your-customer (KYC) technology and other 
security and fraud prevention software. When customers bet 
online, they leave an indelible “digital fingerprint” containing their 
identification verification, deposit and payment details as well as 
time-stamped details of all their betting activity. Adequate records 
are kept for a number of years; 

b. Fraud Prevention: Licenced and regulated bookmakers employ 
highly skilled personnel and systems to identify, track and trace 
any attempts to manipulate results. Apart from their licence 
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conditions and the regulatory requirements (ICS), it is clearly in 
the bookmaker’s own commercial interests to do this (protect their 
margin); 

c. Sharing information and reporting: All transactions, including bets 
places, are fully documented and all betting activities can be 
traced, monitored and proven. Once an operator becomes aware of 
suspicious betting patterns, this information is shared, via ESSA 
with other members. Coordinated by ESSA, each suspicious 
incident is then investigated and then, if necessary, passed on to 
the relevant sporting and public law authority (regulator) for 
further investigation.   

 
$ Does your system monitor blogs / forums related to sports betting? 

 
$ Is your system able to detect “runners / mules” 

People who spread stakes to stay under the betting monitoring 
radars? If yes, how? 

 

EVALUATION OF ALERT SYSTEMS 
 

 
$ How does your alert system work? Please provide detailed 

information (including availability, technical facilities, data 
monitored, etc.).  
What main difficulties are you facing regarding the functioning of 
your alert system?  

ESSA Early Warning System is based on facts provided by members, not just 
odds movements. Members have customer profiles & account movements, hence 
they can prove a given person has place a given bet at a given time (that is, 
before a match event or before the disclosure of an important information). 
 
 
The operational process flow works as follows:  a member detects something 
unusual in a betting pattern on a particular event (tier 1, ICS) that is then 
reported and escalated  to ESSA’s security team and Head Bookmaker who make 
further enquiries and makes an assessment of whether to issue an alert to the 
whole membership (tier 2).  If such an alert is issued, which occurs through the 
Advanced Security Platform (ASP)  to specifically named addressees, members 
are required to respond within 60 minutes, confirming whether or not similar 
trends have been seen elsewhere in the market and, if they have, giving as much 
detail as possible.  While members are committed to fight corruption in sports and 
fully cooperate to that end, they are also subject to non-disclosure restrictions, as 
for instance enshrined in data protection law.  
 
Where elements emerge that there may be potentially fraudulent activity taking 
place, e.g. because several members have confirmed an irregular pattern, ESSA 
will i) the report that  under the applicable Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) 
to the relevant sports governing body and ii) encourage the member(s) 
concerned to make  a report to their own national regulator. 
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To this end ESSA has signed MoU’s with over 20 sport federations and regulators 
this includes, FIFA, the IOC, the Tennis Integrity Unit, the UK Gambling 
Commission, the Alderney Gambling Control Commission, the Malta Lotteries and 
Gaming Authority and the Gibraltar Gambling Commissioner.  
 
The recipient will take view as to whether the particular alert in question affects 
the bookmaker/member, taking advice from trading director or other colleagues 
where necessary.  If there is no impact, the recipient will respond accordingly to 
ESSA. 
 
If it is established that the market may be affected, then an alert through the ASP 
will be sent out to ESSA to alert them.  Besides issuing an alert, the message will 
invite input as to whether the bookmaker has seen similar movements or patterns 
and request an immediate response, giving as much information as possible.  A 
response indicating that nothing untoward has been observed will also be 
required. 
 
Conversely, if a member reports an unusual betting pattern, then that will be 
notified to ESSA’s security team and Head Bookmaker for assessment and 
promulgation as required. 
 
ESSA’s members offer around 10,000 separate sports books each week, with 
millions of separate bets taken, however, the number of alerts that are found to 
be suspicious is very small. In 2011 ESSA reported 69 irregular betting patterns 
of which 8 were found to be suspicious  and referred to the relevant sports 
federation or national regulatory authority; a similar number to 2010. Of the 8 
suspicious cases referred to in 2011 there was no feedback from any of the sport 
federations about the status of the case.   
 
 
 

$ Who are all the stakeholders involved in your alert system?  
Since when? How are they involved (Law, MoU, contract, obligations 
through licence, providing of information on a voluntary basis, etc.) 
  

MoUs with many SGB allows for exchange of information (‘information check’). 
ESSA has also signed Mou’s with gambling regulators (UK Gambling Commission, 
ARJEL etc) and National Platforms (Norway) 
 
 

$ Is your alert system cooperating with other alert systems? 
Please provide a complete list of cooperating organisations and 
detailed ways of cooperation.  
What main difficulties are you facing regarding this kind of 
cooperation? 

 
 

$ Regarding monitored betting data, please specify in which cases 
your alert system has access to amounts staked, geographical 
distribution, bettors’ accounts, etc.  

$ Who are the persons (in your organisation) who have access to this 
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information? 
We publish an annual integrity report , which gives a comprehensive overview of 
our bets and geographical distribution 
 
 

$ In which cases does your alert system trigger a deeper analysis? 
Who is conducting this analysis? What is the methodology used ? 

When an alert is issued by a member, the head bookmaker (that is, the most 
senior expert on this sport/event) reviews the alert and decides within an hour. 
The methodology used is customer account based. 
 

 
$ What are the conditions to become a member of your alert system? 

 
1. While there is no ISO-related standard, the are requirements for 
membership (such as having an effective internal control system), which are 
reviewed in a preliminary (and then periodical) due diligence process. There are 
requirements on information exchange with stakeholders (ESSA and SGB).  
 
2. ESSA has instituted a number of measures to prevent fraud, all of which are 
enshrined in its code of conduct, which calls on members to have – in addition to 
their ICS legal requirements -  the correct tools and processes in place to ensure 
adequate risk management and a risk-based approach to their betting operations. 
These measures are above all to insure the integrity of their own betting 
operations and that they cannot be misused by external parties for fraudulent 
activities. 
 
3. In the context of available technology and national licensing requirements 
(notably ICS), this means members having – without limitation – the tools in 
place to do the following: 
 
a. Monitor incoming bets; 
b. Adhere to the highest Know-Your-Customer (KYC) and Know-Your-
Transaction (KYT requirements; 
c. Be aware of risks for potential match fixing; 
d. Not allow individual customers to place high stakes without manual 
approval; 
e. Escalate any potential issue to the appropriate levels within their 
organisation; 
f. Due to the potentially continuous character of the operations, have 
sufficient numbers of employees covering risk management, working 24 hours a 
day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year when appropriate; 
g. Record and keep track of all transactions to allow further investigation. 
 
4. In the event of any betting or market behaviour giving grounds for 
suspicion, to suspend the betting market in question and share information with 
other members for a thorough investigation. 
 
5. A range of technical and practical measures are also employed by 
bookmakers to ensure that outcomes of betting on sporting events have not been 
manipulated. These include: 
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a. Identification and Scrutiny: Licenced, regulated bookmakers invest heavily 
in know-your-customer (KYC) technology and other security and fraud prevention 
software. When customers bet online, they leave an indelible “digital fingerprint” 
containing their identification verification, deposit and payment details as well as 
time-stamped details of all their betting activity. Adequate records are kept for a 
number of years; 
b. Fraud Prevention: Licenced and regulated bookmakers employ highly skilled 
personnel and systems to identify, track and trace any attempts to manipulate 
results. Apart from their licence conditions and the regulatory requirements (ICS), 
it is clearly in the bookmaker’s own commercial interests to do this (protect their 
margin); 
c. Sharing information and reporting: All transactions, including bets places, 
are fully documented and all betting activities can be traced, monitored and 
proven. Once an operator becomes aware of suspicious betting patterns, this 
information is shared, via ESSA with other members. Coordinated by ESSA, each 
suspicious incident is then investigated and then, if necessary, passed on to the 
relevant sporting and public law authority (regulator) for further investigation.   
 

!
$ Is it mandatory for all the stakeholders taking part to your system 

to produce some information regarding irregular or suspicious 
betting activity?  

$ Which information and when? If these stakeholders don’t produce 
this information, can they be sanctioned?  

$ If yes, what is the maximum level of sanctions? 
Cooperation is based on mutual consent (see below, conflict of interest). The 
main obligation is for lead bookmakers to provide analysis of the alerts sent by 
other members. 
 

$ In particular, sport actors and sport officials do they have to report 
any irregular / suspicious sport behaviour? If yes, how? 

!
Although the interviewer has not been provided with the full text of the MoUs with 
SGB, it is very likely that the information sharing commitment is unidirectional: 
ESSA is committed to inform the SGB of suspicious account-level betting patterns. 

 
$ Is there an official body controlling that all the stakeholders 

involved in your alert system report any irregular / suspicious 
activity to your system?  

$ If yes, how and with which resources (human / financial)? 
Cooperation is based on mutual consent (see below, conflict of interest). 
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$ Are there some specific legislations on alerts mechanisms / 

standards in the country (countries) where you operate / regulate? 
What is the legal basis?  

$ Which one(s)? Since when? 
ESSA members are licenced in more than 10 countries, where (for some), EU 
rules (either directives or regulations) are superimposed to national laws and 
state-level regulations, sometimes with noticeable inconsistencies. This makes it 
difficult to account here for all the possible cases. 
 

 
$ Related to manipulations of sports competitions:  

Do you have a database of suspicious betting patterns? Of 
suspicious teams? Of suspicious sport actors? Of suspicious bettors?  

$ What are the specific legislations with regard to storage of data 
(duration, nature of information) / information sharing? 

The way the ESSA alert network works makes it useless to centralize the 
information. The idea is that members post their alerts so that they are analysed 
by the most knowledgeable member (‘lead bookmaker’) at the moment. Members 
may or may not have databases but they comply with the EU/national legal 
requirements. 
 

$ If yes, how does it work with legislation on protection of personal 
data?  
Which improvements could you suggest in national / European 
legislations to use personal data in case of suspicious behaviours 
related to match-fixing (or more generally to organised Crime)? 

$ How many people are involved in the daily operations of your alert 
system?  

$ What are their concrete tasks? 
All members have access to the alert platform, which is being monitered by their 
traders and security teams. Essa has a chief bookmaker that oversees the alert 
platform and in 2017 ESSA will be hiring a data integrity officer to provide further 
support and analysis 

 
$ How many people are involved in other tasks regarding your alert 

system?  Which tasks? 
Khalid Ali, secretary general (= Chief Operating Officer + SPOKESPERSON) 

 
$ Are you aware of conflicts of interest in your mission of alerting 

regarding manipulations of sports competitions? 
One can argue that there is no incentive for a given bookmaker to share suspicion 
or expertise with others: he should be better off by letting his competitors take 
bets and lose money to manipulators. But this is short-sighted, as the scandal 
would likely disrupt public confidence in sport (as some example in Asia have 
shown). Members of ESSA have the same concern for integrity, which is in their 
common interest. Therefore they agreed in 2010 on a code of conduct. As in 
sport, fierce competition is compatible with rules: it is remarkable that the betting 
operators agree to the same model as the sports they offer to take bets on. 
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The interviewer must confess that this perspective would not easily work in 
Southern Europe. It might explain, though, the French defeat in Agincourt (to 
English), which is usually credited to unregulated competition among French 
leaders. 
 

 
$ Number of irregular betting patterns detected during the 5 last 

years (by year)? 
2012: 109 alerts 
2013: 148 alerts 
 

 
$ Number of suspicious betting patterns detected during the 5 last 

years (by year)? 
2011: 8 suspicious alerts 
2012: 6 suspicious alerts 
2013: 30 suspicious alerts 
2015: 100 suspicious alerts 
2016: 130 suspicious alerts 

 
$ In how many cases you know of, these suspicious betting patterns 

played a role in court cases?  
$ Idem in disciplinary cases? Were any of these cases proven to be 

fixed cases (court / disciplinary)? How many?  
$ Can you enclose a list of such cases? 

ESSA provided the interviewer with many certificates from SGB (notably FIFA and 
UEFA) and regulators, saying how useful the information supplied to them by 
ESSA has been. Nevertheless, it is not in the interest of the SGB that the cases 
are brought to public attention. Therefore, the MoUs signed by ESSA exclude the 
public disclosure of information supplied to SGB. 
 

$ Do you know whether enforcement agencies started investigations 
based on information of suspicious betting activity sent by your 
system?  

$ Do you know whether sports-bodies started investigations based on 
information of suspicious betting activity sent by your system? 
 
 

$ According to you, what is the “cost” of match-fixing cases for 
betting operators (in % of stakes or GGR)?  

$ Could you please define the “cost” (missed turnover because of 
cancellation, missed opportunity for mitigation/arbitrage because 
of combined efforts of criminal syndicates, winnings paid on a fixed 
match, etc.) 

Match-fixing can lead to three types of costs: 
• money earned by fixers – quite easy to quantify but risk management 
services of the betting operators (or their subcontractors) are supposed to 
minimize this by detecting manipulation early enough to stop taking bets. 
• turnover lost when an event is withdrawn from the betting list – difficult to 
quantify  but the idea is that it is better to lose turnover than to give away money 
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to the fixers (which would encourage fixing). 
• loss of consumer confidence in case of successful fixes can even lead to the 
demise of a given league (see e. g. Chinese superleague). This would mean a 
major failure, exactly what ESSA is working to prevent! 
 

 
$ According to you, what is the percentage of “false positive” of your 

monitoring system? Please define as precisely as possible “false 
positive”  

$ When is suspicious behaviour in your view with a 97% accuracy 
match-fixing? 

To prove guiltiness in a sports betting manipulation, two series of evidence are 
necessary: 
• evidence that an unusual amount of money has been bet at a given 
moment, 
• evidence that the punter who place the aforementioned bet was in contact 
with the manipulators. 
Betting operators can only provide the court with the first series of the evidence. 
The second one is contingent to the rest of the procedure, which does not depend 
on the betting operator. In this respect, it is difficult to assess the confidence 
level of the proof provided by the betting operators. 
 
 

$ According to you, what is the percentage of “false negative” of your 
monitoring system? Please define as precisely as possible “false 
negative” 

% False negative = events not reported as suspicious divided by events which 
were actually manipulated. In order to compute this ratio, one must know which 
events were actually manipulated. This is begging the question. 
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GLMS (Global Lotteries Monitoring System) 
 

 
Founded in 

 

 
2015 (Previously known as European Lotteries 
Monitoring System, founded in 2009) 

 
Headquarters 

 

 
Brøndby, Denmark 

 
Website 

 

 
http://glms-sport.org/ 

 
System 

 

Monitoring 
 

YES 
 

Alert 
 

YES 
 

Pertinence for 
Betmonitalert 
Programme 

 
The “monitoring and alert system” of the World 

Lottery Association’ members 

 

EVALUATION OF MONITORING SYSTEMS 
 
 

1. General questions 
 

 
Which criteria are you using to determine irregular betting patterns? 
Irregular betting patterns are most usually linked to betting odds values or 
movements, sometimes other information can lead to inquire into the betting 
odds to check whether there is something anormal. Until November 2015, the 
system was manually scanning the odds and other background information (see 
below), plus they were relying on specific web sites displaying the following type 
of information: 
• website which freely displays Asian bookmakers odds with little delay and 
features some historical data, 
• website which offers the same free service as Betfair for odds and 
volumes, and past values are available through a pay-for service (history), 
• odds monitoring online tools such as asian-monitor.com which offers very 
reactive data with specific ‘alerts’ on odds anomalies. 
 
Since November 2015, GLMS has subscribed to Sportradar’s limited alert service 
which flags irregular betting patterns, identified by significant variation in odds 
among the 450+ betting operators monitored by Sportradar. 
 
 
Are the following issues used to determine irregular betting patterns: 
 

$ High volumes of stakes  
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Yes, through applicable policies of 29 individual members, who pass on 
information to GLMS operators when irregularities on their volumes. To consider 
if the stakes are higher than average/expected you have to compare date and 
time of the match, the program that day, the importance of the match, clubs 
etc. 
 

$ Sudden unexpected activity on a particular market / country / 
region / city  

Yes, in the 27 countries where GLMS has members. Any relevant information is 
passed on to GLMS operators for further analysis. It can be extended to other 
markets/countries given that GLMS members operate activities on competitions 
abroad, primarily in the regional scope.   
 

$ Sudden unexpected activity on a small number of retailors  
Yes, GLMS members dominate land based betting in their countries. Especially 
“regional betting” in retail shops has great interest for GLMS. 
 

$ Sudden unexpected activity with a given customer  
GLMS does not operate betting so such monitoring is pending on GLMS 
members will and possibility to share such suspicious patterns. Most of the 
members are operating under the national data-protection law which means 
that they cannot share names of their customers, however they are able to 
mention if well-known customers are placing bets. Another thing the lotteries 
look for regarding customers is syndicate betting. Does a large number of 
customers or people who are in some way related bet on the same match within 
the same period of time? 
 

$ Sudden unexpected activity in a short period of time 
Same as above, bookmaker/member approach 
 

$ Bettors placing high stakes on a particular type of bet  
Member approach 
 

$ Frequent odds changes on the market  
It is the main way of daily monitoring for GLMS operators (95%) relying on their 
expertise, traditional odds compiling monitoring tools (Betradar, Asian Monitor, 
etc.) and since Nov 2015 on the Sportradar FDS tool (dedicated platform, 
football mainly) 
 

$ High part of single bets for a given game 
Betting exchanges, (+Member approach)    
 

$ Politically Exposed Persons betting on their own competition 
No access to this part of Sportradar FDS – to be considered if done by member 
(i.e. French approach) – but information rarely transmitted to GLMS operators; 
national monitoring prevails. 
 
 
Which criteria are you using to determine suspicious betting patterns?  
Unexplainable odds moves, extreme turnover at Betting Exchanges. 
A handbook describes the escalation scheme.  
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Basically, the system proceeds as follows: 
• an irregular pattern initiates an inquiry process – the officer in charge of 
the system at once starts to look for relevant public information (on internet 
forums, social networks, sports media etc.) 
• either the information is enough to explain the irregular pattern (for 
instance a prominent player in one of the team has become wounded and will 
not take part in the upcoming match), in which case the inquiry stops as a 
satisfying reason explains the irregular pattern, or 
• no public information can dismiss the doubt about the irregular pattern, 
hence the pattern is labelled more irregular and an alert is sent to GLMS, 
• GLMS then forwards the alert to GLMS members to ask for local 
information about the irregular pattern at hand, 
• either one of GLMS members returns a significant information which can 
explain the irregular + pattern (hence the case is discarded), or 
• the pattern is further escalated to suspicious, in which case a further alert 
is sent to GLMS, so that the system can issue a report to its members and 
partners. 
 
 
Are the following issues used to determine suspicious betting patterns: 
Refer to answers above. GLMS operators monitoring is dominated by odds 
observation, and then the information is analysed through other means to 
determine whether an alert should be sent out to members, and in parallel or 
later to partners 

$ No reasonable explanation for the market activity 
 

$ No link between the bets staked and the traders’ odds 
 

$ High volumes of stakes on a competition / team / sportsmen  
which have already been involved in other suspicious betting 
patterns  

 
$ High volumes of stakes linked to someone who has already been 

involved in other suspicious betting patterns  
 

$ Sport actors betting on their own competition against themselves 
/ their team 

 
$ High volumes of stakes linked to a small number of bettors 

collusion risk  
 

$ Serious match-fixing rumours  
try to qualify “serious” / related to irregular betting patterns 

 
$ When do irregular betting patterns become suspicious betting 

patterns? 
Through further investigation of GLMS operators on sport forum, betting forum, 
and through reaching at promptly in their operational network within GLMS 
members (>direct and daily focal points - > over 250 traders and controllers 
involved through generic emails)  
 
The escalation process comprises five levels: 
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• level 1 – pre-match concern. If a reliable source of information points out 
to possible manipulation, the event will be put under scrutiny: odds and 
volumes will be monitored, additional information gathered on the internet, etc. 
• level 2 – pre-match oods/turnover irregularity. GLMS members are offered 
to report to the GLMS for information sharing and further monitoring/analysis. 
• level 3 – pre-match oods/turnover lasting irregularity with no rational 
explanation. 
• Level 4 – in-play oods/turnover irregularity. 
• Level 5 – in play oods/turnover irregularity + one or more suspicious fact. 
 
Eventually one can say that a pattern becomes suspicious when no rational 
explanation has been found to explain the pattern although all relevant 
information has been taken into account. 
 

 
2. Questions regarding retro-prospective method 

 
 

$ Regarding the 12 sport events listed in above, did you detect some 
irregular betting patterns (before the event has started and once the event 
has started)?  

$ When did you exactly notice these irregularities?  
No 
 
 

$ Regarding the 12 sport events listed in the appendix 1, did you 
detect some suspicious betting patterns?  

No 
 

$ Please provide for each of the designated sport events the reports 
you circulated to your customers / partners / stakeholders 

 
 

 
 

3. Theoretical method: questions regarding theoretical method 
 

 
$ When was your monitoring system created? By whom? Why?  

 
• 2005 : setting up of informal exchange of information (MatchInfo network)  
• 2009: EL was the first association which proceeded to the formalization of 
the information exchange system with the official set up of ELMS. (19 lotteries) 
• 2015: as a continuation and extension, creation of GLMS. Founding 
members are collective (WLA&EL) and individual (27 lotteries).  2 individual 
members joined in 2016, and expressions of interest are increasing. 
This whole dynamic has been and is supported and pushed by the involvement of 
dedicated individuals. GLMS consists in a community of interests and values. The 
reasons why the lotteries established such a monitoring system are featured in 
GLMS Statutes (Objectives).  
3 reasons prevail:  
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• Protect them in facing fraudulent practices on the sports betting markets. 
• Ensure their customers that their sports betting practices are safe from 
manipulations and fixing. 
• Contribute to the protection of the positive image and important role of 
sport for society 
The latter is core. Lotteries are the main supporters and partners of sport at 
national levels, grassroots in particular. Hence an inherent shared responsibility to 
contribute to preserving sport integrity. 
 
 

$ Please provide some basic information about your monitoring 
system  

GLMS is an association registered in Switzerland. The General Secretariat is based 
in Lausanne.  The system operates from Denmark since creation of ELMS in 2009 
with the support of the Danish lottery, which has dedicated resources - 2 FT 
employees, 6 PTE (25%-10 minutes /hour). As a result, the whole system 
operates 24/7/365 
 
The monitoring officers explained how their tasks have changed during the last 
five years. Some years ago, most traders made a few odds paying attention to 
irregularities. Both odds-making and monitoring evolved into supervising an 
automated system, which receives feeds from odds suppliers and from market 
survey software or sites. 
 
 

$ What is your economic model?  
Association funded by stakeholders (members). 
 

$ Who pays for your service?  
• WLA and EL contribution: collective members fund >50%. 
• National lotteries: individual members pay a yearly fee which depends on 
whether they operate live betting (~50/50 of each) 
 
 

$ What are the objectives of your monitoring system? 
As described in GLMS Statutes:  
•to further the collective interests of its members and contribute towards 
safeguarding their reputations by combating the manipulation and fixing of 
sporting events on which bets and wagers are taken; 
•to establish a systematic surveillance system to monitor sports betting – notably 
bets and wagers on football matches – with the purpose of detecting any unusual 
or suspicious betting patterns; 
•to publicize the mechanisms put in place by the Association and its members to 
combat fraudulent practices connected to sports betting and wagering; 
•to conclude monitoring agreements with international sporting federations and 
organisations, such as FIFA, UEFA and the IOC, to work to protect the integrity of 
sporting competitions;  
•to alert the relevant Association members and/or relevant sporting federations 
when verified evidence indicates unusual betting patterns; 
•to cooperate with the relevant authorities on any investigation into sporting 
events about which there are suspicions. 
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$ How does your monitoring system work?  
We monitor through the Sportradar platform, various websites, gathering and 
sharing information from members. Sending out alerts to members. 
 

$ Does your system monitor blogs / forums related to sports betting? 
Yes, we do that manually. 
 

$ Is your system able to detect “runners / mules” 
People who spread stakes to stay under the betting monitoring 
radars? If yes, how? 

It depends on the setup at the individual lottery. Some members are able to 
detect this – their methods could be further looked at. 
 
 

$ Regarding monitored data, please specify in which cases you have 
access to amounts staked, geographical distribution, bettors’ 
accounts, etc. 

We only get numbers when lotteries willingly share these. Due to national data 
protection law we rarely get the names of the customers. 
 

$ Who are the persons (in your organisation) who have access to this 
information? 

GLMS team (Chris, Kim, Sarah). 
 

$ Who are all the stakeholders involved in your monitoring system?  
29 lotteries. Not for profit association legal basis (community of interests and 
values).  
Current scheme is that national members are responsible for follow up with their 
respective regulatory authorities and sports stakeholders. GLMS passes on 
information to international sport authorities. GLMS is looking closely at how its 
scheme could evolve in the Co€ Convention framework, based on national 
platforms and bottom up approach of favouring international cooperation through 
these. 
 
 

$ What are the conditions to become a member of your monitoring 
system? 

To be a WLA member operating sports betting and abiding by the codes and 
values of WLA.  – Interested stakeholders must fill an application from 
accompanied by a letter of interest. 
 
 

$ Is it mandatory for all the stakeholders taking part to your system 
to share data / to store data regarding irregular or suspicious 
betting activity? Which data and when? On what legal basis (law, 
licence, MOU, etc.)? 

No – but we motivate them to share as much as possible. Local knowledge (main 
asset of multiple languages within GLMS network)  
Legal basis is statutory requirements of the association. Voluntary 
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$ Which sports are you monitoring?  
football dominated, + tennis, basketball, + Olympic competitions and main 
sports, +GLMS operators/network “random” expertise. 
 
 

$ Which competitions are you monitoring?  
Same as above 
 
 

$ Which types of bets are you monitoring?  
Mainly:  
- Football: 1X2 – Over/Under (Total goals) – Asian Handicap  
- Basketball: Include winner per period and spread 
- Tennis: Include winner per set and Over/Under number of games 
Other types of bets can be looked for targeted monitoring, done manually. 
 
 

$ Are you monitoring in-play/live betting? 
Yes. Through Sportradar, member’s exchange, betting exchanges, Asian markets, 
Betradar 
+ DS team and members’ information 
 
 

$ Are you monitoring the illegal9 sports betting market? 
Yea, partly. We monitor a lot of bookmakers that operate without a licence on a 
given market – key core expertise of GLMS dedicated operators. 
Some websites provide aggregated information for odds; players accounts enable 
to look at their betting limits. 
 
 

$ According to you, what are the most relevant sports betting 
operators to observe regarding suspicious betting? 

Betfair, Maxbet, SBOBet, Pinnacle, 188, Crownbet, Marathon, Singbet, Bet365 
 
 

$ Do you have a database of suspicious betting patterns?  
Lists of alerts addressed are kept in record, as well as reports sent to sport 
partners when an alert is escalated. 
 

$ Of suspicious teams? 
No such database – yet internal GLMS operators’ expertise. Sportradar: limited 
info from FDS 
 

$ Of suspicious sport actors? 
No. 
 

$ Of suspicious bettors? 

                                                
9 Illegal betting: bets offered by a betting operator without any authorisation in the jurisdiction of the consumer 
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No. Yet member/national approach 
 

$ If yes, how does it work with legislation on protection of personal 
data?  

n/a 
$ Are you obliged to store data? For what duration?  

To share data, and with what persons/organisation(s)? 
On what legal basis? 

No obligation. Overall GLMS databases only accessible to team (Chris, Kim, 
Sarah). Some information can be shared with members and partners on case by 
case basis.  
assumed legal basis for storing and sharing information: exceptions to 
competition law (EU) given the sensitive public order/general interest dimension 
of GLMS efforts and activities 
 
 

$ How many people are involved in the daily operations of your 
monitoring system? 2 FTE do the daily monitoring and alerting (Chris and 
Kim). 3,5 in total with PTE involved from DS team. 

+ GLMS membership network (traders and controllers) 
 

$ What are their concrete tasks?  
To monitor, analyse, collect and share information with members and partners, 
making reports on request. 
 
 
 

$ How many people are involved in communication / public relations 
of your monitoring system? What are their tasks? 

1 PTE as Secretary General -50%-65%- (Sarah): Administration, Stakeholders’ 
Relations. Communication 
 
 

$ How many people are involved in other tasks? Which tasks? 
• 7 Members GLMS Executive Committee: governance and strategy (decision 
making level) – 2 to 4 meetings/year – biannual Membership General Assembly 
• 2015-2016: 10 members working committee dedicated to prospective  
• EL Sport Executive Secretary: PR and internal communication – joint 
WLA/EL/GLMS cooperation on events/conferences 
• Punctual Support from WLA/EL/DS/LoRo teams for administrative/logistical 
support (meetings, accounting, reporting, management). 
 
 

$ Is there a possibility of conflict(s) of interests in your mission?  
Exchange of information via GLMS could be derailed by conflict of interest if 
operators were addressing the same customer base. By membership nature, 
involved operators are serving customers from one single jurisdiction. GLMS 
members are not competitors between themselves as their operations are limited 
to national territories.   
 
Besides, GLMS recommends its members not to offer bets on a team or a 
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competition when they have specific interest at stake and could be tempted not to 
act properly to avoid exposition and preserve reputation.   
 
 

$ What is the financial statement of your monitoring system (annual 
income and expenses)? 

income comes from membership fees expenses allocation is dominated by staff 
costs (~75%) – 
 
 

$ Number of irregular betting patterns detected during the 5 last 
years (by year)? 

 
 

$ Number of suspicious betting patterns detected during the 5 last 
years (by year)? 

Year% Alerts%adressed% Reported%to%UEFA%% Reported%to%FIFA% IOC%

ELMS% C% 491% 149% 38%

2009% %C% 28% C% C%

2010% %C% 32% 3% C%

2011% C% 92% 8% C%

2012% %C% 48% 3% C%

2013% %C% 67% 24% 8%

2014% %C%% 96% 48% 13%

2015% 388% 128% 63% 17%

2016% 1127% 94% 38% 3%
 

 
$ In how many cases you know of, these suspicious betting patterns 

played a role in court cases?  
n/a 
 

$ Idem in disciplinary cases?  
Were any of these cases proven to be fixed cases (court / 
disciplinary)?  
How many?  
Can you enclose a list of such cases? 

n/a 
 

$ Do you know whether enforcement agencies started investigations 
based on information of suspicious betting activity sent by your 
system?  

n/a 
 

$ Do you know whether sports-bodies started investigations based on 
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information of suspicious betting activity sent by your system? 
not related to starting investigations per se, but to help sport body to take prompt 
decisions – we have a very concrete case through a member request (DeLotto - 
Netherlands) emanating from the Dutch football association and concerning the 
Albanian club that has been sanctioned by CAS last year: cf. news LINK 
 
 

$ According to you, what is the “cost” of match-fixing cases for 
betting operators (in % of stakes or GGR)?  

It depends: the Asian is most likely missing more in turnover than the Lotteries 
(GLMS members) as the latter do not offer the lower leagues where match fixing/ 
manipulated matches/ events often is taking place. 
 
 

$ According to you, what are the 3 best sports betting monitoring 
today? Why?  

 
 

$ According to you, what is the percentage of “false positive” of your 
monitoring system?  

Currently the system is not designed to label events as ‘manipulated’ but to find 
candidates for further examination and share information among members and, if 
no satisfactory explanation is found, a report is issued to the relevant partner, 
which is not liable to give further information. There is thus no false positive nor 
false negative. 
 
One could consider that false positive is part of the escalation scheme 
process…but if we look “last stage”, e.g. when GLMS sends a report to a sport 
body, in order to be able to evaluate/quantify, we’d need to have the “epilogue” 
and know how the case was eventually “classified”.   
 

$ When is suspicious behaviour in your view with a 97% accuracy 
match-fixing? 

Hard to evaluate as such, series of verification lead GLMS operators to such levels 
of certitude. 
 
 

$ According to you, what is the percentage of “false negative” of your 
monitoring system? Please define as precisely as possible “false 
negative” 

This is impossible to quantify. Somehow such calculation presumes that we are 
able to quantify match fixing cases… Therefore “False negative” can only be 
calculated when looking at a sample of cases (as for instance with the 12 cases 
submitted for the purpose of this study). GLMS monitoring is random and we 
cannot claim to cover effectively all manipulations reflected on the betting 
markets. 
 

 
%
%
%
%
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APPENDIX : LIST OF PROVEN MATCH-FIXING CASES 
 
 
Sport event Disciplinary 

sanction 
Criminal 
sanction 

Irreg. 
betting 

Susp. 
betting 

Alert 
issued 

Other 

Football: Liechtenstein - 
Finland 
Country: International 
(Qualifications FIFA World Cup 
2010) 
Score: 1 - 1 
Date: 9 September 2009 

NO 

YES (Ante 
Sapina 
condemned in 
Bochum case) 

(Yes) (Yes) No (1) 

Cricket: England – Pakistan 
Country: International  
Date: 26 August 2010 

YES (Mohammad Asif 
suspended) 

YES (Mohammad 
Asif condemned 
to jail by an 
English Court) 

— — — (2) 

Football: Hvidovre IF – 
Vendsyssel FF 
Country: Denmark (1st 

Division) 
Score: 2 - 4 
Date: 24 October 2010 

? 

YES (A player 
condemned to 
jail by the 
Danish Court – 6 
months)  

— — — (3) 

Football: Levante – Saragossa 
Country: Spain 
Score: 1 - 2 
Date: 21 May 2011 

PENDING (Gabi, 
captain of Atletico 
Madrid, admitted 
guilt) 

PENDING (Gabi, 
captain of 
Atletico Madrid, 
admitted guilt) 

— — — (3) 

Football: Lecce – Lazio 
Country: Italy 
Score: 2 - 4 
Date: 22 May 2012 

YES (suspensions, 
demotions, fines) PENDING — — — (3) 

Handball: Cesson – Montpellier 
Country: France 
Score: 31 – 28 (15 – 12 à la 
mi-temps) 
Date: 15 May 2012 

YES YES (fines) — — — (2) 

Football: Kota Bahru – Ninh 
Binh 
Country: Malaysia / Vietnam 
Score: 2 - 3 
Date: 18 March 2014 

YES (9 players from 
Ninh Binh suspended) 

YES (Tran Manh 
condemned to 
jail – 30 
months) 

— — — (2) 

Snooker: John Sutton – Jamie 
Burnett 
Country: UK 
Score: 0 – 6 
Date: 24 September 2014 

YES (suspension – 6 
years + fines) NO — — — (2) 

Football: Varese – Catania 
Country: Italy (Serie B) 
Score: 0 - 3 
Date: 2 April 2015 

PENDING (Antonino 
Pulvirenti, President 
of Catania, admitted 
guilt) 

PENDING 
(Antonino 
Pulvirenti, 
President of 
Catania, 
admitted guilt) 

— — — (2) 

Handball: El Menzah Sport 
Handball Club - Jeunesse 
sportive de Chihia (Nationale 
B) 
Country: Tunisia 
Date: 23 May 2015 

YES (demotion for 
both teams) NO — — — (2) 

Football: Maldives – Tajikistan 
(U19) 
Country: Maldives 
Score: 0 - 8 
Date: 6 October 2015 

YES 
The referee liaison 
officer was banned 
for life. 
Fix prevented. 

NO — — — (2) 

Tennis: Games involving 
Alexandros Jakupovic (Greece) 
Country: Greece 
Date: December 2015 

YES (player banned 
for life by Tennis 
Integrity Unit) 

NO — — — (2) 

 
 

(1) – The match was not monitored but one member of GLMS reported betting withdrawn during second 
half as heavy betting on two or more goals occurred. 

(2)  – GLMS was not working by that time and members did not provide information 
(3) – GLMS was not monitoring this event but one member noticed that the betting patterns were 

abnormal. This is consistent with sporting-related manipulation as reported by other monitoring 
systems. 
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D. SPORT ORGANISATIONS 
 

 
FIFA – EWS (Early Warning System) 

Fédération Internationale de Football Association  
"International Federation of Association Football" 

 
 
Interview with  
 
Julie Norris - head of EWS 
Jacek Wojdyla - head of international affairs. 
 
 

 
Founded in 

 

 
2006 

 
Headquarters 

 

 
Zürich, Switzerland 

 
Website 

 

 
https://fifa-ews.com 

 
System 

 

Monitoring 
 

YES 
 

Alert 
 

YES 
 

Pertinence for 
Betmonitalert 
Programme 

 
The monitoring and alert system of FIFA (own 
monitoring system till 2016 / partnership with 

Sportradar from 2017) 
 
 
EWS believes that evaluation of sports betting monitoring must be related 
to its forensic value in a court of law. 
 
At the moment, most sports betting monitoring systems are tuned to fit 
the risk management needs of betting operators: they offer an advanced 
detection of “irregular patterns”, which enable the operators to raise the 
odds, set betting limits then withdraw an event from betting list in order 
to prevent losses to informed bettors (sometimes connected with 
manipulators). 
 
The most solid evidence this kind of system is delivering is an experienced 
bookmaker (or successful bettor) saying “according to my expert opinion, 
something abnormal has happened”. But in a “conspiracy to manipulate a 
match” case, it must be proved beyond rational doubt that 1. some 
(identified) people conspired (when, where, what did they say, etc.) and 
2. the match was manipulated (with evidence of on-pitch or off-pitch 
abnormal behavior). Eventually the money trail must be evidenced. 
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If we look more closely at the kind of statistical evidence the current 
monitoring systems are providing, it is simply hopeless in front of a court. 
More precisely, the monitoring system is a machine-learning algorithm, 
which distinguishes irregular patterns in market odds flagged as possible 
problems. Let us call them “candidate” (for further escalation). Every 
candidate is then reviewed to understand what could give account for the 
irregular pattern. Once some evidence to rationalize the pattern is found, 
the candidate is discarded. If no satisfactory explanation is found, the 
candidate is said to be “suspicious”. Fortunately, the judicial proof is 
entirely different: one cannot be condemned because there is no proof 
that he is innocent! Hence the entire way the current monitoring system 
work is opposed to the evidence needed for a court case. And most 
betting operators do not have any notion of the expectations of the court 
to condemn criminals… 
 
Therefore, EWS is working to set standards for monitoring systems so 
that they can be used to provide forensically sound evidence in court 
cases (WIP, see below). EWS is working to up-skill the operators; so that 
they correctly phrase their report hence a court can use it. 
 
As long as “suspicious” is defined as “statistically abnormal”, the risk of 
confusing suspicion and guiltiness is devastating. The media could be 
interested in hype and spectacular announcements rather than provision 
of innocence and refining the standard of proof. For these reasons, EWS 
does not comment on individual cases. 
 
 
EWS provided the interviewers with a prospective vision of a system in the 
process of being implemented. Such system is a whole integrity plan, 
featuring a monitoring system, but monitoring system is only a small part 
of that whole plan. Adapting criminal legislation and developing prevention 
are also part of the picture. 
 
The vision for monitoring is: 
• every match that is offered for betting will be monitored, 

 
• it will be monitored in connection with a local intelligence (local 
football federations but also local bookmakers with definite expertise), 

 
• this is not in competition with monitoring operators (it is not a 
commercial monitoring system aiming at “advanced detection” to protect 
betting operators), 
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• this will be made in a forensically sound perspective, that is to say, 
in order to 

deliver facts able to stand any opposition in court. 
 

The biggest part is to prevent the environment such that one could act on 
the basis of the information provided by the system (incl. whistleblowing). 
 
It is obvious that much intelligence and skill has contributed to developing 
monitoring systems so far, but resource galore did not give the kind of 
evidence needed in court. 
 
At the moment, major projects are in progress with interim reports to be 
delivered by the end of 2016: 
• a project on performance data (advanced analysis of performance 
data is necessary to support the analysis of on-pitch behaviour), 

• a project on the distinction between regular and irregular which 
goes beyond the current problems. At the moment, irregular betting 
patterns can be caused by regular punter behaviour, which heavily 
contradict the principle of rationality. For instance, the so-called gambler’s 
fallacy can lead customers to bet on an unlikely event (in France in 2013, 
some matches featuring the Tours football team had more than 50% of 
bets on draw since Tours had not ended up a match with draw for some 
17 matches and this info became viral on internet forums). The project is 
first methodological: how can one establish objective variance ‘that one 
can stand over’ (in court)? 

Two concurrent projects are worth mentioning: 
 
• Security team is growing in order to provide the member 
associations with expertise so they can protect their football (top-down 
approach, capacity building). Every member has its own language and 
legal framework so the problems (if any) should be addressed at the local 
level. It should be emphasized that the problem faced by FIFA is 
particularly complex. The UEFA faces a unified legal framework since EU 
law is above national laws and Europol is working under EU law. FIFA is 
working with Europol in a world with many different legal frameworks. 

 
• Whistleblowing has to be worked on: monitoring is the worst form of 
prevention since it detects manipulation in progress. Whistle blowing is a 
better form of prevention because it helps effectively preventing problems 
from happening. Unfortunately, setting up a platform and providing people 
with a phone number might not be enough. So far, there is no success 
story to imitate, as no culture is



whistleblowing culture. EWS says they have to create incentives for people to 
blow the whistle: their prevention team features 14 people working on this 
issue. 
At the crossroads between the first three projects, EWS is educating 
bookmakers by providing them with required skills so that their reports are 
useful in the court.  

EVALUATION OF MONITORING SYSTEMS 
 
 

1. General questions 
 

 
Which criteria are you using to determine irregular betting patterns? 
Every match will be monitored in connection with a local intelligence (local 
football federations but also local bookmakers with definite expertise). 
 
Bookmakers can provide valuable account-level information, which are 
necessary for a case. See template in appendix 2. 
 
Experts monitoring the events can also look at the odds, not much at the 
discrepancies between predicted and actual odds but about specific patterns (for 
instance, drop of the odds over a definite period of time). 
 

 
 

2. Theoretical method: questions regarding theoretical method 
 

 
$ When was your monitoring system created? By whom? Why?  

After the Hoyzer scandal, the FIFA has set up an independent company to fight 
sport manipulation, Early Warning System GmbH was incorporated in 2007 after 
successful test of the system for the 2006 world cup. 
 
 

$ Please provide some basic information about your monitoring 
system  

The system is based in Zürich and monitors the matches organized by FIFA. 
Rather than the usual automatic scanning of thousands of matches, the system 
involves a human careful examination of around 1,200 matches per year. 
 
 

$ What is your economic model?  
See below. 
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$ Who pays for your service?  
The system is funded by FIFA. 
 
 

$ What are the objectives of your monitoring system? 
Protecting the integrity of football. 
 
This being said, monitoring is a very young field. FIFA wants to set standards. The 
monitoring system will then be part of a larger integrity system, which is set to 
change the methodologies of other monitoring systems so that they efficiently 
protect the integrity of football. 
 
 

$ How does your monitoring system work?  
Expert examination of all the relevant information regarding matches, including 
local intelligence provided by federations and bookmakers. 
 

$ Does your system monitor blogs / forums related to sports betting? 
All relevant information is taken into account. 
 

$ Is your system able to detect “runners / mules” 
People who spread stakes to stay under the betting monitoring 
radars? If yes, how? 

FIFA cannot be held responsible for AML/CFT compliance of betting operators. 
 

$ Regarding monitored data, please specify in which cases you have 
access to amounts staked, geographical distribution, bettors’ 
accounts, etc. 

 
$ Who are the persons (in your organisation) who have access to this 

information? 
Direct stakeholders are FIFA members. Experience proves the betting operators 
share a common interest in protecting football. Operators are especially happy 
when the criminals are condemned, as they don’t have to give away the money 
corresponding to gains of the fixers. 
 
 

$ What are the conditions to become a member of your monitoring 
system? 

EWS collaborates with anybody wishing to collaborate as long as they do 
something in return. At the moment, more than 50 bookmakers are cooperating 
on a regular basis, some with MoU, some less formally. They usually provide 
information about account activity more than betting patterns-based information. 
 
 

$ Is it mandatory for all the stakeholders taking part to your system 
to share data / to store data regarding irregular or suspicious 
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betting activity? Which data and when? On what legal basis (law, 
licence, MOU, etc.)? 

Cooperation is based on perceived common interest and trust. 
 
 

$ Which sports are you monitoring?  
Football. 
 
 

$ Which competitions are you monitoring?  
FIFA-related events and qualifiers. 
 
 

$ Which types of bets are you monitoring?  
 
 

$ Are you monitoring in-play/live betting? 
Every bet on FIFA-related event is potentially interesting. 
 
 

$ Are you monitoring the illegal10 sports betting market? 
EWS is in relation with weakly regulated sports betting operators as long as they 
provide useful information. 
 
 

$ According to you, what are the most relevant sports betting 
operators to observe regarding suspicious betting? 

EWS emphasizes the difference between two kind of betting operators: 
 
• leisure companies with sports betting department 
 
• competitive bookmakers 
 
European betting operators mostly belong to the former category. They can 
adequately trace suspicious account activity, but they cannot detect coordinated 
attempts to place bets with them across the whole market. They can neither 
account for market activity since they mostly! follow the odds set by the 
competitive bookmakers.!Among the consequences of that difference (between 
these two kinds of operators) is that one cannot set standards for all bookmakers 
that prove forensically useful (since there are at least two categories operating on 
different grounds). 
 
 

$ Do you have a database of suspicious betting patterns?  
Of suspicious teams? Of suspicious sport actors? Of suspicious 

                                                
10 Illegal betting: bets offered by a betting operator without any authorisation in the jurisdiction of the consumer 
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bettors?  
 

$ If yes, how does it work with legislation on protection of personal 
data?  

Data protection is a challenge not just in itself but also because companies or 
associations fear that exchange of information could expose to legal risk. This can 
be quite complex and challenging in an international environment. FIFA is 
operating under Swiss law: this means information can be gathered and stored, 
not transmitted. 
 
 

$ How many people are involved in the daily operations of your 
monitoring system? What are their concrete tasks?  

5 persons in charge of monitoring every single match (this figure shall increase as 
the plan decribed above is implemented). 
 
 

$ Is there a possibility of conflict(s) of interests in your mission?  
EWS does not intend to develop a saleable product, hence it does not compete 
with other “monitoring solutions” which provides risk management tools to the 
betting operators. 
 
 

$ Number of irregular betting patterns detected during the 5 last 
years (by year)? 

As long as “irregular” is defined as “statistically abnormal”, the risk of confusing 
suspicion and guiltiness is devastating. The media is more often interested in 
hype and spectacular announcement than in provision of innocence and refining 
the standard of proof. For these reasons, EWS does not provide any figure. 
 

 
$ Number of suspicious betting patterns detected during the 5 last 

years (by year)? 
As long as “suspicious” is defined as “statistically more abnormal”, the risk of 
confusing suspicion and guiltiness is devastating. The media is more often 
interested in hype and spectacular announcement than in provision of innocence 
and refining the standard of proof. For these reasons, EWS does not provide any 
figure. 
 
 

$ In how many cases you know of, these suspicious betting patterns 
played a role in court cases?  

 
$ Idem in disciplinary cases?  

Were any of these cases proven to be fixed cases (court / 
disciplinary)?  
How many?  
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Can you enclose a list of such cases? 
EWS does not comment on individual cases. 
 

$ Do you know whether enforcement agencies started investigations 
based on information of suspicious betting activity sent by your 
system?  

 
$ Do you know whether sports-bodies started investigations based on 

information of suspicious betting activity sent by your system? 
 

 
 

$ According to you, what are the 3 best sports betting monitoring 
today? Why?  

At the moment, none of the systems appears to be defensible in general, 
although sometimes they give robust evidence: see e. g. FDJ which provided the 
court with necessary but not sufficient information (betting volumes and location) 
in the Montpellier -Cesson case. 
 
2 corporations and 2 non-profit associations are offering betting monitoring 
services: 
 
• sportradar and betgenius for the former, 
 
• ESSA and GLMS for the latter. 
 
Unfortunately none of them can provide the kind of evidence which could stand in 
front of a court. The betting operators have one part of the evidence (account 
#XYZ has bet a given amount before a match event or before the public 
disclosure of an information) but not the other part (the holder of account #XYZ 
has been in communication with the manipulators), which is needed to prove 
conspiracy (see above § 1.2.). 
 
Hence at the moment, no betting monitoring system is satisfying enough to 
provide the sport governing bodies and their disciplinary courts, nor the criminal 
courts with relevant evidence. 
 
 

$ According to you, what is the percentage of “false positive” of your 
monitoring system?  

 
$ When is suspicious behaviour in your view with a 97% accuracy 

match-fixing? 
 
FIFA is concerned with false positives on two different grounds: 
 
1. Denunciating ‘manipulation’ without proper evidence can be very damaging 
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since it is likely to prevent the case from being successfully settled. 
 
2. There are at least At least 3 levels of evidence 
a. “beyond reasonable doubt” – threshold relevant for criminal justice, 
 
b. “balance of probability” – threshold relevant for disciplinary justice, 
 
c. “precautionary principle” – threshold relevant for risk management (with 
levels contingent to the operator at hand). 
 
The level of confidence, which is sufficient for a booking operator to suspend 
betting on a given event is far from the level of confidence expected to grant 
conviction in disciplinary and criminal cases. Hence most alerts raised by betting 
operators are likely to be false positives on higher standards of proof. 
Looking at cases ending up with criminal sanctions, they were bestowed beyond 
reasonable doubt, hence false positives are very unlikely. 
 
 

$ According to you, what is the percentage of “false negative” of your 
monitoring system? Please define as precisely as possible “false 
negative” 

% false negative = events which appear not to have been manipulated divided by 
total number of actually manipulated events. Since the denominator (i. e. the 
number of actually manipulated events) is unknown, it is simply impossible to 
reliably compute the percentage of false negatives. 
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APPENDIX  

 
CHECK LIST FOR CASE HANDLING PROCEDURE 
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International Olympic Committee - IBIS11 

 
 
Interview with 
 
Ingrid Beutler - IOC Integrity Manager, ex-SportAccord 
Friedrich Martens - Head of IBIS, ex-Cashpoint CEO for Germany 
 
3.04.2016 
 

 
Founded in 

 

 
2014 

 
Headquarters 

 

 
Lausanne, Switzerland 

 
Website 

 

 
https://www.olympic.org/reporting-intelligence 

 
System 

 

Monitoring 
 

NO 
 

Alert 
 

YES 
 

Pertinence for 
Betmonitalert 
Programme 

 
The sport integrity “hub” of the Olympic movement 

(football excluded) 
 
Definitions 
 
The IOC Code uses the Council of Europe definitions (irregular and suspicious 
betting), except for legal and illegal betting. For IBIS, it is important to work 
both for legal and illegal operators. IBIS cooperates with some operators like 
Pinnacle, with whom there is a MoU (example of questions asked on a table 
tennis competition, with precise answers from the operator). Bet 365 is also 
seen as a supportive actor.  
N.B.: It seems quite difficult to work with some Asian companies  
 
Monitoring systems 
 
IBIS is not a monitoring system but an alert system, or more precisely an 
information exchange system.  
It is important to note that most of the betting manipulations are related to 
football, tennis and cricket. IOC has to deal with all Olympic sports. Most of 
these sports are not offered for betting. 

 
                                                
11 IBIS: The Integrity Betting Intelligence System collates alerts and information on manipulation through betting on 
sport. Ibis remains operational between editions of the Olympic Games for the benefit of International Federations (IFs) 
to use at their major international events and other multisport events 
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 Other issues 
 

$ Betting restrictions: Possible but difficult according to IBIS. In Germany, 
many betting operators were offering bets in the 6 first divisions, with 
huge risks regarding match-fixing. Then some companies concluded an 
unofficial agreement not to offer bets on the 6th division. 
 

$ Sportradar is considered as an excellent odds detection system. But of 
course the system is before all designed for football and is too expensive 
for smaller sports (like Badminton for example). In the future it could be 
possible that some IFs (through IOC or not) use the automatic step of 
Sportradar (step 1) but not the “human analysis”.  

 
$ IOC intends to create an internal police to investigate match-fixing (with 

Interpol). 
 

$ Other integrity tools developed by IOC, including: 
 

o Model rules and procedures for IFs, involvement in different 
conventions (manipulation of sports competitions, corruption, 
organised transnational Crime) 

o Information, prevention, education: E-learning, guidebooks, 
capacity building and training on sport integrity (with Interpol), 
practical handbook (with Interpol) 

o Investigation (supported by Interpol) 

EVALUATION OF ALERT SYSTEMS 
 
 

 
 

$ When was your Alert system created? By whom? Why?  
IBIS has been founded in November 2013 by the IOC (see objectives). It is 
operational since January 2014.  
IOC is an international not-for-profit organisation 
 
 

$ Please provide some basic information about your alert system  
IBIS is based on IOC extranet. Its headquarters is based in Lausanne at IOC 
premises. 
 
 

$ What is your economic model?  
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$ What is the financial statement of your alert system? 
IBIS is 100% funded by the IOC. 
 
 

$ What are the objectives of your alert system? 
$ Protect sport against betting related risks 
• Help IFs and organisers of multi-sports with alerts and intelligence 

through a centralised exchange of information system (IBIS is free) 
• Establish a framework authorising transparency, confidentiality and trust 

between all the partners 
 
 

$ How does your alert system work?  
$ What main difficulties are you facing regarding the functioning of 

your alert system? 
IBIS works through IOC’s Extranet (in English). It is therefore a secured 
information exchange platform (one unique contact per stakeholder). To be part 
of IBIS, potential partners have to sign a MoU. Then they receive a free access 
to the platform and are able to exchange data with IBIS. IBIS only exchanges 
data with organisations that have signed a MoU, not with informers.  
IOC extranet is a global platform for International Federations (IF), National 
Olympic Committees (NOC), Organisations Committee of Olympic Games, Top 
sponsors, Media, betting operator with MoU, betting regulatory authorities with 
MoU, various law enforcement entities (link through Swiss Federal Police and 
INTERPOL), etc.  
There are many different types of alerts. Data are exchanges on a voluntary 
basis, each stakeholder can format its reports according its own rules / 
procedures / wording. 
 

$ Does your system monitor blogs / forums related to sports 
betting/ sports corruption? 

IBIS has various partners that specialize in doing this. 
Additionally, betting forums and other forms of intel are used and also different 
forms of monitoring tools are directly used by IBIS personnel. 
 

$ Is your system able to detect “runners / mules” 
It is not the goal of IBIS.  
Though IOC would like to stress here that the goal of an Integrity Betting 
INTELLIGENCE System is to gather intelligence. 
This means, that whereas typical monitoring system will not detect certain 
types of match manipulation connected to betting, e.g. how you put it: “mules”, 
this is exactly what will and already has been reported through the direct 
channels to betting operators. (e.g. new account being set-up only minutes 
before an event and money on a certain event/in-event – these types of actions 
will not necessarily turn up in a system only relating on odds-changes in the 
whole wide sports betting world, instead they will only become visible if directly 
reported!) 
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$ Regarding monitored data, please specify in which cases your 

alert system has access to amounts staked.  
 

$ Who are the persons (in your organisation) who have access to 
this information? 

IBIS treated issues regarding volumes of bets and even individual betting 
accounts. IBIS didn’t have to tackle legal issues because individual data were 
not used for betting.    
Whoever takes part to a given competition (IOC, IFs) gives the rights to use the 
images, the names, personal data, etc. 
N.B.: During the Rio Olympic Games, account based information has been 
exchanged (breach of sporting rules: insider-betting). 
 
 

$ Who are all the stakeholders involved in your alert system?  
In entrance of the system, i.e. before any analyse and/or alert?  
 

$ How are they involved? 
Organisations involved in IBIS are: 

$ Betting regulatory authorities (Alderney, Belgium, France, Gibraltar, Isle 
of Man, Italy, Malta, Nevada (USA), The Netherlands, UK) 

$ Betting associations (EGBA, ESSA, NAB = National Association of 
Bookmakers (Russia) and Self-regulatory organisation of Russian 
bookmakers (Liga Stavok, Sport Liga, Igralive, Rus-Teletot, Bet.ru, 
SportBet, Betmarket), RGA, WLA) 

$ Betting companies (Bet365, Betfair, Cashpoint, Dafabet = Curaçao, FDJ, 
Kambi, Matchbook, Pinnaclesports, Stoiximan, Tipico) 

$ Private monitoring sytems (Sportradar, SportIM) 
$ FIs (35 involved in Olympic games), cautious spreading to other IFs – e.g. 

proposed sports for Tokyo (Baseball/Softball, Surfing, Skateboarding, 
Climbing, Karate) and recognized IFs (FIA already signed up) 

$ In the future: national platforms will work with IBIS (important role, 
already strong links to “platforms” in Denmark, France, Norway, 
Netherlands, Australia). IBIS will be the sports “hub” for national 
platforms and for States that have signed the Council of Europe 
convention.  

$ Important: cautious spreading to also other multi-sports events close to 
the IOC, e.g. not continental ones at first, but Commonwealth Games 

$ All the organisations are involved through a MoU. 
 

$ Is your alert system cooperating with other alert systems? 
 

 
$ What main difficulties are you facing regarding this kind of 

cooperation? 
See above. IBIS is more an information exchange system that an alert system. 
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Cooperation with Police: IOC cannot work directly with national investigation 
offices, not even with Interpol (who remains a strong facilitator through the 
global partnership with IOC). Therefore if there is an alert, IOC shares 
information with the Swiss police (specific department). Then the Swiss Police 
exchanges information with other national investigation offices (Police). 
Especially through Europol. 
 
 
 

$ Is your alert system cooperating with other alert systems (other 
countries, sports bodies, etc.)? Please provide a complete list of 
cooperating organisations (external to the system) and detailed 
ways of cooperation. What main difficulties are you facing 
regarding this kind of cooperation (focus on international 
cooperation)? 

See above. IBIS is more an information exchange system that an alert system. 
$ Cooperation with Police: IOC cannot work directly with national 

investigation offices, not even with Interpol (who remains a strong 
facilitator through the global partnership with IOC). Therefore if there is 
an alert, IOC shares information with the Swiss police (specific 
department). Then the Swiss Police exchanges information with other 
national investigation offices (Police). Especially through Europol. 

$  
$ In which cases does your alert system trigger a deeper analysis 

(please give details regarding betting activity, for instance 
deviation vs. average betting volumes staked)? Who is conducting 
this analysis? What is the methodology used (including 
determination of standard / normal betting volumes)? 

When IBIS receives information, it is a qualified suspicious information. It 
means that a deeper analysis is not required. (Regarding the number of 
stakeholders, deeper analysis will be necessary sometimes; therefore IBIS has 
strong in-house knowledge of betting patterns - and can also potentially revert 
to partners). Nevertheless, the degree of suspiciousness depends on each case. 
During the last years, 2 specific alerts concerned Olympic games (one in Sotchi 
– 2014, one previously). The “Sotchi” alert has been triggered through IBIS. It 
didn’t come from a betting operator. Friedrich Martens sent the information to 
Pâquerette Girard-Zappelli, PGZ contacted the concerned chef de mission. Then 
there was a meeting with the chef de mission and the athlete.  
It happened that a betting operator linked to IBIS triggers an alert regarding 
suspicious bets (for example 100.000 € on smaller competitions). Then Friedrich 
Martens passed the information to the network of IBIS. All the partners 
answered (Bet365 answered very quickly). But then it is difficult to act. On 
which basis. There is a case-by-case solution.   
Important: This case-by-case solution has to happen also in the future! As 
much as academics discuss about an approach that is 100% legally safe, this is 
not possible – Not only the sports betting market is way to fractured to make 
this viable, also the sports side has to work to get to a common ground (which 
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by the way will be easier then reaching this on multi-national level). 
 
 

$ In which cases does your alert system trigger an alert related to 
suspicious activity regarding manipulation of sports competitions 
analysis? 
 

$ Are there some cases where a suspicious activity doesn’t trigger 
any alert?  

When IBIS receives suspicious information it is an alert. IBIS is much more an 
information exchange system than an alert system. IBIS receives alerts. 
 

$ Who are all the stakeholders (public authorities, sports 
organisations, betting operators, others) to whom alerts are sent 
(i.e. in case of suspicious activity)? 

IOC needs more practical cases to test the system, even if different 
investigations happened since Rio 2016). 

$ Of course there is a need to cooperate with the Police, what means to 
contact investigation offices.  

$ At the moment, IOC leads many reflexions: For instance, how can 
Sportradar data be used for disciplinary cases? IOC has a pragmatic 
approach about this issue. Sometimes betting data can be used (for 
instance in disciplinary procedures, for a sports actor betting on his own 
competition), sometimes they don't represent any evidence. 

 
 

$ What are the conditions to become a member of your alert 
system? 

Organisations can become an IBIS partner simply by signing a MoU. 
 
 

$ Is it mandatory for all the stakeholders taking part to your system 
to produce some information regarding irregular or suspicious 
betting activity?  

$ Which information and when?  
$ If these stakeholders don’t produce this information, can they be 

sanctioned?  
$ In particular, sport actors and sport officials do they have to 

report any irregular / suspicious sport behaviour?  
If someone signs a MoU, it becomes an IBIS partner. After the Rio Olympics, 
rules and procedures have to be clarified, especially for a stakeholder that 
doesn’t play the game (for example not answering to IBIS inquiries).  At the 
moment, the IBIS system is a new system and didn’t manage enough cases. 
 
 

$ How many people are involved in the daily operations of your alert 
system?  
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1 person is working for IBIS: Friedrich Martens (full time). 
$ For the Rio Olympics, IBIS will work with 2 other full-time jobs. 
$ IOC had a partnership with the WLA during the Rio Olympics regarding 

human resources. 
 
 

$ What is the number of irregular betting activity detected 
(analysed) during the 5 last years (by year)? 

All the information received by the IBIS system is suspicious. 
$ What is the number of suspicious betting activity detected 

(analysed) during the 5 last years (by year)? 
IOC had to work on 2 cases related to betting (Sotchi 2014 and Beijing/London) 
 

$ What is the number of other suspicious activity (not related to 
betting) detected (analysed) by your alert system during the 5 
last years (by year) 

IBIS is a system related to betting. 
  
 

$ What is the number of suspicious activities related to 
manipulation of sports competitions that have led to an alert? 

See above. 
 
 

$ In case an alert has been triggered, is there a feedback for the 
stakeholders who took part to the detection? 

IOC gives automatically feedback to the partners. IOC, like UEFA or other sports 
organisations, thinks that ESSA’s position (communication), saying that they 
have no feedback from sport, is not true. 
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La Liga 

 
Interview with 

 
Alfredo Lorenzo - Integrity & Security Director  
Pedro Varas - Head Integrity Projects  
 
11.11.2016 
 

 
Founded in 

 

 
1928 

 
Headquarters 

 

 
Madrid, Spain 

 
Website 

 

 
http://www.laliga.es/en 

 
System 

 

Monitoring 
 

NO (Planned for 2018) 
 

Alert 
 

YES 
 

Pertinence for 
Betmonitalert 
Programme 

 
One of the most advanced professional football 
leagues regarding monitoring of sports betting 

 
 
 

La Liga is the Spanish professional football competition.  
It is an association that represents all the public limited sports companies and 
football clubs in the First and Second Division of Spanish professional football.  

  
The interview took place at the office of La Liga and followed a recent 
powerpoint presentation of the Integrity and Security Department of La Liga. 
The presentation is attached and gives an indepth explanation of how LaLiga 
deals with integrity issues. The approach of La Liga is impressive. It is my 
impression that these efforts must also be understood because of the high 
economic value that Spanish football represents.  
Some interesting elements are highlighted below.  
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GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT LALIGA 
 
 

 
The Royal Spanish Football Federation is not really and deeply involved in 
integrity issues but are interested in integrity in general. They are in a non-
active or stand by position.  Because of the relative absence of the official FA,  
 
La Liga feels it as her responsibility to focus strongly on integrity.  Officially their 
activity is limited to professional football but actually their scope is focused on 
all Spanish football including amateur level and women’s football. 
 
 
LaLiga reports to public prosecutor, police, gambling regulator and the football 
federation. 
 
 
La Liga has signed an MoU with the police. Further explanation is in the 
presentation. LaLiga, as private body, has its limitations regarding an even and 
mutual basis for the cooperation with law enforement. But it seems that they 
have at least established a workable way of sharing information despite current 
legal restrictions.  
They meet on a very frequent basis with the contact point of the criminal 
department. 
 
 
For the monitoring of betting patterns they have an agreement with Betfair, 
Federbet and a few individual Spanish consultants. Their ambition is however to 
develop an own monitoring system to be installed within 1,5 years from now.  
 
Although they feel ok with the efforts of the mentioned companies they want to 
gain full control of monitoring by themselves. 
 
 
 
They also use a very sophisticated professional video analysis tool. That 
provides them with the possibility to analyse post-produced videos, reports and 
statistics based on all kind of physical and tactical data of matches. 
 
 
 
La Liga coordinates a project for the commercialization of official data for 
bookmakers. They do that together with two English companies. It provides 
them also with data to identify non-authorized scouts. 
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Betting by players, coaches, referees etc.  
is not only an infringement of disciplinary law but also of gambling law. 
Investigation, prosecution and possible sanctions have therefore a deeper 
impact. There are however still some administrative problems to be solved with 
regard to privacy law. 
 
 
La Liga is participating in the development of the National Platform as proposed 
by Epas / Council of Europe.   
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Tennis Integrity Unit 

 
 

Founded in 
 

 
2008 

 
Headquarters 

 

 
London, UK 

 
Website 

 

 
http://www.tennisintegrityunit.com/ 

 
System 

 

Monitoring 
 

NO 
 

Alert 
 

YES 
 

Pertinence for 
Betmonitalert 
Programme 

 
The investigation unit of tennis (has chosen to be an 
alert system with no direct monitoring of the betting 

market) 
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UEFA – Betting Fraud Detection System 
Union of European Football Associations 

 
 
Interview with 
 
Graham Peaker - intelligence coordinator at UEFA 
 
 

 
Founded in 

 

 
Fully operational in 2009 

 
Headquarters 

 

 
Nyon, Switzerland 

 
Website 

 

 
http://www.uefa.org/protecting-the-
game/integrity/index.html 

 
System 

 

Monitoring 
 

YES 
 

Alert 
 

YES 
 

Pertinence for 
Betmonitalert 
Programme 

 
The most advanced monitoring system for sports 

organisations (before FIFA’s partnership with 
Sportradar) 

 
For the purpose of monitoring betting markets, UEFA has Memoranda of 
Understanding with firms or associations running monitoring systems, such as: 
• Betfair, 
• Global Lottery Monitoring System (GLMS), 

 
while Sportradar is contracted to provide betting data to UEFA . 

 
When any of this partner informs UEFA of a suspicious event, UEFA has to 
confirm/discard the case; in this respect UEFA runs a monitoring system. 
Confirmed suspicious domestic events are forwarded to the corresponding 
National Associations, which means UEFA also operates an alert system. 
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EVALUATION OF MONITORING SYSTEMS 
 
 

1. General questions 
 

 
Which criteria are you using to determine irregular betting patterns? 
Partners use their own criteria (see relevant questionnaires from Betfair, GLMS 
and Sportradar) 
 
UEFA operates a confidential integrity reporting platform accessible via internet 
(https://integrity.uefa.org/) or telephone (+800 0001 0002, free of charge from 
anywhere in the world). 
In the later case, reporting is not necessary connected with betting fraud. Hence 
the criteria used to determine whether such applications provide facts amenable 
to sanctions do not usually rely on betting figures and patterns. 
 

 
 
 

2. Theoretical method: questions regarding theoretical method 
 

 
$ When was your monitoring system created? By whom? Why?  

In 2007-2008, UEFA board and members became concerned with the 
development of irregular betting patterns, especially in Asia, on football events 
organised by UEFA or members.  
UEFA then contracted with Sportradar to cooperate on the Betting Fraud 
Detection System. By that time, another Norwegian consultancy was offering the 
same sort of services, it has disappeared since but other firms or associations 
became active in monitoring betting markets to prevent fraud. 
 
 

$ Please provide some basic information about your monitoring 
system  

Three partners + 1 dedicated platform provide input. 
 
 

$ What is your economic model?  
Association of sport association hence not for profit. 
 
 

$ Who pays for your service?  
Monitoring system is free for UEFA members. Therefore, UEFA monitors D1 + D2 
matches, either in championship or in national cup competitions. More than 
30,000 matches yearly. 
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$ What are the objectives of your monitoring system? 

Prevent manipulation of sport. 
 

$ Who are all the stakeholders involved in your monitoring system?  
National associations (altert system), 
MoU with betting operators/consultancies providing monitoring services (betfair, 
GLMS). 
MoU with Europol 
 
 

$ What are the conditions to become a member of your monitoring 
system? 

An entity likely to provide reliable information on sport manipulation would 
certainly be offered to sign an MoU with UEFA. 
 
 

$ Is it mandatory for all the stakeholders taking part to your system 
to share data / to store data regarding irregular or suspicious 
betting activity? Which data and when? On what legal basis (law, 
licence, MOU, etc.)? 

 
 

$ Which sports are you monitoring?  
Football. 
UEFA = Union of European Football Associations. 
 
 

$ Which competitions are you monitoring?  
D1 + D2 matches, either in championship or in national cup competitions of 54 
member states. More than 30,000 matches yearly. 
All UEFA competition matches ~2,000 per season 
 
 

$ Which types of bets are you monitoring?  
See partners. 
 

$ Are you monitoring in-play/live betting? 
See partners. 
 

$ Are you monitoring the illegal12 sports betting market? 
See partners. 
 

$ How many people are involved in the daily operations of your 
monitoring system? What are their concrete tasks?  

                                                
12 Illegal betting: bets offered by a betting operator without any authorisation in the jurisdiction of the consumer 
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UEFA = 2 intelligence coordinators, 15 disciplinary inspectors 
+ 55 integrity officers with the 55 members. 
 
 

$ How many people are involved in communication / public relations 
of your monitoring system? What are their tasks? 

Two. PR (mainly presenting UEFA anti-manipulation policy in congresses and 
seminars) + managing the education programmes. 
 
 

$ How many people are involved in other tasks? Which tasks? 
None. 
 

$ Is there a possibility of conflict(s) of interests in your mission?  
No 
 
 

$ What is the financial statement of your monitoring system (annual 
income and expenses)? 

Not singled out. 
 
 

$ Number of irregular betting patterns detected during the 5 last 
years (by year)? 

No published statistics. See below. 
 
 

$ In how many cases you know of, these suspicious betting patterns 
played a role in court cases?  

 
$ Idem in disciplinary cases?  

Were any of these cases proven to be fixed cases (court / 
disciplinary)?  
How many?  
Can you enclose a list of such cases? 

While some cases may help understand the mechanism of manipulation, UEFA is 
more concerned with avoiding further manipulation than with singling out 
scapegoats. For this reason, UEFA has been developing a strong group of 
education programs.  
 
This being said, UEFA is strongly committed to raising awareness and placing 
sanctions on deviant behaviour: UEFA was the driving force in renovating the 
regulatory/disciplinary framework and developing a network of integrity officers. 
 

$ Do you know whether enforcement agencies started investigations 
based on information of suspicious betting activity sent by your 
system?  
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$ Do you know whether sports-bodies started investigations based on 

information of suspicious betting activity sent by your system? 
Most investigations in European football associations have started when UEFA 
informed the relevant national association about suspicious facts. 
 
 

$ According to you, what are the 3 best sports betting monitoring 
today? Why?  

Betfair, 
GLMS, 
Sportradar 
 

$ According to you, what is the percentage of “false positive” of your 
monitoring system?  

UEFA partners, such as Sportradar, are very sensitive to the risk of false 
positives. Flagged a case as suspicious is just the beginning of the disciplinary 
procedure with the member association. ‘False positive’ then would be equal to 
miscarriage of justice: this does exist. But the disciplinary regulations have been 
amended to minimize such risk. 
 

%

%

%

%
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E. BETTING REGULATORY AUTHORITY 
 

 
Belgium 

Commission des jeux de Hasard 
Kansspelcommissie 

 
 

 
Founded in 

 

 
2000 

 
Headquarters 

 

 
Brussels, Belgium 

 
Website 

 

 
http://www.gamingcommission.be 

 
System 

 

Monitoring 
 

NO 
 

Alert 
 

YES 
(National platform) 

Pertinence for 
Betmonitalert 
Programme 

 
One of the most advanced regulatory authorities in the 

fight of illegal betting and involved in the implementation 
of a national platform 
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Denmark 
Danish Gambling Authority 

 
 
Interview with 
 
Birgitte Sand - Director 
Jesper Smedegaard Madsen - Special advisor 
 
1.20.2016 
 

 
Founded in 

 

 
2000 

 
Headquarters 

 

 
Odense C, Denmark 

 
Website 

 

 
https://spillemyndigheden.dk/en 

 
System 

 

Monitoring 
 

NO 
 

Alert 
 

YES 
(National platform) 

Pertinence for 
Betmonitalert 
Programme 

One of the most advanced regulatory authorities in 
the implementation of a national platform  

 

At the moment, there is no common definition of “irregular” or “suspicious” 
sports betting. Il should be one of the tasks of the national platform to 
determine a definition.  
Every licenced operator has its own definition.  
 
The Danish Gambling Authority (DGA) has no internal monitoring system at the 
moment. The DGA has been looking at monitoring and alert systems since 
2015. They visited the Stanleybet premises in Malta.  
 
Nevertheless, it collected some information about the monitoring systems used 
by each of the betting operators (offline and online). Operators have been very 
cooperative: 

$ All interviewed betting operators have their own monitoring system, at 
least to limit financial risks related to fixed odds betting. Bet365 is 
considered as one of the most performing monitoring system (worldwide 
company, huge volumes) and as a reference for other betting operators 
(checking Bet365 odds movements); 
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$ Some of the Danish betting operators use ESSA (bwin.party, Ladbrokes, 
Sportingbet- Interactive, Stanley Bet, Tipico, Unibet,); 

$ Some of them use EWS / FIFA (Betsson, Danske Spil, Sportingbet, 
Stanley Bet, Tipico); 

$ Some of them use Betradar (bwin.party, Bet25, Danske Spil, Sportingbet, 
StanleyBet, Tipico). 

 

EVALUATION OF ALERT SYSTEMS 
 

 
$ When was your Alert system created? By whom? Why?  

At the moment, there is no alert system in Denmark. It is one of the 
objectives of the national platform, to be in line with the Council of Europe 
convention. The first meeting of the platform will take place on the 1st of 
February, 2016, and should be operational at the end of the year 2016. 
The Ministry of Culture is the leading stakeholder of the national platform. 
At national level, the organisation in charge of match-fixing is the anti-doping 
agency (NADO ), in charge of sport integrity in general. The ADA is a public 
authority funded by law. There will be dedicated service for the fight against 
the manipulation of sports competitions. 
 
 

$ What is your economic model?  
$ What is the financial statement of your alert system? 

The national platform, and the future alert system, should be financed by 
public funds. 

 
 

$ What are the objectives of your alert system? 
The objectives of the national platform are not defined yet. It will be the work 
of the coming months. At least, the national platform should play the role of 
an information hub between all the stakeholders. 
 
 

$ How does your alert system work?  
$ What main difficulties are you facing regarding the functioning 

of your alert system? 
The main issue to be discussed within the national platform is the 
implementation of concrete and operational standards of alerts (with a precise 
definition of irregular / suspicious betting 

 
$ Regarding monitored data, please specify in which cases your 

alert system has access to amounts staked 
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geographical distribution, bettors’ accounts, etc.  
 

$ Who are the persons (in your organisation) who have access to 
this information? 

 
 

$ Who are all the stakeholders involved in your alert system?  
In entrance of the system, i.e. before any analyse and/or alert?  

$ How are they involved? 
The stakeholders of the national platform are:  

$ Ministry of Culture 
$ Sport movement (NOC and Sports Confederation from Denmark and 

football),  
$ Police and State Prosecutor,  
$ The DGA,  
$ DOGA (the Danish Online Gaming Association, including all betting 

operators but not Danske Spil, the state lottery), Danske Spil, and other 
land based operators (CashPoint, StanleyBet, Tipico) 
 
 

$ Is your alert system cooperating with other alert systems? 
$ What main difficulties are you facing regarding this kind of 

cooperation? 
 There will be a national and an international platform, cooperating at national 
and international level in the framework of the Council of Europe convention. 
The DGA is already part of the regulators’ network created by EPAS and has 
its own bilateral cooperation with many gambling authorities (including 
France, Malta, UK, etc.). The DGA has also strong links with the EC (DG 
Markt) and is part of 2 other EC projects regarding betting (EPAS: Keep Crime 
out of sport and IRIS: Criminal risks related to sports betting). 
Denmark is also cooperating within a global Nordic anti match-fixing system 
(project).       
 
 

$ Regarding monitored betting data, please specify in which cases 
your alert system has access to amounts staked, geographical 
distribution, bettors’ accounts, etc.  

$ Who are the persons (in your organisation) who have access to 
this information?  

At the moment, betting operators send information regarding suspicious 
betting patterns to DGA on a voluntary basis. The DGA can collect data 
regarding match-fixing (and money laundering) issues from the licenced 
betting operators (volumes, odds and even individual information). The Danish 
Gambling Authority is further along regarding controlling the licence holders’ 
compliance with the relevant legislation on combatting money laundering, and 
there is currently a much more strict requirement regarding reporting on 
money laundering than on match fixing. There is a “compliance service” at the 
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DGA in charge of checking operators’ obligations. There is a quarterly 
reporting requirement concerning reports submitted to the Danish FIU and 
education of employees on combatting money laundering. Nevertheless, it is 
difficult to check if betting operators give all the required information, 
especially because some of them have no physical employees or technical 
services in Denmark. Moreover, the DGA cannot identify one single bettor 
registered among several operators 
Regarding offline betting, there is currently no identification / registration of 
the customers. In the future, public authorities might ask betting companies 
to implement the principle of an individual registration card.  
P.S.: Today there are 4 offline betting operators: Cashpoint, Danske Spil, 
Stanley Bet, Tipico. 
 
 

$ In which cases does your alert system trigger a deeper analysis? 
 

$ Who is conducting this analysis?  
$ What is the methodology used? 

At the moment, no alert sent on a voluntary basis have been received by 
DGA. In 2015, the Danish football association asked ESSA if some football 
players were betting on their own games (what would lead to a disciplinary 
sanction). Bet365 wanted to give information, but only to the DGA (to keep 
confidential this sensitive information). They gave the names of the players 
involved in such bets, but also the amounts staked and the type of games 
(betting, poker). There is a need to determine a clear procedure for the DGA: 
To whom and how spread the information in case of disciplinary / criminal 
investigations / procedures.  
For the future, the national platform through its secretariat will act as a 
clearing house for matchfixing-related information. This means that the 
Secretariat in the NADO should receive the information from the public 
authority, the betting company or the public, make a preliminary evaluation of 
the facts (but not a thorough investigation) and report the facts to the 
relevant receiver for further investigation and possible prosecution either by 
the police or the relevant sports body. All within the framework of the data 
protection legislation. 
 
N.B.: Some Danish football players are supposed to bet insane amounts of 
money on their own competitions (Remark from a representative of the 
Gambling Authority) 
 
 

$ Who are all the stakeholders (public authorities, sports 
organisations, betting operators, others) to whom alerts are sent 
(i.e. in case of suspicious activity)? 

See comment above. 
National platforms serve as an information center for information. 
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$ Is it mandatory for all the stakeholders taking part to your 

system to produce some information regarding irregular or 
suspicious betting activity?  
 

$ Which information and when?  
$ If these stakeholders don’t produce this information, can they be 

sanctioned?  
Today, betting operators might provide information on irregular / suspicious 
betting activity on a voluntary basis. Discussions within the national platform 
could make it mandatory in the future but today it is not included in the 
Gambling Act. 
 

$ In particular, sport actors and sport officials do they have to 
report any irregular / suspicious sport behaviour?  

In Denmark, sport actors can be sanctioned if they bet on their own 
competitions and if they give some “inside information” (DIF rules and 
procedures).  
There is also an “obligation of report” (Article 27 of DIF’s regulations). 
Furthermore, the DIF has introduced a "hotline" for information and reporting 
about match-fixing in cooperation with the Danish FA. The hotline is now run 
by ADD on behalf of the National Platform. 
The DIF and its partners (Danske Spil / DOGA / NordicBet / Betfair / Unibet / 
Betsafe) also launched a communication campaign (focusing on education) 
targeting athletes and local leaders on the theme: “Say something if you see 
something”. 
 
 

 
$ Is there an official body controlling that all the stakeholders 

involved in your alert system report any irregular / suspicious 
activity to your system?  

At the moment, there is no obligation to alert so there is no control. 
Today, it is not easy for the DGA to control the operators, for instance on 
match-fixing or money laundering. In fact, it is not mandatory for a betting 
operator to have a physical presence nor to host technical services regarding 
Danish customers in the country.  
Discussions on these issue should start in 2016 at 2 levels: 

- Within the national platform (and first of all to fulfil the 
requirements included in the Council of Europe convention, including 
suspension of suspicious bets); 
- At the initiative of the DGA about money laundering and match-
fixing. The objective is to convince operators to provide some alerts 
regarding suspicious behaviours to the DGA. There is a balance to find 
between the need to protect the Danish society against public order 
risks and the business of the betting operators. It is important that 
betting operators and public authorities keep a relationship of trust. In 
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any case, the DGA would like to determine standards of alert regarding 
money laundering and match-fixing. 
 
 

$ Related to manipulations of sports competitions:  
Do you have a database of suspicious betting patterns?  

$ What are the specific legislations with regard to storage of data 
(duration, nature of information) / information sharing? 

Yes, there is a legal national framework on alert systems in Denmark.   
/ 
 

 

APPENDIX  
 

It could be interesting to know what the internal monitoring systems of the 
betting operators have detected in a “proven” match-fixing case (volumes, odds 
movements, number of bets, etc.). The DGA considers asking each operator 
about the following game: 

Football: Varese - Catania 
Country: Italy (Serie B) 
Score: 0 - 3 
Date: April 2015 

PENDING (Antonino 
Pulvirenti, President of 
Catania, admitted guilt) 

PENDING (Antonino 
Pulvirenti, President of 

Catania, admitted 
guilt) 
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Estonia 

Estonian Tax and Customs Board / Ministry of Finance 
 

 
Interview with 
 
Taivo Põrk - Ministry of Finance 
Ranno Aednurm - Estonian Tax and Customs Board – Leading Tax Auditor 
 
Additional interviews: 2 local betting operators 
Vladimir Dratsjov - Head of Sportsbook OLYBET:  Olybet is a betting operator 
with licences in Belarus, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Malta.  
Triin Toomemets-Krasnitsky -%TRIOBET (Betsson Group) 
 
4.13.2016 
 

 
Founded in 

 

 
Gambling Act in 2009 

 
Headquarters 

 

 
Tallinn, Estonia 

 
Website 

 

 
https://www.emta.ee/eng 

 
System 

 

Monitoring 
 

NO 
 

Alert 
 

NO 

Pertinence for 
Betmonitalert 
Programme 

 
The first Baltic country to fight against illegal 

gambling and to develop partnerships with betting 
operators 

 

There are many contacts between some operators (biggest are based in Malta 
and advocate for freedom of establishment) and the Ministry of Finance.  

The Estonian Customs Board is part of GREF, but wasn’t really aware of the 
betting regulatory network from EPAS. There is sometimes a (basic) information 
exchange with Latvia and Lithuania. 
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GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE BETTING REGULATORY 
AUTHORITY OF ESTONIA 

 
 

 
Council of Europe Convention 
 
Estonia has signed the convention in September 2016 (Ratification is still 
pending). The Ministry of Culture has prepared a government’s Decree. The 
signature should be more difficult than the ratification.  The Ministry of finance 
is also doing an impact assessment. They are quite sceptical about some issues 
raised by the convention, starting with betting restrictions.  
At the moment, there is a conflict between the Penal Code and the Gambling 
Act. In the 2014 match fixing case, it was not possible to use the Penal code 
because of the Gambling Act (contradiction). Gambling Act should has been 
changed to eliminate this conflict. Consequently, it is now possible to bring fraud 
charges in mathfixing cases, with punishment up to 3 years. 
 
National platform 
 
The Ministry of Finance wrote a draft that has to be discussed politically.  
- One solution could be to create a platform in either Tax & Customs Board 
or Police Board. Emphasis should be placed on Police (wire tapping). In any 
case, there is a need of resources. The Ministry of Culture should be involved.  
- Another option would consider creating a type of a non-profit organisation 
(to be set up jointly by operators and state) that would act as the platform.  
 
At the moment, there is no alert system in Estonia (except the ones used for 
risk management by betting operators themselves). There is no obligation for 
operators to report some suspicious data. The Ministry of Finance suggested 
that, in case of a suspicious betting pattern, operators cooperate among 
themselves. Unfortunately, there is no legal framework for that (answer of the 
operators). Operators also complained that they do a lot of work, with detailed 
data, regarding match-fixing (an example in tennis was given) but they never 
receive feedback.  
The only monitoring system that has been used in Estonia is the Sportradar one 
(through UEFA). There is a main difficulty to overcome: Many people don’t 
understand the reports, even with basic betting information. There is a huge 
need of awareness and education. No organisation in Estonia has a contract with 
Sportradar. In the match-fixing case with Mihhailev, suspicious betting patterns 
have been issued from odds changes (SBOBet) revealed by SportRadar (through 
UEFA).  
All the bookmakers have some risk management monitoring systems, and 
therefore developed some risk indicators. Nevertheless, Olybet usually doesn’t 
have the capacity to react real-time (no resources in the country). E-wallets are 
a big part of the problem (according to Olybet’s representative). 
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Betting in Estonia 
 
In February 2017, there are 12 licenced betting operators in Estonia (Bet365 
being the latest). 90% of the market is online (historically). The 5 main 
operators are Olybet, Triobet, PAF, Unibet, and Tonybet. The market is quite low 
but now rising (around € 5 m GGR) and less than 10% of the population has 
already bet.  
 
In Estonia, there is an obligation to identify all the customers, through an ID 
card (not only online, now also offline, for casino, betting and even lottery 
games).  
 
In Estonia, it is not necessary to be hosted (technically) within the country.  
Nevertheless, the Tax & Customs Board has access to global data (for example 
volumes of bets) through an electronic reporting. Every operator has its own 
database. Operators have to be compliant with Estonian requirements but it is 
not possible to be sure that all data are properly sent by the betting operators. 
 
Illegal betting 
 
There is still a black list of illegal online operators. The illegal online market 
seems to be very weak (no interest because odds are high).  Nevertheless there 
are some Asian offices (SBOBet) in Tallinn. Probably they attract big customers 
not interested to go into the banking system (dirty money + match fixing). 

 
Match fixing in Baltic countries 
 
- According to the participants, most of the problems come from Latvia. 
There are many suspicious patterns in Latvia every week, much less in Estonia 
or Lithuania (around 3 per month). All sports are concerned in Latvia.  
 
- ESSA claims that there are 3 fixed tennis matches a day (according to the 
OLYBET’s representative). But tennis reaction seems to be quite weak. TIU even 
sometimes doesn’t take the data. 
 
- In Latvia, organized Crime is very strong, due to traditional close links 
with Russia (alcohol, cigarettes and goods in general trafficking, and now sport). 
There have strong links with Russia, Armenia, Azerbaijan, etc.  
- There is an organized crime process for match-fixing in the Baltic 
countries: 

• Head (level 1 / international): Triads of Singapore; 
• Link with Russian mafia – level 2 / international (Singapore and Russia are 

both financial “headquarters”, with sophisticated financial networks, using 
Central America); 

• Level 3 (national): Latvian organized criminal groups: fixing the matches 
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• 2 other levels to organize the bets.  
 
- During a fix, bets are taken in a very short period of time. Most of the 
time it is not possible to suspend the bets.  
 
- Football and Basketball seem to be quite responsible. Tennis is less 
involved in match fixing issues at the moment.  
 
- In the football match fixing game, Triobet made a civil claim, because they 
suffered from losses (they didn’t say that the losses were very low). 
 
 
 
Criminal activities related to betting 
 
Nothing since 5 years 
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France 

ARJEL (Autorité de regulation des Jeux en ligne) 
 

 
Interview with 
 
Charles Coppolani - President 
Claire Pinson - International relations 
Philippe Brandt  - Executive Manager for Controls and Information Systems 
Simon Glinec  - Controls and Information Systems 
Corentin Segalen - Corporate Relations 
 
3.04.2016 

 
Founded in 

 

 
2010 

 
Headquarters 

 

 
Paris, France 

 
Website 

 

 
http://www.arjel.fr/ 

 
System 

 

Monitoring 
 

YES 
 

Alert 
 

YES 

Pertinence for 
Betmonitalert 
Programme 

 
One of the most advanced regulatory authorities in 

the implementation of sport integrity issues 
(including its own monitoring system of the legal and 

illegal betting market) 
 

$ France has adopted a centralized regime (front bone), based on control 
and prevention (restricted list of competitions and betting types); 

$ Some countries (UK) have a completely different approach, based on 
investigations and sanctions; 

$ There is a strong need of a common approach (at least at European 
level); 

$ The fight against the manipulation of sports competitions should be a 
priority for States (and first of all for the EC). Only a sufficient level of 
priority could  allocate relevant financial resources to this fight.  

$ The manipulation of sports competitions is not only a threat for sport but 
for public order in general.  

 

ARJEL uses the definition of the EPAS13 convention 

                                                
13 EPAS: Enlarged Partial Agreement on Sport 
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EVALUATION OF ALERT SYSTEMS 
 

 
$ When was your Alert system created? By whom? Why?  

The ARJEL monitoring system was created in 2010 (when the regulatory 
authority was created). From the starting point, public authorities developed a 
system where the regulator (ARJEL) can access all the gambling / betting data 
(The “Frontal bone”) 
 
 

$ Please provide some basic information about your alert system 
ARJEL is an independent administrative authority founded through the 
legislation on online gambling in France. ARJEL is located in Paris (15ème). 
 
 

$ What is your economic model?  
$ What is the financial statement of your alert system? 

ARJEL is 100% funded by public financial resources 
 
 

$ What are the objectives of your alert system? 
The ARJEL monitoring system described below intends to fight against the 
manipulation of sports competition. There are other ARJEL systems aiming at 
fighting against money laundering or to control other requirements 
(completely different). Fight against money laundering will improve in the 
future thanks to new amendments to the current legislation. 
 
 

$ How does your alert system work?  
$ What main difficulties are you facing regarding the functioning 

of your alert system? 
The ARJEL match fixing monitoring systems has been developed internally.  
 
There are two levels of control (see presentation attached): 
- Main control (real time storage of all the betting data, collected with the 
operators, in an ARJEL computer system: around 500,000 to 1 million data 
every day for sports betting, 50 to 70 million data globally – Most of them 
concern poker): There is no real time analysis but indicators are calculated 
every night. The main control is also able to check if some exposed players 
(for example sport actors) bet with the French operators; 
- Secondary control: It is an analysis of the odds offered on the French 
market but also of the most important worldwide betting companies (around 
50 operators monitored). 
 
N.B.: ARJEL checks the bets globally, including for customers having several 
betting accounts with different operators. 
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There are 2 different teams (betting experts and odds experts) speaking 
together. On a daily basis, there are 2 people in charge of this work.  
 
There is an automatic monitoring (every night) and a human check as soon as 
an irregular activity has been detected.  
 
The ARJEL front bone is quite efficient because the whole information coming 
from the operators has been transferred in a predefined language. The 
information issued from the ARJEL front bone is therefore easier to analyse by 
human experts (in Italy, every operator has its own language).  
 
Once the information has been collected, there is a control software able to 
analyse different indicators. There are 2 types of indicators: descriptive 
indicators and alerts indicators. All these indicators are purely linked to 
statistics. There are 3 levels: green / yellow / red. With 3 different yellow 
alerts on one bet, the indicator becomes red.  
 
This procedure is to be compared with the one used for the national platform 
(where ARJEL plays a leading role, at least for the surveillance part) 
 

Alert level Description Procedure 

Normal 

Absence of anomaly in the 
monitoring system. 
 
No rumours on social 
networks. 
 
No articles in the press. 
 
No information from the 
competition organizer 

All stakeholders who received 
an alert must be informed of 
the return to normal. 
 

Yellow 
alert 

Anomaly in odds or stakes 
that cannot be explained. 
 
Rumours regarding match-
fixing on social network. 
 

More investigation is needed 
through bilateral 
coordination with other 
members of the National 
Platform (eg. La Française 
des Jeux) and betting 
operators (to cross check the 
numbers). 
 
The alerts are not 
communicated to the 
National Platform (or other 
national platforms), but are 
recorded. 
 

Orange 
alert 

Anomaly that remains 
unexplained. 
Whistle blowing. 
 
Sourced and serious allegations 
in the media. 

The risk of match fixing is 
severe, but more investigation 
is still needed, 
Alert is forwarded to the 
National Platform. 
Other national platforms are 
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Precise information from the 
sports movement concerning 
a risk of manipulation. 

alerted if needed. 
International partners are 
alerted if needed. 

Red alert 

Match-fixing is underway or 
has occurred certainly. 

Collecting evidence for 
prosecution. 
Communications with other 
stakeholders focus on this task 
and are therefore limited to 
avoid leaks. 

Bets can be suspended. 
 
 
The most relevant indicators are: average stake by match by competition, the 
market share of the 1X2 bets, the temporal and geographic distribution of 
bets, the percentage of single bets on a given match. Some other indicators 
are less relevant (for example the total amounts staked).  
Beyond these indicators, there are some other indicators, linked to the 
operators (for instance, why did an operator suspend some bets?). The 
objective for ARJEL is to stay ahead of risks. 
 
Around 2,500 football matches have been monitored in 2015 (only the ARJEL 
supply). 5 to 10,000 matches have been monitored globally. 20 to 30% of the 
matches trigger a yellow or red indicator (the system is quite sensitive).  
 
Once a red indicator has been triggered, there is a human check (every 
morning). The analysts try to understand the context (there are 2 to 4 experts 
involved in the process). They look at the odds, stakes, winning chances, etc. 
Sometimes (in case there is a higher risk of suspicious activity) they also 
check with the land based operator (FDJ) who has its own system for bets in 
its points of sales. If there is a “betting” reason explaining the “red” indicator, 
the case is moved away. If not, ARJEL triggers an alert (around 2 every month 
in average). 
 
 

$ Who are all the stakeholders involved in your alert system?  
In entrance of the system, i.e. before any analyse and/or alert?  

$ How are they involved? 
Some information is sometimes issued from the sport movement. 
 

 
$ Is your alert system cooperating with other alert systems? 
$ What main difficulties are you facing regarding this kind of 

cooperation? 
ARJEL is cooperating with several other betting regulatory authorities (starting 
with the UK GC, AAMS, Belgium, etc.).  
ARJEL is part of the Council of Europe (EPAS) regulators’ network. A 
cooperation agreement has also been signed through the EC / DG Growth.  
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ARJEL strongly advocates for a enhanced cooperation among the countries.  
 
Restrictions on the betting list: this is a controversial issue. At least there 
should be a common risk assessment (what could help regarding exchange of 
information). Countries like Portugal could join the French approach towards 
betting risks.  
 
In the future, national platforms could be a good basis for a global monitoring 
system, or at least risk assessment system. It is important to standardize the 
exchange of information. 
 
 

$ In which cases does your alert system trigger a deeper analysis? 
 

$ Who is conducting this analysis?  
$ What is the methodology used? 

If an alert has been triggered (see above), ARJEL sends it to the public 
prosecutor’s office. This office is then able to investigate (usually the “Course 
et Jeux” service is conducting this investigation). 
 

 
$ Related to manipulations of sports competitions:  

Do you have a database of suspicious betting patterns?  
$ What are the specific legislations with regard to storage of data 

(duration, nature of information) / information sharing? 
$ If yes, how does it work with legislation on protection of 

personal data?  
$ Which improvements could you suggest in national / European 

legislations to use personal data in case of suspicious behaviours 
related to match-fixing (or more generally to organised Crime)? 

During the detection step, ARJEL cannot (by law on use of personal data) 
check individual data. Nevertheless, the Ministry of Justice is able to ask some 
individual data on request, for public order reasons. 
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Gibraltar 

Government of Gibraltar / Gambling Division 
 

  
Interview with 
 
Phill Brear - Gambling Commissioner 
 
1.27.2017 
 

 
Founded in 

 

 
Gambling act in 2005 

 
Headquarters 

 

 
Gibraltar 

 
Website 

 

 
https://www.gibraltar.gov.gi/new/remote-gambling 

 
System 

 

Monitoring 
 

NO 
 

Alert 
 

NO 

Pertinence for 
Betmonitalert 
Programme 

 
One of the most dynamic sports betting market in 

Europe 
 

The Gambling Division invited Betmonitalert experts to visit the Gambling 
Division in January 2017 and answered to various questions (see 
correspondence below). 

 
 

COMMENTS AND ANSWERS TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE ON ALERT 
SYSTEMS 
 
 

 
“At a high level, the first point I must make is that suspicion is always 
subjective and is frequently wrong.  Additionally, a bet by one person may be 
suspicious, but the same bet by another person may not be suspicious; this is 
one suspicious bet, but originally there may be two, how do we count them?  
Any attempt to count or place a value on suspicious bets is highly problematic.  
We have undertaken investigations into cases involving thousands of suspicious 
bets, to be told by another regulator ‘we are ok with these’ 
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The second general remark is that corrupt betting has been massively 
misreported in the UK media as simple and endemic, we do not believe it is.  
Some sports and some states have serious challenges, but we are confident that 
licenced and regulated bookmakers are the first line of defence against sports 
corruption, indeed, the regulated remote is the best defence sports have 
because unusual bets are so easy to identify and examine. 
  
This is a very imprecise issue you are trying to measure. 
 
 
There is rarely a single trigger for reporting.  Rather, a doubt is formed due to 
certain information and when the details are examined, suspicion may grow or 
recede. Suspicion is always initially reported by the operator and the reasons for 
suspicion include those in your list.  We would also add ‘lack of 
transparency/communication’ by the customer and simple technical information 
(an unexpected IP address, false phone number, a machine (cookie) seen to 
cause concerns previously); cheats only co-operate when the questions are easy 
to answer and they soon withdraw (or put forward lawyers) when regulators ask 
difficult questions, and the electronic footprint of all players is a vital defensive 
tool for the industry and sports.   
  
In many cases, we have circulated suspicious incidents or customers to other 
similar operators and found these present in other systems but not at the 
‘reportable alert’ level, but they may have generated ‘soft suspicion’.  Of course, 
this is very useful when more than one operator has had issues with the same 
identity or event. This is a strength of ESSA, but not everyone is a member and 
members will try to avoid ‘false positives’ so ‘soft’ cases will be unreported – yet 
these may be practice runs.   
  
Some sports regulators do not regard what the public believe is cheating as 
cheating.  This is a difficult and sensitive area but there is no doubt that many 
customers are ‘ripped off’ on a regular basis but the sports regulator treats the 
activity as ‘normal’ behaviour.  If the sports regulator accepts the behaviour it is 
almost impossible for the gambling regulator or police to take public action. 
  
Politically Exposed Person has a specific meaning and should not be confused in 
this context.  You mean ‘participants or their connections’, or ‘disqualified 
persons’.  It is important that consistent and clearly understood terminology is 
used at all times. 
  
When we receive allegations of suspicious bets we always test them by 
examining the account details and the bets placed.  We have seen cases where 
an operator’s member of staff has claimed ‘suspicious bets’ but what has really 
happened is that the ‘suspicious’ punter has been quicker than the operator to 
see the weakness in the odds.  The customer may be a bookmaker in the third 
country where an event is taking place, where the local news or market ‘tips 
him off’ and he seeks to cover himself or exploit the information with an 
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international bookmaker.  This can be the same betting pattern as a player 
cheating on the game, but only investigation will establish which. It may be that 
the bets are ‘clean’ but the punter is concealing his identity via a proxy name 
(or a series of proxies) so that the operator accepts his bets.  ‘Smart’ customers 
are often restricted or closed down by bookmakers, so these customers ‘cheat’ 
on to the system by using the names of family and friends, this aggravates 
suspicion when the reality is ‘smart bets’. (we have a current example of an 18 
yr old female art student winning combination horse racing bets; we suspect the 
trainer or owner is behind the bets). 
  
This is a multi-faceted issue where it is extremely difficult to prove dishonesty 
and frequently something far different than what is first suspected. 
  
All the material in 2.3.1 has relevance but little of it can be measured or 
represented in the way you are seeking. 
 
Our licensing system has always required operators to report suspicious bets.  
There is no official ‘de minimus’ but we would be overwhelmed if all suspicious 
bets were reported and investigated.  Any result going against the odds can be 
deemed suspicious.  
Gibraltar operators use ESSA but should also report cases of substance to 
ourselves. 
 
Public Authority, no separate budget for integrity issues. 
To prevent sports corruption AND protect genuine customers. 
We use the open email system 24/7 to receive all reports and follow up face to 
face etc.  All operators are within 1 mile of the office. Main difficulties are false 
positives or the inability to confirm suspicion due to cost and time to do so not 
being justified by the value and likelihood of success. 
We have very limited blog/automated websearch tools, these are not better 
than real reports from operators. 
Proxy accounts are a major issue many regulators will not deal with; it is 
cheating in all jurisdictions and a consumer protection issue. 
Stakeholders – all operators can either volunteer reports or may find themselves 
asked to comment on an event or person to help us understand the incident. It 
is a licence obligation that they actively co-operate with us, but they would do 
anyway once a certain threshold is reached. 
Gibraltar founded ESSA and we have an ‘open door’ policy on information 
exchange around corrupt betting, subject to sensible DP principles. 
There is no ‘complete list’, it is ad-hoc by definition; if the Chinese Badminton 
Association call us tomorrow they will be a new agency we co-operate with.  
International co-operation can be problematic due to DP issues. 
We have total unfettered access to all customer data and betting data if we 
suspect corruption.  The Head of the organisation authorizes all substantial 
requests for data but the operational staff can make initial or supplementary 
requests. 
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All reported cases receive examination.  If a sports authority is also 
investigating the case we will leave the matter to them as long as we are 
satisfied they are conducting a genuine an proportionate investigation as they 
have more and better resources/access to participants, we tend to focus on 
third party cases where a connection is not clear. 
There is no specific threshold but a combination of factors in each case.  As 
above, low value ‘thin’ cases with no prospect of co-operation or success will not 
be pursued. 
We focus on our own licencees and ESSA and occasionally liaise with primary 
sports bodies. 
Licence holder or bona fide interest. 
The only condition is that of compliance with the licence, to act properly and 
responsibly and co-operate with the regulator. 
The regulator controls the system. 
 
The system is not specified in legislation (it is planned to) but has grown out of 
general regulatory activities, AML and integrity issues. 
We do not hold databases of suspicions other than active cases under 
investigation.  We abide by local DP obligations which permit data holding and 
sharing for the investigation/prevention of crime, applied proportionately.   
Up to 4 people may be involved but they have other tasks besides. 
 
There are significant conflicts – the suspicion may be unfounded – on what basis 
is a regulator allowed to suggest to third parties that one of two players is a 
cheat?  If one customer is suspected of cheating, why should all operators 
withdraw the market?  There are more false positives than proven cases, or 
even cases where the investigation is confident but the case cannot be proven 
to a judicial standard.  A corrupt bet may not be a corrupt event – a soccer 
player may bet on his team to win and be in breach of betting rules, he may bet 
on a team 500 miles away and be guilty of the same offence. 
We do not hold such statistics, a case can be dismissed in minutes or demand 
hundreds of hours of resources. 
We always provide feedback, by definition there is interaction with the key 
parties. 
There is no ‘best system’, it requires bookmakers to be vigilant, apply good 
judgement and access either the alert body (ESSA etc) and/or the regulator, but 
quick and informed analysis of sufficient and accurate data is imperative. 
I have addressed ‘false positive’ above; this too is subjective and open to 
disagreement. 
False negatives is not a term we use.  Cases we believe have substance may 
come to nothing because the evidence needed to challenge a player is 
inaccessible, but that case sits in the corporate memory and may be resurrected 
or have use in the future. 
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Alert systems must deter as well as detect irregular betting; the weakness is in 
the willingness of sports regulators to properly act within their powers, or 
change their rules of membership and enforce those rules against their 
membership.  Bookmakers are disadvantaged by cheating customers, they ‘risk 
manage’ this situation but are too often seen as ‘fair game’ for cheats inside and 
outside sports rather than the victim of fraud that they actually are.  See, for 
example, how the UK press celebrates ‘betting coup’ that rely on false customer 
identities, concealed organisation and the manipulation of race horse handicaps 
and performance, leading to the uninvolved/unaware customers being cheated.  
  
I realise these comments are unstructured but it is not possible to address many 
of your questions.  Please feel free to follow up and/or visit us and the operators 
in Gibraltar. 
 

 

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS AND ANSWERS HAVE BEEN ISSUED BY THE 
COMMISSIONER (2 FEBRUARY 2017) ON RESPONSE TO AN EMAIL SENT 
BY BETMONITALERT EXPERTS: 
 

 
Subjectivity of suspicious betting activity 
 

$ In the report, we make a clear distinction between the different 
words below: 

 
Irregular betting activity / Unusual betting activity  
My point is that suspicion is often totally wrong, and even if it is found to be 
right, some of the bets will not be irregular or unusual as they are genuine bets 
on a manipulated event. 
 
Suspicious betting activity level 1: Irregular betting activity with a 
significant probability that the sports event has been manipulated (no 
rational explanation related to betting) 
Again, this is too ‘black and white’.  Suspicion should only be determined after 
careful and comprehensive analysis – and if crystallised, the case proposed for 
further formal investigation.  You are making the same point but not recognising 
it: ‘no rational explanation’ means the ‘suspicious bet’ has been investigated 
and ‘there is no rational explaination’, but what if there was a rational 
explanation for some or all of the bets, are they still all suspicious bets, how do 
you count them? 
 
Suspicious betting activity level 2: Suspicious activity level 1 with a 
high probability that the sports event has been manipulated (Suspicious 
activity level 2 is always based on a panel of different experts and both 
information related / not related to betting). But it doesn’t mean that 
the match has been manipulated (it’s up to the justice or to a 
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disciplinary sports body to decide);  
We see many cases of authorities disagreeing whether an event was 
manipulated or bets are suspicious, cases being de minimus or just so hard to 
pursue they are abandoned. 
 
Alert: Transmission to public authorities and/or sports movement 
Preliminary Inquiry / Investigation by a sport organisation 
Preliminary Inquiry / Investigation Law enforcement 
Our report aims at objectifying both procedures and information, in 
order to recommend some common standards (only when possible). 
 
 
Corrupt betting 
The Betmonitalert programme doesn’t have to comment the scale of the 
match-fixing phenomenon. Therefore, we don’t know if the number of 
cases published by the media is correct, too high or too low. 
 
 
Regulated and licenced bookmakers 
 

$ In our report, we use the Council of Europe Convention definitions, 
including legal and illegal betting activity. We don’t use the 
concept of regulated or licenced bookmakers because it includes 
many different types of companies: It is impossible to gather 
under the same umbrella a bookmaker licenced in a small 
Caribbean Island (offering bets all over the world without local 
authorisations) and a bookmaker located in the UK (limiting its 
betting supply to British citizens). Nor do we ever talk about 
regulated countries because most of the countries have their own 
regulation (prohibition is considered as a regulation mode). Many 
people speak about “strong”, “good”, “poor” regulations. We 
prefer speaking about precise levels of control.  

 We don’t wish to repeat the arguments about what is or isn’t ‘illegal betting’ but 
would point out to you that numerous EU state gambling regulators have no 
rules or no procedures to address irregular or unusual betting within their 
jurisdictions and others apply very strange and limited definitions of what is 
irregular/unusual, with some sports bodies have no rules prohibiting betting by 
participants, so what is ‘irregular/unusual’ in one EU jurisdiction is not 
prohibited in another.  To not properly account for this inconsistency while 
taking the line that regulated gambling operating under EU law is ‘illegal’ 
because another state has passed a law that the EC says is incoherent and in 
breach of EU principles and/or the state constitutional court says the same (e.g. 
Germany and Sweden) will distort your analysis.  
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Additional questions 
 

$ Are you controlling if the operators fulfil their obligations to report 
suspicious cases and how? 

Like some other regulators, we control by creating an obligation to monitor and 
report to us and/or a co-ordinating body any suspicious bets or suspicious 
customers. 
 

$ Is there a good level of transparency on the bets taken in other 
countries (for example, for an operator located in your jurisdiction 
and offering bets in Asia or South America)?  

The same obligation applies to bets arising anywhere in the world that we 
permit business to be offered.  Note, the bet is not ‘taken in other countries’.  
The bets are taken in Gibraltar. 
 
-     Who is in charge of the investigation once an alert has been 
triggered (Your division, law enforcement, sports bodies, etc.)?  
This depends.  Often sports bodies are slow or overwhelmed and we run the 
‘investigation’ by dealing with the operator and customer, other times a national 
authority may become involved.  There is no set route for such a varied 
challenge. 
 
-          Who is in charge of the examination of the reported cases (in 
your organisation or elsewhere)?   
This office, but we cannot control sports bodies or other regulators if they decide 
to do or not do something. What is the level of expertise of the people in charge 
of the examination? My office has 20 years experience working as remote 
gambling staff and 25 years experience as remote gambling regulators. 
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Greece 

Hellenic Gaming Commission 
 

 
Interview with 
 
Mr. Antonis Stergiotis - president of the HGC;  
Mrs. Evdoxia (Eva) Kapsalaki - Head of AML office;  
Mrs. Melina Giannakopoulou -  Professional Sports Committee, General 
Secretariat of Sports; and three other officers 
 
5.20.2016 
 

 
Founded in 

 

 
2011 

 
Headquarters 

 

 
Athens, Greece 

 
Website 

 

 
https://www.gamingcommission.gov.gr 

 
System 

 

Monitoring 
 

NO 
 

Alert 
 

NO 

Pertinence for 
Betmonitalert 
Programme 

 
An interesting regulatory framework where the 
regulatory authority developed some links with 

interim licence holders 
 

GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE BETTING REGULATORY 
AUTHORITY OF GREECE 

 
 

 
The President explained that members of the Hellenic Gaming Commission 
(hereafter HGC, Commission) has been put into force since 2012, after the 
implementation of the new gaming law 4002/2011. HGC has no competence on 
evaluating the integrity of specific sports events or imposing the relative 
restrictive measures. Irregularities or suspicious betting related to match fixing 
are dealt by the Professional Sports Committee (hereafter PSC). 
 
 

The Greek Government is working on the implementation of applicable law for 
online gambling. HGC has already suggested certain amendments of law 
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4002/2011 aiming at extending audits’ scope and effectiveness.   

 
HGC publishes and revises a Blacklist registering illegal online operators. 
Registration in the Blacklist has the consequence of web and payment blocking 
of all included operators. Today, the 9th revision of the black list is released. 
 
The cooperation between the HGC and the Greek Police is currently very 
effective. Nevertheless, certain cooperative aspects regarding specialization 
training of both sides on irregularities or suspicious betting related to match 
fixing is still to be improved in order to support effectively the PSC. 

 
In line with their signing of the Council of Europe convention on match fixing, 
the Ministry of Sports is working on the establishment of a national platform to 
facilitate cooperation and exchange of information. They also try to establish 
better cooperation and exchange of information with their international 
counterparts in other member states as well as an alert and monitoring 
systems. However, in both situations the present state of affairs is very 
premature. 
 
 
In 2002, the PSC has been established by law. In Greece, this means in practice 
professional football, volleyball and basketball. Their context is Sports Law. The 
PSC has no authority towards amateur sports. 
 
 
The PSC is a non judicial, independent authority, which is competent to monitor 
and conduct compliance audits to Athletic Societes Anonymes, Remunerated 
Athletes Sections and furthermore every person associated, in any way, with 
them. This in order to ascertain compliance with the provisions of Sports Law 
and the relevant statutes. They report violations of these provisions to the 
administrative and judicial authorities and can impose fines up to € 300.000. 
 
The PSC may seek and receive, at its discretion, any further documentation, 
information or clarification. For example in matters relating to shares transfers, 
participation in share capital increase, provisions of loans they have the power 
to investigate the origin of the money etc. 
 
 
The PSC works under the provision of the Ministry of Culture and Tourism. The 
Chair and the six members of the committee are appointed by the Minister and 
are mainly (former) judges and lawyers from different relevant areas. 
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Since May 2015 new provisions in the law entitle the PSC to “Urgent measures 
against violence in sports and other provisions”. The PSC is vested the power to 
remove teams from betting lists. Such measure has been already implemented 
and five professional football teams of the second division were removed from 
betting lists. 
  
 
 
If facing suspicious betting in relation to manipulation of sports competitions the 
Hellenic Football Federation is obliged to promptly forward reports on matches 
suspicious of manipulation that it receives from the European or World Football 
Federation or from companies or other bodies that cooperate with them. The 
reports go to the Minister responsible for Sports, the President of the 
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Cultural and Educational affairs and the 
PSC. Respectively these bodies can also forward reports that they have received 
to the Hellenic Football Federation. 
 
The PSC can then, if justified, remove teams, following their prior summons and 
hearing, from the list of teams which can be included in the forms of fixed odds 
betting provided by OPAP and all other companies that are legally active in 
betting in Greece. If necessary the Minister responsible for sports can transfer 
the starting time of the match or postpone it to another day and time. Thus, 
determined after consultation with the respective organizing authority and the 
competing teams. 
 
The attending representative of the PSC mentioned however a general 
reluctance by professional sports organisations to abandon their competencies. 
(TV: Cooperation has to be enforced?). 
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Italy 

AAMS (Agencia delle Dogane e dei Monopoli  - Amministrazione 
Autonoma dei Monopoli di Stato) 

 
 

Founded in 
 

 
1927 

 
Headquarters 

 

 
Rome, Italy 

 
Website 

 

 
https://www.agenziadoganemonopoli.gov.it/portale
/it/web/guest/home 

 
System 

 

Monitoring 
 

YES 
 

Alert 
 

YES 

Pertinence for 
Betmonitalert Programme 

 
One of the most advanced regulatory authorities in 

the implementation of sport integrity issues 
(including its own monitoring system of the Italian 

betting market) 
 

AAMS uses the definition of irregular / suspicious / illegal betting proposed by 
the Council of Europe. 

EVALUATION OF ALERT SYSTEMS 
 

 
$ When was your Alert system created? By whom? Why?  

The system was created in 2011. It is a cooperation between public authorities 
(AAMS, Law Enforcement, Ministry of Agriculture (in charge of horse betting)) 
and the sports movement.  
N.B.: The starting point was around 10 years ago, when a bookmaker with 
only 2 shops called and said that unknown people asked to bet on the final 
score (2-2 or 3-3). They won their bet (the coach of a team resigned at half 
time). Then AAMS started to work on match fixing issues. 
 

$ What is your economic model?  
$ What is the financial statement of your alert system? 

Public cooperation. 
 
 

$ What are the objectives of your alert system? 
Detection of irregular and suspicious betting patterns 
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$ How does your alert system work?  
$ What main difficulties are you facing regarding the functioning 

of your alert system? 
AAMS, in coordination with the Italian licenced betting operators, is in charge 
of the monitoring of the sports betting market. There are (2 to 4) internal 
analysts (but generally only from Friday to Sunday, key point of the football 
week) checking bets (retail and online) in real time. There is clearly a lack of 
human resources for this task.  
AAMS thinks that only a few numbers (3 / 4) of betting operators seriously 
check the match-fixing issue. Among the alerts detected, around 1/3 come 
from the betting operators. Since 2016, the detection becomes more difficult 
because of the development of Live Betting.  
Once an alert has been triggered, it is sent to the UNIT. The President of the 
UNIT then decides which law enforcement service will be in charge of the 
investigation (usually, it is the Guardia de Finanza, then Polizia di Stato, then 
Carabinieri).  
 
Main difficulties of the Italian UNIT: 
- Financial and human resources; 
- Expertise (analysts should both have good betting and sport skills) and 
independence (from sport and betting operators); 
- Feedback once an investigation has been conducted (AAMS and sport 
don’t know what has happened); 
- Most of the public authorities in charge of investigations or justice 
(especially prosecutors) have no expertise on betting. 
 

$ Does your system monitor blogs / forums related to sports 
betting/ sports corruption? 

$ Is your system able to detect “runners / mules” 
 

 
$ Who are all the stakeholders involved in your alert system?  

In entrance of the system, i.e. before any analyse and/or alert?  
$ How are they involved? 

AAMS and betting operators for the detection. But only AAMS is part of 
the UNIT; 

• Law Enforcement (Guardia de Finanza, Polizia di Stato (civil 
police), Carabinieri (military police) 

• Ministry of Agriculture 
• Sport: CONI and the football federation 

$ Is your alert system cooperating with other alert systems? 
$ What main difficulties are you facing regarding this kind of 

cooperation? 
There is a cooperation with ARJEL (a specific MOU has been signed for the 
2016 Euro – football), IOC, FIFA.  
There is also a partnership with Sportradar, AAMS receives the Sportradar 
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reports but doesn’t have to pay for them. Reports are provided by AAMS’ 
partners.  
AAMS is part of the European network of betting regulators. For AAMS, it is 
very important to develop this network. 
N.B.: AAMS only exchanges information with other countries or organisations 
in case of investigations out of Italy. 
          

$ Regarding monitored betting data, please specify in which cases 
your alert system has access to amounts staked, geographical 
distribution, bettors’ accounts, etc.  

$ Who are the persons (in your organisation) who have access to 
this information? 

With the AAMS system, it is possible to have real time access to all the 
gambling / betting data (including betting accounts). 
 
 

$ In which cases does your alert system trigger a deeper analysis? 
 

$ Who is conducting this analysis?  
$ What is the methodology used? 

• Odds change; 
• Abnormal turnover; 
• Geographic distribution. 

 
$ In which cases does your alert system trigger an alert related to 

suspicious activity regarding manipulation of sports 
competitions analysis? 
 

$ Are there some cases where a suspicious activity doesn’t trigger 
any alert?  

There is an automatic check through odds changes. 
 

$ Who are all the stakeholders (public authorities, sports 
organisations, betting operators, others) to whom alerts are sent 
(i.e. in case of suspicious activity)? 

Public authorities and sport receive the alerts. The fact that the sport 
movement is part of the system can sometimes be a problem because law 
enforcement investigations need a strong confidentiality.   
 

$ What are the conditions to become a member of your alert 
system? 

Public decision. 
 

$ Is it mandatory for all the stakeholders taking part to your 
system to produce some information regarding irregular or 
suspicious betting activity?  
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$ Which information and when?  
$ If these stakeholders don’t produce this information, can they be 

sanctioned?  
$ In particular, sport actors and sport officials do they have to 

report any irregular / suspicious sport behaviour?  
AAMS checks directly (with limited resources). Betting operators can be of any 
help on a voluntary basis. 
 
 

$ Are there some specific legislation on alerts mechanisms / 
standards in the country (countries) where you operate / 
regulate? 

The UNIT should become in the future the national platform. Italy should 
rapidly sign and ratify the European convention against the manipulation of 
sports competition. 
 

$ How many people are involved in the daily operations of your 
alert system?  

See above. 
 

$ What is the number of irregular betting activity detected 
(analysed) during the 5 last years (by year)? 

$ What is the number of suspicious betting activity detected 
(analysed) during the 5 last years (by year)? 

Around 10 alerts (with investigation) every year. 
N.B.: A game between Chievo and Sampdoria has triggered 9 alerts (final 
score: 0-0). 
 

$ In case an alert has been triggered, is there a feedback for the 
stakeholders who took part to the detection? 

• For AAMS, many problems (80%) are issued from salaries that have not 
been paid, or through sports agents; 

• The problem of “illegal betting” is a global one, that should be treated at 
an international level; 

• Betting addictions becomes a problem: Many sport actors (especially in 
football) bet on their own competitions;  

• There are more and more rumours about match fixing in tennis. There is 
a pending case on a tennis player (about 100th at ATP ranking) who lost 
a game in a Challenger tournament in Africa (on a Sunday). He was 
followed, considering the fact that anyway he had a national 
championship game in Italy on the same Sunday. He was caught 
sending a what’s app message « you can book a flight back to Italy 
because I will lose tomorrow ».  

• More and more betting shops are controlled by criminal activities.  
• In a Serie B game, the supporters threatened the president who was 

afraid and called the police. The police organised some phone-taps and 
found out that the President was fixing many games. 
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GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE BETTING REGULATORY 
AUTHORITY OF THE ISLE OF MAN 

 
 

 
$ Are regulators in general equipped to handle issues as alerting 

and/or monitoring irregular and/or suspicious betting? 
 
The gambling regulator (regulator) will likely be equipped to perform its 
statutory function. If the emerging expectation of the regulator is to, in effect, 
investigate every single case of match fixing and bring some action off the back 
of that, then it may be difficult for regulators to do that because this may be 
additional work for them, and work for which they may not currently be 
equipped.  
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Whilst there are clear indications that great progress is being made, not all 
regulators have the ‘in house’ experience to deal with sports integrity related 
investigations. There is then logically two elements that need to be addressed to 
ensure regulators can deal fully with these issues and these are 
capacity/resource and experience/understanding, to undertake analysis of that 
information in order to establish reasonable concern before passing it on to the 
appropriate body to investigate further. 
In our view, there are a number of different stakeholders that need to be 
involved in the monitoring and analysis of betting patterns. It is acknowledges 
that the regulator has a role to play. It can compel the provision of information 
from its licence holders, however a body comprising of sporting bodies, integrity 
units, gambling regulators and law enforcement making up a National Platform 
where that information can go to for further analysis and triage (e.g. allocation 
to a national sporting body or law enforcement, or indeed a combination of 
members) is a practical and workable solution to the problem. 
Strictly speaking, all regulators should be able to ask their operators to provide 
information which can be analysed by the people with the appropriate expertise. 
But it is unlikely, in all cases, that the regulator is going to have the skills and 
all the necessary information to absolutely determine that a match may or may 
not been fixed. It can take a view, if we see a spike, or if an Operator sees a 
spike in the value and volume of bets on a game, which traditionally has a low 
volume, we could say “Oh, that does not look good, let’s look at this in further 
detail”. But the investigation of that match at a sporting level is not something 
that the regulator is likely to have the authority to go and do – in most countries 
that role would sit with the national sporting body or law enforcement. 
There are a huge number of factors to consider in relation to suspected match 
fixing investigations and sometimes after significant resource has been invested 
it can turn out to be nothing at all. There was a fantastic example recently, 
which was a very low division football game in the UK (fifth or sixth tier) and 
there was a market offer on that. It turned out that proportionally there was a 
huge interest in the game and a lot of bets were placed. This activity seemed 
unusual and the Operator pushes that up to its regulator and says “We’re 
concerned, this does not look right, this is irregular”. The operator suspended 
the market, the investigation was taken on by the regulator and the sport’s 
governing body and they investigate.  
Subsequently the investigation finds that there was a lot of betting on that 
specific match, not because of any wrongdoing but because it happened to be 
the only football match available to bet on that night. In short, people looking 
for games to bet on could only find that one market, and so they all went into 
that market. There was nothing wrong with the match per se, it was just it was 
the only match that was available to bet on.  
It would have been very difficult for a regulator in isolation to have conducted 
that investigation as not only are you having to look at the match in question 
you are having to look at the whole backdrop of what else is going on that may 
affect customer behavior towards the event.  
Even if you go to a more granular level and you look at for example, the guys at 
the Tennis Integrity Unit (TIU). They do have the technical expertise and 
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intelligence to analyse the game of tennis, not just the market data, but even 
the actual physical movements of the player. Even then it is very difficult to 
come to prove wrongdoing, and the consequences of getting the decision wrong 
ends with players careers potentially ruined.  
So, we think it merely echoes the point about the regulator (in isolation) not 
necessarily being an appropriate body. Can a regulator play an important role 
however? Yes absolutely. 
 

$ Does it also has something to do with what is the precise angle, 
what is the perspective of dealing with these issues? 

$  You cannot only focus on betting at first, but also on money 
laundering, money transfer etcetera. Does it not need a more 
broad perspective to look at these situations?  

$ Is Sports betting then simply an instrument, a way to do 
something with money? 

I agree, I think that message is the point which needs to be emphasized and 
truly understood. That message almost needs to pyramid to local law-
enforcement with a point that clearly states “actually you need to do something 
about this, because it is part of a much, much bigger problem. It’s not just 
sports; it is organised crime, it is money laundering, it is terrorist financing, 
that’s where it can end up”. But again, we go back in circles; sometimes it’s not 
easy for the law enforcement agency to take action because in some cases the 
local law is not great, and it’s not always straightforward to address that issue. 
What we see at the moment is ultimately a very disjointed approach. The 
European Convention is published and it’s being signed up too by a number of 
countries, it’s being ratified by a number of countries, but to the layman very 
little is happening. Perhaps a lot of the countries are thinking “Where do I 
start?” 
 

$ Does it require a change of law? 
It’s a difficult matter to address if a law change is required.  
Changing laws without appropriate evidence to support a change leaves any 
administration open to challenge. However in some instances the issue cannot 
really be addressed without law change. 
For example without clear law to state that match-fixing is criminal behavior it is 
difficult for law enforcement bodies to take action, but in most cases 
governments will want to see that there is evidence of match-fixing to support 
the demand for a law change. Where that law doesn’t currently exist or is 
ambiguous and a body concludes that wrong-doing genuinely has taken Place. 
What do they do then?  
To change a law in most countries takes a long time, so you know, it is a 
difficult situation and it needs to be driven by an appropriate body to ensure 
that effective laws exist in all jurisdictions.  This would ensure match-fixing 
could be combatted effectively and prosecuted accordingly regardless of 
geographic locational issues. 
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$ Who’s the main stakeholder in this, who’s the problem holder? 

Who is it? 
$ Is it politics, is it the police, the prosecutors, the sports 

organisation, the regulator, who is it? 
In my opinion, the primary one is the sport’s governing body. They have got the 
biggest interest. It’s their activity. And after that, everybody who is involved 
and trying to help keep that activity fair. The sport governing body – be it 
football, athletics or tennis, they’re the ones that want their sport to be pristine 
and fair; and so I would say, the sport’s governing bodies are the ones who 
have to engage primarily. 
That’s why I like the approach that the International Olympic Committee (IOC) 
has taken. Because it is clear that the IOC has taken responsibility to challenge 
sports manipulation. It is setting standards by which it expects its members to 
adhere. It’s not a sport’s governing body as such, but what it recognises is the 
power that it has got. That power is that those individual sports governing 
bodies already in the Olympic movement want to remain, and those which want 
to become part of the Olympic movement will be willing to meet with the 
requirements specified by the IOC to ensure membership is granted. 
Such an approach allows for organisations such as the IOC to reach out to all 
the sports governing bodies who wish to join under its banner with a clear 
message of “we’ve got a road map here, and our road map is that all sports 
governing bodies recognize and address sports integrity head-on. If you are 
unwilling you will no longer be a member of the movement; or you won’t be 
admitted as a member” – that is a strong message.  
Our personal view is that, at a sporting level, it is possibly the most potent 
action that’s occurring in the match fixing and sports betting integrity field at 
the moment. We see the IOC as the most focused at the moment in this regard. 
In terms of moving this forward, and whether the GSC has a role to play, we 
refer to a meeting of the International Forum of Sports Integrity. The main 
sports organisations were there along with betting operators, regulators, law 
enforcement and other experts in and around the area of sports integrity. 
By definition it’s a very bureaucratic way to go due to the diverse nature of the 
stakeholders, but the critical thing is that it is moving in the right direction and 
with the support of those key stakeholders. In the forum we share our views 
and experience as a regulatory authority, which we believe helps inform a 
rounded discussion. 
As regulators we have direct oversight of the betting operators and access to 
information relating to suspicious betting patterns in addition to the identity of 
those individuals involved. We try to identify instances where suspicious activity 
has occurred and can be the conjugate to sharing that intelligence with 
appropriate bodies. 
Sharing that intelligence with the appropriate body is just the start of the 
process, from there  the intelligence needs to be aggregated and subject to 
further analysis to conclude appropriate action, whether it is civil 
sanctions/criminal sanction in the case of law enforcement, or a disciplinary 
sanction in relation to a sporting body. But ultimately the follow up action is not 
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usually the regulator’s job. We can provide crucial information to inform the 
process, but can’t have lead responsibility for the pursuit of direct action against 
the perpetrators. 
A recognition that all stakeholders have a part to play, and a willingness to play 
that part, but perhaps being stuck for a starting point. Somebody has to start it, 
somebody has to really start taking it seriously and say “Actually, you know, we 
are going to do something” and I don’t see any better place to start than the 
sports themselves. A recognition that this (match fixing) is a risk (to a greater 
or lesser degree) to all sports and a desire to address the risk head on. For all 
sports to be able to know they are ‘clean’. 
Look at the way the WPBSA for example take it seriously and execute zero 
tolerance approach from within the sport. Because then, then the betting 
operators know that if they’re passing information to that entity something is 
going to happen with it. If they pass information to for example the TIU, they 
see what the TIU does and that they take it very, very seriously. They do 
something with that information. That compels further reporting as entities feel 
like they are helping the cause which in turn gives operators assurances over 
the integrity of the outcome on which their customers are wagering. 
 

$ How about international cooperation, information exchange? 
The Isle of Man Gambling Supervision Commission has a very clear stance on 
sports integrity which is that we absolutely oppose such sports manipulation (in 
its many guises) and we do whatever we can to make sure that it’s tackled head 
on.  We are on the expert member of the IFSI group. We have concluded a 
number of agreements with sporting bodies in relation to information exchange, 
and the same with regulatory bodies such as the UK Gambling Commission 
amongst others. 
If an organisation or association wants to sign a MoU to exchange information 
we, from our point of view, say principally yes. If such a body is a national or 
international body for the sport, we can exchange information with them beyond 
aggregated betting data. But we have to ask ourselves can we service that 
agreement as, like most regulatory bodies, we have a finite resource. 
We have to make sure that the bodies with which we conclude agreements are 
the ones which will have the most impact. We have agreements in place with a 
number of sporting bodies but we try to pick those who are having a real impact 
on their sport, those who have a real desire to understand the level to which 
their sport is affected by match-fixing and a real desire to tackle it head on. 
We’re looking to build on those agreements in place; however, our objective as 
a regulator is about discharging our consumer protection duty. The consumer 
placing wagers on that sport has got to be treated fairly. We provide information 
and intelligence to support those integrity units in order to ensure that one of 
our primary objectives can be met i.e. to make sure that when our operators 
offer a market on a football game, that that is a fair game and our consumer 
has a fair chance of picking the winner. 
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$ But how do you guarantee that? 
As regulator we can’t guarantee any game/match is fair.   
I stated earlier that the organisation with the biggest interest in this is the 
sports government body. So we are relying on the sport government body to do 
their job to ensure the game being offered, the game being played, is fair. 
Ultimately, if it's fair because they’re doing their job then it is fair for a betting 
market to be offered on that game. So we’ll help support the governing body by 
pushing pertinent information to it when we recognize suspicion around a 
market, or by supplying specific data when requested by the sport’s governing 
body. 
 
 
 

$ Is information coming from your licencees? Is it mandatory? 
Yes. It’s a two way street. First of all, we may receive a request from other 
authorities (the law enforcement authority, the sport’s governing body or a 
fellow regulator authority). We will survey our licencees, package up the 
relevant information and supply the same to the requestor.  
We also get information from our operators who may have for example 
identified an unexpected spike in a market and thought “there's something 
wrong here”. In such instances we will look to investigate further and where 
suspicion maintains push that information towards an appropriate authority. 
Working together in this way we have the  possibility to deny or the confirm 
suspicion, meaning that the operator can take appropriate action. 
 

$ Are they obliged to give you that information or that’s voluntary? 
Technically, it’s voluntary. However, we’ve got a very clear position and we are 
in the process of moving to make that compulsory. I think that’s a reflection on 
where sports integrity is at the moment i.e. an issue of growing importance for 
regulatory authorities. It is not our primary regulatory concern but we can see it 
becoming more important. 
We recognize why it’s important to us as an authority i.e. the fairness of the 
game and how this links back to consumer protection responsibility. We’ll be 
changing our legislation to make it mandatory to provide information upon 
request but it is important to understand that our legislation was written a good 
number of years ago when it (‘Sports Integrity’) wasn’t a consideration. As 
stated previously however, it’s only going to become more important and as 
such we have it (a legislative change towards mandatory reporting) scheduled.  
Currently if something suspicious is identified, the operators will report to the 
GSC we will look across our entire estate and see if anybody else has noticed 
anything. So in most cases we won’t go to the sports body immediately, we will 
gather as much information as we can, assess that information in the round and 
then pass that package of information on to the relevant body. The advantage 
of this approach is that an operator may not have had cause for concern initially 
but when viewed again or viewed more closely, suspicion may be raised. In such 
cases we may obtain pertinent intelligence from 7 or 8 different operators as 
opposed to just 1. When we pass that information to the relevant body we can 
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be confident that there is definitely something of concern because it's being 
seen across the board or alternatively where the case is that only one operator 
seems to have been targeted we can state the same as we have already spoken 
to the others. This facilitates a much more effective investigation by the 
relevant body. 
We see our role in this fight along the lines detailed and this approach, we think, 
fits with the Macolin Convention’s recommendations with regards to the 
‘National Platforms’.  
In this regard we indicated some time ago to our Government that that is our 
intention, that's the model we are going to move towards. But the various 
components of that regulatory platform haven't yet agreed. Such an integrated 
multi-jurisdictional approach will help enormously – but we aren’t there just yet.  
With more attention it’s getting harder for events to be manipulated and 
outcomes to be manipulated. However, it will still happen. Providing the right 
information to the right body means that we have a chance, but this is in part is 
where we have a concern: the lack of cohesion in the current approach doesn’t 
make it easy to get the right information to the right body. 
 
 

$ Do you have access to certain information for example about the 
amount of money at stake, who is betting… 

We can get everything, we can get the bets, the amounts of the money 
wagered, the source of funds, the account holders, the people who are actually 
involved. The point is we just have to make sure that we can pass that 
information on (to the relevant body) in the right way (i.e. one that is legally 
sound). 
We receive requests from law enforcement bodies, sporting bodies and 
regulators. And we will try to give each party as much information as possible 
through appropriate legal gateways and without breaching data protection 
protocols.  
However, the requesting authority needs to be mindful regarding the difference 
between intelligence and evidence. We are happy to supply information on an 
intelligence basis to law enforcement bodies but if a law enforcement body for 
example can use its powers to get the necessary information (because there's 
enough of a case for a potential prosecution) then they should do so, primarily 
they need to ensure they have appropriated the evidence in a way which makes 
it admissible.  
We as regulator cannot always give out information in the form requested. For 
example, we have a legal difficulty in giving personal data to any sporting body 
that cannot satisfy the GSC that it could be considered a ‘regulatory body’ in the 
literal sense (i.e. set up to regulate that sport). Not all sports governing bodies 
can fulfil this requirement and as such the information we can supply may be 
limited to, for example, aggregated betting data.  
Our current law is quite prescriptive from the sports governing body point of 
view. 
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$ What about liability? 
The issue of liability is not a particularly straight-forward one and can mean 
different things. Ultimately we are not lawyers so whilst we may have a personal 
view, it has to be recognised that this isn’t our area of expertise. 
There might be reluctance from the betting companies to provide information if 
there may be a perceived liability in unintentionally pointing suspicion at, for 
example an individual. This isn’t something we have seen evidence of but it is 
entirely possible. 
Some of the integrity units will look at an operator removing a market as a 
sound indicator that something is going one, however what you do actually see 
on occasion is contamination because, let’s say for example, one of the 
operators removes a sporting market from its site which relates to an individual. 
This then causes a domino effect as some of the operators competitors see this 
action and close their markets as they are suspicious of the irregularity and 
don’t want to be ‘caught out’. 
In this example what the original operator identified may not ever have been 
suspicious activity; they may just have reached their exposure level for that 
particular market. However, the effect to on-lookers is a number of betting 
operators all closing their books on a specific market in short succession.  
We (as the regulator) then receive a request for information as it is perceived 
that something suspicious has occurred. We in turn reach out to our licenced 
operators looking for further information. 
Their answer may be that they had an idea that something irregular was going 
on and closed the market as a precautionary move. Ultimately in this example 
they reacted to a competitor’s action, but from that moment on it's an issue for 
the regulator and/or the police and/or the sport’s governing body. From that 
moment on it’s a suspicious event to be investigated, and that in itself can 
influence the way people can look at what may be a perfectly innocent sports 
person. 
Whilst the example cited is unfortunate for the player and non-intentional by the 
operator we don't think an operator could be held accountable for any liability to 
that sports person, however as stated previously - we are not lawyers.  
I think the thing to focus on is that ultimately, all parties are trying to achieve 
the same thing and whilst all organisations should be accountable for their 
actions it would be a sorry state if entities were so concerned about legal 
recourse that they became reticent in terms of passing on genuine information. 
We need to focus on improving not only the mechanisms for exchanging 
information but also increasing the quality of the information being exchanged.  
One way of improving the mechanisms is to move to the ‘National Platform’ 
model, but there are complimentary actions which work with as opposed to 
against such a model. We currently request information from our operators on a 
voluntary basis but, if necessary, we can insist and if they don't supply that 
information it may then be considered as an offence however we have 
previously issued a draft proposal to our operators about how we could 
implement a wrap-around system to compliment the ‘National Platform’.  
It is most like a reward system for the operators so where they have 
contributed to a case that came to some result they would earn some kind of 
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recognition for their part. The betting industry wants to be seen as part of the 
solution and to be seen as having helped towards the successful outcome in 
genuine cases might ensure those stakeholders are absolutely on board – that 
coupled with their vested interest in wanting clean sporting events. Conversely 
the betting industry doesn’t want to be seen as the facilitator of that corruption.  
So we have to get the industry engaged and involved and recognized for that 
engagement. We think the system could work twofold: the recognition gives 
commercial value which is a primary interest and second it’s a preventive 
measure to deter match fixers as it is signposted that an operator is one which 
plays an active role in combatting the very activity that a match fixer is looking 
to undertake.  
In a perfect world, if we see significant suspicious activity on a particular game, 
I have two desires as a regulator. I want to be able to flag that up to my fellow 
regulators, say to an international network, advising that they might need to 
ask their operators to look at this market because we think there is suspicious 
activity. Secondly I’m going to push that down to all of my other operators and 
ask them to pass me that information. If you see that betting behavior 
escalating as the game moves on, the sooner you get alerted to it, the more 
information you can get. There’s then a possibility of 2 things happening - you 
can either have the sport’s governing body be convinced enough to intervene 
and betting on the game could be suspended. Early intervention allows  you to 
gather as much information as close to the event as possible so that you’ll have 
a reasonably fresh and detailed audit trail so that you can look back at all the 
records of who was betting, what was being bet etc. 
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Malta 

Malta Gaming authority 
 

 
Founded in 

 

 
1998 (former: Lotteries and Gaming Authority 

 
Headquarters 

 

 
Ricasoli, Malta 

 
Website 

 

 
http://www.mga.org.mt 

 
System 

 

Monitoring 
 

NO 
 

Alert 
 

NO 

Pertinence for 
Betmonitalert 
Programme 

 
One of the most dynamic sports betting market in 

Europe 
 

The MGA maintains that licenced betting operators have a direct interest in 
preventing manipulation in sports. It is currently in the process of building a 
more robust framework for reports of suspicions of match-fixing and has just 
concluded a consultation period with licencees of remote betting to this effect. 
This will in turn serve as a liaison between licencees themselves and any 
relevant sporting organisations.  

The answers provided below are based on the mechanisms and systems which 
the MGA licencees have undertaken to fight match-fixing. It is also important to 
note that the MGA also participates in national discussions on this front, namely 
the Anti Corruption & Transparency Experts' Task Force set up in April 2015.   

EVALUATION OF ALERT SYSTEMS 
 
1. General questions 
 

 
Which criteria are you using to determine irregular betting patterns? 
Although the MGA does not yet officially define ‘irregular betting’ the recent 
consultation questionnaire which it distributed among licencees stated the 
following: ‘Irregular’ betting is understood as a sudden unexpected activity in 
the market with atypical bet sizes or volumes such that market and price 
changes fail to modify as expected, after eliminating any prospect that the 
irregular patterns could have been present for legitimate reasons, such as 
incorrect pricing of the market.’   
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Are the following issues used to determine irregular betting patterns: 
 

$ High volumes of stakes  
Yes. 
 

$ Sudden unexpected activity on a particular market / country / 
region / city  

MGA licencees also flag as an 'irregular' pattern a sudden unexpected activity 
with atypical bet sizes and/or volumes, suspiciously higher than usual. A 
common unexpected activity is one where an unattractive betting market 
experiences a sudden increase in interest.   
 

$ Sudden unexpected activity on a small number of retailors  
N/A 
 

$ Sudden unexpected activity with a given customer  
Unusual staking by a customer is considered an 'irregular' betting pattern; 
players’ behaviour is often monitored for a number of reasons, amongst them 
betting patterns 
 

$ Sudden unexpected activity in a short period of time 
Yes 
 

$ Bettors placing high stakes on a particular type of bet  
Unusual staking by a customer is considered an 'irregular' betting pattern. 
 

$ Frequent odds changes on the market  
Yes 

$ High part of single bets for a given game 
Yes 

$ Politically Exposed Persons betting on their own competition 
Most operators have commented that it is not possible to maintain a database of 
all athletes/ sportsmen involved in all the events on which betting is being 
offered, unless there is complete cooperation on behalf of sports federations. 
Operators however generally reserve the right to void a bet, totally or partially, 
if fraud or influence betting has occurred. Some operators have expressly 
prohibited athletes from betting on their events in their respective Terms & 
Conditions. 
 
 
Which criteria are you using to determine suspicious betting patterns?  
Although the MGA does not yet officially define ‘suspicious betting’ the recent 
consultation questionnaire which it distributed among licencees stated the 
following: ‘Suspicious’ betting patterns is generally defined as an irregular 
betting pattern which cannot be justified from a sporting perspective or other 
legitimate reason (e.g. injured player/s, bad weather) and a sudden influx of 
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bets in an unexpected direction are placed.’   
 
Are the following issues used to determine suspicious betting patterns: 
 

$ No reasonable explanation for the market activity 
Yes 

$ No link between the bets staked and the traders’ odds 
Yes 

$ High volumes of stakes on a competition / team / sportsmen  
which have already been involved in other suspicious betting 
patterns  

See above 
 

$ High volumes of stakes linked to someone who has already been 
involved in other suspicious betting patterns  

Yes. Accounts already known for suspicious betting activity and exhibiting 
irregular betting activity may determine suspicious betting patterns. 
 

$ Sport actors betting on their own competition against themselves 
/ their team 

See above 
 

$ High volumes of stakes linked to a small number of bettors 
collusion risk  

Yes 
 

$ Serious match-fixing rumours  
try to qualify “serious” / related to irregular betting patterns 

Yes 
 

$ When do irregular betting patterns become suspicious betting 
patterns? 

Each operator sets different criteria which establish the shift from an irregular to 
a suspicious betting pattern. Yet there is general consensus that an irregular 
betting pattern becomes a suspicious one when, inter alia, it is not coupled with 
a logical explanation of the market activity and when the market price becomes 
well out of line with the operator's assessment of what it should be. 

 
 
EVALUATION OF ALERT SYSTEMS 

 
 

$ When was your Alert system created? By whom? Why?  
 
Owing to the fact that there has not yet been established a national alert 
system, the MGA was not able to respond to the below.  
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It is relevant to note that until a more robust system is in place, the MGA acts 
as a central authority which collects information regarding manipulated 
sporting betting activity from sources which includes but is not limited to 
operators and sports governing bodies. Details such as the betting markets 
involved, type of bets received and the amount of bets are shared in 
accordance with law and procedure. Furthermore, most operators are affiliated 
with organisations such as the European Sports Security Association and 
follow their guidance on this aspect. 
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Spain 

DGOJ (Dirección General de Ordenación del Juego) 
 

 
Founded in 

 

 
2012 

 
Headquarters 

 

 
Madrid, Spain 

 
Website 

 

 
http://www.ordenacionjuego.es/en/conocenos 

 
System 

 

Monitoring 
 

NO 
 

Alert 
 

YES 
(National Platform) 

 
Pertinence for 
Betmonitalert 
Programme 

 
One of the most advanced regulatory authorities in 

the implementation of a national platform 
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UK 

Gambling Commission 
 

 
Interview with 
 
Lorraine Pearman – Nick Tofiluk 
 

 
Founded in 

 

 
2007 

 
Headquarters 

 

 
Birmingham, UK 

 
Website 

 

 
http://www.gamblingcommission.gov.uk/home.aspx 

 
System 

 

Monitoring 
 

NO 
 

Alert 
 

YES 

Pertinence for 
Betmonitalert 
Programme 

 
One of the most experienced betting regulatory 

authority in Europe (developed a good relationship 
with the betting industry) 

 
 
1) SBIF (Sports Betting Integrity Forum), chaired jointly (March 2017) by Mike 
O’Kane (Ladbrokes) and Chris Watts ( England and Wales Cricket Board). GC 
looks after the secretariat. Football, cricket, tennis, snooker, horseracing, darts, 
greyhound, rugby (Rugby Union and Rugby League) are part of the SBIF.  
The Sports Betting Integrity Forum was established in 2012 to develop Britain’s 
approach to protecting sport and sports betting being corrupted. It brings 
together representatives from sports governing bodies, betting operators, sport 
and betting trade associations, law enforcement and gambling regulation. The 
Forum is part of Britain’s Action Plan to address the risks of match-fixing and 
the threats to sports betting integrity. 
 
The Sports Betting Group (see below) has formally adopted the Sport and 
Sports Betting Integrity Action Plan.  
The SBI Action Plan outlines Britain's approach to addressing the risks to the 
integrity of sport and sports betting. It sets out the expected focus of the 
Gambling Commission, law enforcement agencies, sports governing bodies, 
player associations, betting operators and government in delivering timely and 
effective actions to identify and control risks associated with match-fixing and 
sports betting integrity. 
In adopting the Plan, a number of Britain’s major sports governing bodies and 
player associations commit to implementing measures designed to protect the 
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integrity of their sport from betting corruption and to fulfilling specific actions 
set out in the Plan. These actions include reviewing the impact of existing 
integrity arrangements in place within sport and sharing expertise and good 
practice to raise standards across the sector. 
- See more at: http://www.sportandrecreation.org.uk/news/18-02-2016/sports-
betting-group-formally-adopts-sport-and-sports-betting-integrity-action-
plan#sthash.4wfINCkv.dpuf 
 
 
2) Functions of the national platform: transmission, securing, communicating, 
IT, competence, intelligence and research. Understanding. Education and 
prevention?  Yes according to the GC.  
 
3) Legal framework: On the basis not on law but government policy.  
 
4) Sport Recreational Alliance (SRA): The Sport and Recreation Alliance is the 
umbrella organisation for the governing and representative bodies of sport and 
recreation in the UK and represents 320 members – organisations like The FA, 
the Rugby Football Union, UK Athletics, the Ramblers, British Rowing and the 
Exercise, Movement and Dance Partnership.� 
Their role, like every trade association, is to speak up on their behalf, represent 
their views and to provide them with services which make their life easier. 
The Sport and Recreation Alliance was formerly known as the CCPR or the 
Central Council of Physical Recreation. It is a company limited by guarantee No 
474512. Registered in England and Wales. 
What does the Sport and Recreation Alliance do? 
Their members are the governing bodies of sport and recreation. Their job is to 
run their sport or activity, promote participation and set the rules and 
conditions under which it takes place. 
SRA’s job is to make that job as easy as possible. They represent their views to 
people who make decisions; They promote the interests of sport and recreation 
so that as many people as possible know about their work; They campaign on 
issues affecting members. 
- See more at: 
http://www.sportandrecreation.org.uk/about#sthash.4A4mhSFy.dpuf 
 
5) Sports betting group:  
 
The Sports Betting Group (SBG) was formed in 2010 following the publication of 
the Report of the Sports Betting Integrity Panel commissioned by the 
Department for Culture, Media and Sport. The Sports Betting Integrity Panel 
was chaired by Rick Parry and its findings contained a number of 
recommendations for each of Government, Sport, the Betting Industry and the 
Gambling Commission to take forward to improve sport's protection against 
betting integrity breaches. The recommendations relevant to the sporting sector 
included the need for all sports bodies to: 
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• Have an effective integrity structure covering sports betting (including 
rules on betting and mechanisms to enforce those rules). 
• Provide regular education and communication programmes to all sports 
competitors and participants. 
• Put in place mechanisms for recognising and capturing intelligence in 
relation to sports betting integrity. 
 
 
EVALUATION OF ALERT SYSTEMS 

 
 

$ When was your Alert system created? By whom? Why?  
The Commission recognized the importance of addressing the issue of betting 
integrity . In doing so it met two of its key objectives, namely ensuring 
gambling is fair and keeping crime out of gambling. 
The Commission had been addressing six key areas: 
1 Working with Sports Governing Bodies - essentially this meant developing 
and signing MOU’s with some governing bodies, the aim being to define how 
the Commission and the governing bodies will work together, especially in 
relation to the reporting of suspicious betting patterns 
 2 Rules - the Commission had been taking a particular interest in Sports 
Governing Bodies’ rules and was trying to encourage those bodies to share 
good practices with each other 
 3 Information sharing - since September 2007 the Commission had 
received some reports of suspicious activity under licence condition 15.1. It 
was apparent that there were different degrees of “suspicious” and there was 
a need to secure greater consistency of reporting between operators. The 
Commission was aware that organisations such as the British Horseracing 
Authority were collecting information on betting patterns in real time but saw 
no reason why it should follow this path. The Commission had been able to 
clarify with the Information Commissioner that provided information sharing 
under condition 15.1 could be justified breaches of the Data Protection Act 
would not occur 
 4 Specific bets and terms and conditions - the Commission recognized 
that it had the power to RESTRICT the types of bet offered and to PREVENT 
betting on a sport (where, for example, the rules on betting were not 
adequate). However the Commission is not persuaded that such action was 
either warranted or likely to be effective in the UK 
 5 Investigation and prosecution - the Commission recognized that it had 
powers to take action in relation to cheating (Section 42), to obtain 
information (section 88) and to void bets (Section 336). However it still 
envisaged handing most investigations to the police as they have greater 
investigative powers (for example the ability to investigate bank accounts) 
and are better equipped to undertake complex investigations. It also 
recognized that Governing Bodies were able to move quickly (not least 
because in the UK they judge cases with the civil “balance of probabilities” test 
which is less onerous than the criminal “beyond all reasonable doubt” 
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standard) and that their ability to damage participants’ career prospects 
(through the imposition of lengthy suspensions) was a powerful deterrent 
 6 In- running betting.  
 
Despite the fact that the Act was comprehensive and that the Gambling 
Commission had just produced its position paper on betting integrity, in the 
summer of 2009 the Minister for Sport announced the creation of the Sports 
Betting Integrity Panel. The Panel produced a Code of Conduct for Sports 
Governing Bodies to adhere to (it is not mandatory). The Panel also proposed 
the creation of a Sports Betting Group comprising representatives of 
Governing bodies. The Panel recommended the creation of a Pan Sports 
Integrity Unit that would service the needs of all sports in the UK . This would 
be a cost effective use of resource and facilitate greater cooperation and 
information sharing between sports. Its role would be to gather and 
disseminate intelligence and to assist Governing Bodies with the investigation 
of alleged offences. It would not, however, prosecute offences, it being clear 
that this would remain the responsibility of the Governing Bodies in 
accordance with their established disciplinary procedures. The Panel 
recommended that such a Unit should be situated within the Gambling 
Commission (and rejected the idea of an investigation department inside the 
sports movement). 
 
Since the Panel reported in February 2010 (“the Rick Parry report”), the 
Gambling Commission has established the Sports Betting Intelligence Unit 
(SBIU). Furthermore, the Sports Betting Group has been established and 
continues to meet on a regular basis. 
 
The SBIU collects information and develops intelligence about potentially 
corrupt betting activity involving sport. Members of the SBIU receive 
information from a number sources which includes (but is not limited to) alerts 
from operators about suspicious activity on betting markets, concerns from 
sports governing bodies or tip offs through our confidential intelligence line. 
The SBIU focus is on potentially criminal activity that has at least one of the 
following elements: 
• It relates to an event in Great Britain 
• It involves parties (athletes, officials, participants, and so on) based 
within Great Britain 
• Betting has occurred with a Gambling Commission licenced operator. 
 
In 2010, the SBIU had 2 analysts.  
 
Today, there is a much better understanding of the risks, thanks to the Parry 
report and the build up of knowledge and experience (for example issued 
during the 2012 Olympics (London), which was a unique opportunity to test 
theoretical concepts. The SBIU  and the Betting Integrity Programme are very  
pro-active. 
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$ Please provide some basic information about your alert system  
The Gambling Commission is an independent Non Departmental Public Body 
(located in Birmingham). As such it is neither an agent nor a servant of the 
Crown. 
There is no separate legislation for the alert system implemented by the GC. 
The system is therefore part of the regulatory body.  
The Betting Integrity Programme meets physically every 2 weeks (on 
Tuesday), but there are daily contacts.  
5 people attend (including Lorraine Pearman, 2 analysts, one person in charge 
of support and coordination). There are also links with the Australian platform.   
 

$ What is your economic model?  
 

$ What is the financial statement of your alert system? 
 

The SBIU is 100% funded by licence fees. The Commission is funded by fees 
collected from all licence holders at a level set by the Department of Culture, 
Media and Sport. 
 
 

$ What are the objectives of your alert system? 
Cooperation, triggering alerts, encouraging, providing risk assessment 
 

$ How does your alert system work?  
$ What main difficulties are you facing regarding the functioning of your 

alert system? 
The system is now operational. 70% of the alerts are coming from the betting 
operators, others come from sport or from a hotline.  
Numbers of irregular / suspicious reports: Between 25 and 30 (irregular or 
rather suspicious) in average a month.  
 

$ Does your system monitor blogs / forums related to sports betting/ 
sports corruption? 

$ Is your system able to detect “runners / mules” 
 

 
 

$ Who are all the stakeholders involved in your alert system?  
In entrance of the system, i.e. before any analyse and/or alert?  
 

$ How are they involved? 
 

Number of betting operators cooperating with the SBIU: 42 (remote) at the 
moment, 3,000 including the small retail outlets. There is a very good 
cooperation with the ABB (experience from horse racing).  
The SBIU has signed some MoU with different sports: football, cricket, tennis, 
rugby, horse racing, greyhound, etc.  
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The cooperation with IOC was very useful during the 2012 Olympic Games. 
(Note: 14 inquiries have been reported during the Games).  
The GC has no monitoring system but unofficial (limited contacts) 
relationships with different systems (Sportradar, SportIm, etc.). The private 
monitoring systems could be submitted to obligations in the future, they could 
be considered as sensitive agents what is still existing for money laundering). 
May be even monitoring systems should be obliged to report some alerts due 
to money laundering reasons.  
The GC has a clear competence to fight against match-fixing. 

 
$ Is your alert system cooperating with other alert systems? 

 
$ What main difficulties are you facing regarding this kind of cooperation? 

 
 There is a strong cooperation with Australia.  
GC also cooperates with other regulatory authorities: Belgium, China, 
Denmark, Estonia France, Gibraltar, India (cricket), Isle of Man, Italy, 
Lithuania, Malta (especially through the IAGR network, where the GC is the 
leader).   
 

$ Regarding monitored data, please specify in which cases your alert 
system has access to amounts staked 
 

$ Who are the persons (in your organisation) who have access to this 
information? 

Who are the persons (in your organisation) who have access to this 
information?  

- There is a case-by-case analysis (amounts staked, geographic 
distribution, social media, etc.) 
- Existence of an Issue Management Group: Senior Management, 
investigators.  
- Analysts or sports organisations conduct the investigations. Sometimes 
but not automatically they work with the NCA (law enforcement).  
SBIU will build an intelligence package that will result in one of the 
following actions:  

• No further action – for example, this could be because there was an 
appropriate explanation for a suspicious pattern or insufficient 
information is available to proceed  Intel will be logged for future cross 
reference.  

• Refer to SGB – this could be where there is potentially a breach of a 
sport’s rule. The SGB would then decide how to proceed with it. 

• Refer to betting operator/s – this could be where there is potentially a 
breach of a betting operator’s terms and conditions or contracts of 
employment. The betting operator would then decide how to proceed 
with it. 

• Submission of an IRF to the Issue Management Group accompanied by a 
recommendation as to whether the Commission and/or police proceed 
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with a regulatory or criminal investigation.  
•  

Best indicators to trigger some efficient alerts: Today, the GC has more 
and more information in the system (people of sport, events, location, 
betting patterns). It is therefore possible to anticipate and to have a 
better view on alert systems.  
 
The key issue regarding these matters is as following: Shall the 
regulators trust the operators or impose some obligations? There is a 
balance to find. According to the GC, trust has to be based upon 
understanding. And of course betting operators don’t have to point the 
sport and reciprocally. 

 
$ In which cases does your alert system trigger a deeper analysis? 

 
$ Who is conducting this analysis?  
$ What is the methodology used? 

See above. 
 

 
$ In which cases does your alert system trigger an alert related to 

suspicious activity regarding manipulation of sports competitions 
analysis? 
 

$ Are there some cases where a suspicious activity doesn’t trigger any 
alert?  

- Existence of a Sport Integrity Forum (people working on sport).  
- NCA  and the National Police Chiefs Council (regional forces - NPCC) are 
strongly involved. There is a service, not dedicated 100% on sport, but 
focusing on organised Crime.  
- Existence of a global “anti-corruption plan”. Corruption within sport has 
become a priority during the last years. Today, there is a much more wider 
approach, not only focused on sport, what is a good thing. 
- The GC has very good relationships on an operational level with the NCA and 
the NPCC.   
 

$ Who are all the stakeholders (public authorities, sports organisations, 
betting operators, others) to whom alerts are sent (i.e. in case of 
suspicious activity)? 
 

 
 

$ What are the conditions to become a member of your alert system? 
• SBIF members (see below) are part of the system 
• There is an information sharing protocol (written document). Exchanges 

of information are sent through a secured email. This tool is to be 
improved in the future . 
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• There are (legal) difficulties to create exchange of information between 
sports organisations, the gambling commision and law enforcement. If 
sport satisfied to some criteria, they could officially be part of some 
public meetings / systems (article 35). This issue of exchange of 
information is essential to dig.  

• In UK, sport has a clear role to play in the anti-corruption plan (sports 
betting integrity action plan), but there are no legal obligations at the 
moment  

 
$ Is it mandatory for all the stakeholders taking part to your system to 

produce some information regarding irregular or suspicious betting 
activity?  
 

$ Which information and when?  
$ If these stakeholders don’t produce this information, can they be 

sanctioned?  
$ In particular, sport actors and sport officials do they have to report any 

irregular / suspicious sport behaviour?  
• See article 35 (code of conduct) 
•  Control: GC has expectations that betting operators are honest and 

balance integrity against commercial interests. But there is no evidence 
that the amounts staked are the right ones.  

•  The GC has no tax responsibility 
•  There is no different treatment with operators located in Gibraltar 
•  Sport should have an obligation to cooperate. Sport needs to be 

focused to an obligation as part of good governance (especially 
regarding the national platform).  

• NB: in UK,some  sport is partially funded by the State (UK Sport). 
 

 
$ Is there an official body controlling that all the stakeholders involved in 

your alert system report any irregular / suspicious activity to your 
system?  

The GC has the capacity to control the betting operators. 
 

 
$ Are there some specific legislation on alerts mechanisms / standards in 

the country (countries) where you operate / regulate? 
 There is an obligation to report for each licenced betting operator. If they do 
not fulfil the requirements, they can lose their licence; 
Betting operators could face criminal sanctions if they are involved in money 
laundering issues, cheating or bribery.  
Note: Betting operators but also individuals have to obtain a licence; 
The question of traders betting with their own company or with any other 
company has been raised (the GC has seen some cases in the past where 
employees were involved in criminal activities). 
 Illegal operators: they are supposed to give some information about their 
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activities outside UK. If operators realize more than 3% of their GGY abroad, 
they are supposed to give the figures for the international market. 
 

 
$ Related to manipulations of sports competitions:  

Do you have a database of suspicious betting patterns?  
 
 

$ What are the specific legislations with regard to storage of data 
(duration, nature of information) / information sharing? 

     
 

$ Which improvements could you suggest in national / European 
legislations to use personal data in case of suspicious behaviours related 
to match-fixing (or more generally to organised Crime)? 

Yes, the GC holds a secured database.  This is a database of cases and 
relevant intelligence related to those cases. So its not a data base of 
suspected match fixers for example. But the GC would cross reference any 
new intel against what they hold. 
 

$ How many people are involved in the daily operations of your alert 
system?  

See above. 
 

$ What is the number of irregular betting activity detected (analysed) 
during the 5 last years (by year)? 

The number of suspicious activities is still growing.  
- The figures have to be taken with carefully because there was a big change 
in the methodology of collecting them. 

 
 

$ In case an alert has been triggered, is there a feedback for the 
stakeholders who took part to the detection? 

At the moment, the GC tries to find ways to give feedback.  
The GC is authorised to figures to sport and NCA. 

 
$ According to you, what is the percentage of “false negative” of your alert 

system?  
$ According to you, what leads to “false negative”? 

The GC doesn’t monitor the sports betting market; 
Profiling is important / essential for the future; 
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APPENDIX  
 

Sports Betting Intelligence Unit June (2010) 
  

1 Introduction  
1.1 In the summer of 2009 the Department for Culture, Media and Sport 

(DCMS) established a  
Sports Betting Integrity Panel (the Panel), bringing together experts from the 

betting industry, the police, players, fans, Sports Governing Bodies 
(SGBs), the legal profession and the Gambling Commission (the 
Commission), to make recommendations as to the design and 
implementation of an integrated strategy to uphold integrity in sport and 
associated betting. One set of the recommendations of the Panel’s report 
concerned the Commission, building on its existing work, establishing a 
Sports Betting Intelligence Unit (SBIU)1. The Commission welcomed this 
recommendation and the SBIU is operational. This document sets out the 
terms of reference for the SBIU, based on the recommendations of the 
Panel.  

 
2 Terms of Reference  
2.1 The terms of reference for the SBIU are:  

• The SBIU will produce intelligence products to inform investigative 
decision making on the prosecution or disruption of criminal 
offences (eg cheating) or regulatory action under the Gambling Act. 
Where relevant and appropriate, these intelligence products may be 
made available to third parties to assist disciplinary action.2 The 
intelligence products will also inform strategic analysis on Sports 
Betting Integrity issues.  

• The SBIU will focus upon collecting and analysing information and 
intelligence relating to potentially criminal activity in respect of 
sports betting, where that activity:  

• Relates to a sporting event that occurred in Great Britain, 
and/ or  

• Involves parties based within Great Britain, and/ or  

• Occurred with a Gambling Commission licenced operator.  

• The SBIU will undertake targeted monitoring of betting on specific 
events and by specific individuals. It will not undertake general, 
pre-emptive monitoring of betting markets or sporting events. This 
remains the role of betting operators and sports governing bodies 
respectively.  

• The SBIU will act as the Commission’s gateway for sports betting 
intelligence matters by establishing national and international 
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channels of communication for the receipt and dissemination of 
information and intelligence with relevant partners.  

• The SBIU will undertake debriefings of sports betting integrity cases 
conducted by the Commission and partners to develop and share knowledge, 
working practices and techniques 

 
 

F. INTELLIGENCE AND INVESTIGATION SERVICES 
 
 
 

 
Europol 

 
 
Interview with 
 
Norbert Rubicsek - (Operational) Department for Organised crime networks 
O27 ( Serious and Organised Crimes Area, Focal Point Sports Corruption). 
 
4.26.2016 
 

 
Founded in 

 

 
1999 

 
Headquarters 

 

 
The Hague, Netherlands 

 
Website 

 

 
https://www.europol.europa.eu/ 

 
System 

 

Monitoring 
 

NO 
 

Alert 
 

YES 
 

Pertinence for 
Betmonitalert 
Programme 

 
The law enforcement agency of the European Union 

 
 
 

GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT EUROPOL  
 
 

 
The Europol team responsible for the Focus Point Sports Corruption 
consists of members. 
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Europol main goals are to function as the principle EU support centre for law 
enforcement operation, to become the criminal information hub and develop 
further as a centre for law enforcement expertise.  
 
All the EU member states are connected to and represented in Europol.  
Within the operational department for organised crime networks they have 
created a focal point for sports corruption. They have built a network of 
experts in the field op sports corruption, mostly police officers, representing 
the different member states.  
  
Relevant for their position is that they don’t have executive power and 
therefore cannot directly execute police measures. They coordinate 
measures.  
 
They have developed cooperation with SportRadar, TIU and UEFA based on 
MOU’s. They consider that source of information for themselves as a kind of 
alert system, more or less comparable to the IBIS sytem. They appreciate 
the supplied information simply as an indication and therefore not decisive 
for eventual further investigation. Furthermore they have developed an 
informal network with national and international stakeholders, at 
organisational (e.g. sports organisations) but also at personal level (experts).  
The scope of their interest is not limited to match fixing but by definition 
placed in a broader context of sports corruption with economic or other 
organized crime such as money laundering, money transfer, fraud etc.  
The reason for law enforcement to call Europol is that they act as a source of 
information, provide a network of experts and represent EU enforcement 
authorities by definition at the international conferences and co-ordinate their 
investigations in the field of cross border character of (organized) crime.  
 
The interest of Europol is twofold:  

• Strategy development regarding sports corruption;  
• Operational (police) cooperation.  
•  

Although they have developed an international network they cannot 
exchange informational at mutual level. That is not allowed. Mutual exchange 
of information is limited to law enforcement i.e. police cooperation.    
Europol is not interested in a clear definition of alert systems nor in other 
definitions regarding irregular or suspicious sports betting. They don’t focus 
on is it match fixing or not, they focus on possible crime aspects e.g. money 
laundering or fraud where an exact distinction in definitions is not required.  
If for example a retailer is suspected of suspicious activities in match fixing 
they rather focus on information about criminal history, financial background, 
transactions, possible money laundering, network, ownership etc. Based on 
the authority of the local national police and prosecutors they have easy 
access to all kind of confidential information. Information that can never be 
shared with other interested parties such as sports organisations and their 
integrity teams.  


